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This study is concerned with a theoretical analysis of the free 
vibration characteristics of a thin cylindrical shell reinforced by 
longitudinal ribs for any set of admissible boundary conditions. The 
usual assumption that the stringers are closely spaced is not made 
and hence the stiffened shell is not: treated as an orthotropic con-
tinuum but rather as an isotropic cylinder interacting with a set of 
discrete thin-walled beams. 
A new method of analyzing this type of structure is presented in 
which the shell-stringer interaction loads are represented by double 
Fourier series with unknown coefficients. Once the analysis of the 
shell and stringer problems has been completed, kinematical conditions 
at the line of attachment that require compatible deformations between 
the shell and stringers are enforced. This yields a linear eigenvalue 
problem in the unknown loading coefficients for determination of the 
eigenfrequencies of the composite structure. 
The mathematical model which is developed is quite flexible. 
Since the number of stringers, and their spacing is left arbitrary, 
there are no restrictions due to smearing or averaging the stringer , 
effects over the surface of the shell. Furthermore, the governing 
differential equations of the composite structure are satisfied as 
are all of the boundary conditions. 
Xlll 
The Ritz method is employed in the analysis to compare the sim-
plified Donnell's shell theory with Fliigge's more exact theory for a 
stringer stiffened shell with simply supported boundary conditions. It 
was found that these theories were in good agreement with each other 
and with the experimental results found in the- literature. It was also 
found that neglecting rotatory inertia of the shell and stringers was 
a justifiable assumption for the lower axial modes (m<4). However, the 
assumption of neglecting in-plane inertias for the shell in calculating 
the radial frequencies can lead to results in serious disagreement with 
"theoretical calculations based on retaining "these terms. The analysis 
also shows that the presence of even a few stringers "on a shell may 
substantially couple the circumferential modes when one considers the 
stringers as discrete structural elements. Also, the frequencies 
associated with symmetric and antisymmetric circumferential modes can 
have different values,which is not true for the unstiffened shell. 
A general linear theory is developed based upon solving the 
coupled governing equations of motion for the shell and stringers. 
Donnell's equations are employed for the shell and V. Z. Vlasov's 
equations are used for the stringers. A particular numerical example 
is considered to illustrate the application of the general analysis to 
a realistic stiffened shell. The boundary .conditions are chosen to be 
clamped-clamped. Also, results of the general analysis are compared 
with the Ritz analysis for the simply supported case and with some 
experimental data in the literature. Good agreement between mode shapes 
and frequencies was noted for this case. 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Since reinforced cylindrical shells are used extensively in the 
aerospace, nuclear, marine, and petrochemical industries as structural 
components in'missiles, aircraft, submarines, nuclear reactor vessels, 
and refinery equipment, investigations on the free vibration charac-
teristics of these shells continues to be of interest to researchers 
in the field of soilid mechanics. The stiffening of these shells is 
accomplished by attaching longitudinal ribs and/or ring frames to the 
shell surface for the purpose of increasing the strength and stability 
of the shell while still retaining a relatively lightweight composite 
structure. 
In the past, the usual method of analyzing reinforced cylindrical 
shells was to treat the structure as an orthotropic continuum with 
effective extensional and flexural stiffness by considering the stif-
feners to be closely spaced and to average the stiffening effects over 
J* 
the surface of the shell as was done by Hoppman [1] and Miller [2]. 
This method was used by McElman, Mickulas, and Stein [3] to investi-
gate the effects of stringer eccentricity (whether the stiffener center 
of gravity is inside or outside of the shell wall) on stiffened flat 
plates and cylindrical shells. The conclusion reached from this 
The numbers enclosed in brackets denote the correspondingly 
numbered reference in the Literature Cited. 
2 
investigation was that stiffener eccentricity effects are important 
and should be considered in the analysis of stiffened plates and 
cylindrical shells. However, they found that since eccentricity 
effects depend on the configuration and physical properties of both 
the cylinder and the stiffeners, it was rather Lidifficult to make any 
concrete statements regarding stringer eccentricity. 
An alternative approach in analyzing reinforced shells is to 
treat the stiffeners as discrete structural components. The advantage 
of this approach is that the stiffeners need not be closely spaced, 
identical in size, and may be few in number. The discrete approach 
has recently been adopted by several authors in investigating the 
vibration of stiffened cylindrical shells. Of the investigations 
using the discrete approach, references [4,5] deal only with longi-
tudinal ribs and reference [6] considers both rings and stringers. 
Reference [4] considers the free vibration of stringer stiffened 
cylinders by using the orthotropic theory and the method of transfer 
matrices and compares these theories with experimental results for 
simply supported cylinders with four or eight stringers. The Rayleigh-
Ritz energy method is employed in the other given references and with 
the exception of Egle and Sewall [6] only simply supported boundary 
conditions are considered. Ojalvo and Newman [5] were concerned with 
the effect of an attached mass, point on the frequencies of a simply 
supported cylindrical shell with many equally spaced stringers. Egle 
and Sewall [6] use the energy method but leave the axial mode unspeci-
fied in their expression for the assumed displacement functions. The 
3 
authors suggest that beam-type axial modes be used to allow for various 
end conditions. Numerical results are presented for a simply supported, 
stringer stiffened cylindrical shell using Donnell's shell theory. 
One of the disadvantages of using an approximate energy method 
is in the selection of the approximating functions. This depends on 
the user's intuition and experience and there is no systematic way to 
arrive at a best choice for an approximating sequence. The application 
of the Ritz method requires that the approximating functions be members 
of a complete ̂system of functions and this is one of the basic diffi-
culties connected with the method. Often it is difficult to find a 
complete system of coordinate functions satisfying the geometric 
boundary conditions of a problem. Then, too, since the coordinate func-
tions do not in general satisfy the governing differential equations of 
motion of a given continuum it is sometimes difficult to assess the rate 
at which an approximate solution is converging to the exact solution. 
Often one must look for reassurances in making successive approximations 
to lend confidence to the results and where possible to compare the 
results with established information. 
To investigate the problem of free vibration of a stiffened 
cylinder with arbitrary boundary conditions, an approach is adopted by 
which the coupled equations of motion are solved. This avoids one of 
the major disadvantages of the energy method in that one is not faced 
with the problem of having to select some set of approximating functions. 
Furthermore, one can satisfy the governing equations of motion of the 
composite structure and all of the boundary conditions exactly. 
4 
However, one is required to make a representation of the unknown forces 
of constraint which is avoided in an energy approach. 
In proposing a general linear theory, it is very desirable to use 
as simplified a shell theory as possible in order to minimize the mathe-
matical difficulties attendant with such an approach. To this end, an 
energy approach using a convenient set of coordinate functions can be 
useful in comparing the simplified Donnell's shell theory to the more 
exact Flugge's theory to see if they are in reasonable agreement for 
stiffened shells. 
Three qualifications thai: are desirable in a-mathematical model 
of an elastic system are (1) the model should adequately represent the 
important characteristics of the system, (2) the resulting mathematical 
equations describing the model's behavior should not be so unwieldly as 
to preclude a reasonable attack upon the problem, and (3) the actual 
results of the model should be reasonably accurate. 
The energy method satisfies the first and second requirements 
for a good model. The results of the. model are compared with existing 
experimental data to ascertain if the third criterion is satisfied. 
Furthermore, the energy method has been used in investigating the 
effect of the shear center not coinciding with the centroid, and the 
( , 
nonsymmetrical property (cross product of inertia) which is important 
for nonsymmetrical sections. From a differential equations point of 
view, the partial differential equations governing the motion of the 
stringer will be uncoupled if the shear center coincides with the 
centroid (or if such an effect can be considered negligible) and if the 
5 
cross product of inertia is zero (or can be neglected). Therefore, the 
energy method when used with convenient coordinate functions can be use-
ful in furnishing one with a qualitative feel as well as explicit justi-
fication for various assumptions which one. may postulate in attempting 
to formulate a tractable set of partial differential equations which 
govern the behavior of a stiffened cylindrical shell. Scruggs and 
Pierce [7] employed the energy method to investigate the free vibration 
of a ring and stringer stiffened shell for simply supported boundary 
conditions and obtained good agreement for the modes and frequencies 
investigated. The author, however, did not employ series solutions to 
represent the circumferential mode shape. 
The purpose of this work is to develop a mathematical model for 
investigating the free vibration characteristics of a thin cylindrical 
shell reinforced by discrete stringers with arbitrary admissible 
boundary conditions by considering a thin monocoque cylinder interacting 
with a system of longitudinal ribs and using the energy method as a 
springboard to develop such a model. 
Numerical examples are presented for both the Ritz analysis and 




TOTAL ENERGY FOR SIMPLY SUPPORTED LONGITUDINALLY 
STIFFENED CYLINDRICAL SHELLS 
.The Ritz method is employed in the present analysis to determine 
the natural frequencies and mode shapes of thin circular cylindrical 
shells stiffened by discrete elastic stringers with simply supported 
boundary conditions. Simply supported boundary conditions are chosen 
because they enable one to express the shell displacements in terms of a 
linearly independent, complete set of functions which satisfies all of 
the boundary conditions for the shell and stringers. Also, the exist-
ing experimental data for free vibration of stringer stiffened cylinders 
is only for simply supported boundary conditions. Therefore, this 
choice of boundary conditions enables one to adopt the Ritz method under 
extremely favorable conditions. 
The numerical results of this method will be used later for com-
parison purposes with the results of the general analysis as given in 
Chapter IV. This will furnish an explicit comparison of two different 
approaches to the problem of free vibration of stiffened cylinders. If 
the results of these two methods are in good agreement, then this will 
furnish a confirmation of the derivation and programming of the general 
analysis. 
The analysis incorporates rotatory inertia, bending, extension, 
and torsion of the stringers and does not neglect warping, transverse 
stiffening effects, rotatory inertia, of the shell, nor is it assumed 
that the shear center of the stringers coincides with the centroid nor 
does it neglect in-rplane inertias in the numerical solution of the 
problem as is done in reference [6]. The general procedure for the 
Ritz method is given in the following steps. 
The kinetic and potential energy functionals are constructed for 
the cylindrical shell and the stringers. These expressions are combined 
to give the Lagrangian for the stiffened cylinder in terms of the middle 
surface displacements of the shell by relating the displacements of the 
stringers to the middle surface displacements of the shell. Next, the 
displacements of the cylinder are assumed in the form of finite Fourier . 
series with undetermined coefficients where each term of the series 
satisfies simply supported boundary conditions. The assumed displace-
ments are substituted into the energy functionals and the Euler-Lagrange 
equations are utilized to yield a linear eigenvalue problem in the 
unknown amplitudes. The eigenvalue problem is then solved numerically 
for the approximate frequencies and mode shapes of the stiffened 
cylinder. 
Potential Energy of System 
The following assumptions concerning the shell are made: 
(i) The shell material is isotropic and homogeneous. 
s • 
(ii) The linear strain-displacement relations are employed. 
(iii) The thickness of the shell is small compared with the 
smallest radius of curvature of its middle surface. 
(iv) The stress components normal to the middle surface are 
small compared with the other stress components and may be neglected. 
(v) The normals to the unstrained middle surface deform into 
the normals of the strained middle surface. , 
(vi) The normals to the strained middle surface undergo no 
elongation. 
The assumptions (v) and (vi) together are commonly called the 
Kirchhoff-Love hypotheses. 
The displacements u, v, and w.of the middle surface of the shell 
are assumed to be given by the following finite Fourier series in <f> and 
x (see Figure 1): 
M N 
u(x,<j),t) = 7 y [A (t)cos(n<f>) + A' (t )sin(n<|>) ]cos ~ 
m=o n=o 
• M N 
v(x,<j),t) = 1 1 [B (t)sin(n<|>) - B' (t)cbs(n<(>)]sin ̂  , 
L
n




w(x,<J),t) = 1 1 [C (t)cos(n4)) + C sin(n(}))]sin 5E2. . (2.1) _. mil mri ** 
m=l n=o 
Each term of the series in Equations (2.1) satisfies the boundary 
conditions: 
v = w = N = M = 0 at x = 0,£ (2.2) 
x x 
9 
where N is the longitudinal stress resultant and M is the bending 
x x to 
moment (see Appendix B). These are simply supported boundary conditions 
without axial constraint and are sometimes called "freely supported" in 
the literature. The unprimed coefficients (A ,B ,C ) are associated 
mn mn mn 
with the symmetric circumferential modes (i.e., modes which are sym-
metric with respect to the plane 6=0) and the prime coefficients (A1 , 
mn 
B' ,C' ) are associated with the antisymmetric circumferential modes 
mn mn , 
(i.e., modes which are antisymmetric with respect to the plane cf>- = 0). 
It should be noted that the mnth term for u, v., and w represents the 
modal functions of an unstiffened thin cylindrical shell with simply-
supported boundary conditions,. ; 
x=£ 
x=0 
Figure 1. Stiffened Shell Coordinate System 
The strain-displacement relations of the middle surface of a 
cylindrical shell for the coordinate system depicted in Figure 1 are 
given by Flugge [8] as: 
10 
e.:" - ^ - , (2.3) 
XX 9x 
: _ 1 : 3v vr 
<jxj) a 9(f) a 
1 3u 9v 
X(f> a 9(f) 9x 
The changes of curvature for a thin cylindrical shell are given by 
Flugge [8] as: 
9 W 
** = a 2 
9x 
, . 2 
1 d W W 
<f> ~ 2 . . 2 2 ' 
T a 9cf> a 
K = _ i _ . ^ L _ 1 3 v - : ' - l - 3 2 w 
( 2 . 4 ) 
x<J> n 2 3<() 2a 3x a 9x9< 2a 
S u b s t i t u t i n g t h e e x p r e s s i o n s f o r t h e assumed d i s p l a c e m e n t s i n t o 
E q u a t i o n s ( 2 . 3 ) and ( 2 . 4 ) , t h e s t r a i n s : a n d changes of c u r v a t u r e of t h e 
s h e l l become: 
M N 
e - - T I (A c o s ( n f ) + Af sin(n<f>))a s i n ( a x ) , ( 2 . 5 ) 
xx i nin T mn \ m m 
m=l n=o 
M N 
e , , = 7 I I [ . < B ( n ) + C n)cos(n<f>) + ( B ^ ( n ) + CV ) s i n ( n f ) ] s i n ( a ^ x ) v 





= J 5" C(B - (n)A )sin(ncj>) + ( ( n ) A ' - B' )a c o s ( n d ) ) ] c o s ( a x ) , Zj
n ^^ mn mn m n m n m
 T m ' 
m=l n=0 
J M N 2 
K = - y y (C cos(nd)) + C sin(nY))a sin(a x ) , x S u . mn T mn m m ' 
m=l n=0 
M N 
K* = ~ T I I (C ( l - n )cos(ncf>) + C (1 -n )sin(n(f> ) ) s i n ( a x ) , 
§ 2 , „ mn mn m 
a m=l n=0 
M N 
Kx4> = ~2 ^ ^ r a m=l n=0 
a (a )(n) 
JL^Ar + J H B ' t - i C 




a ( n ) 
n A + _E B + _m c 
(2a 2 mn 2a mn a mn 
1 




°m = T * 
The s t ra in energy of a thin cyl indrical shel l is given by Love 
[9] as: 
I 2TT 
vcu!rrr = o / / ^ e + e , , ) 2 -2( l -v)(e e 
SHELL 2 ( l -v ) 0 0
 x x YY xx < 
^y 2 . ) ]dxdcf> + 
4- x<p 
Eh3a V r
2 \ , ,2 
0 J / C(K + K . )
Z -• 2 ( 1 - V ) ( K K. - K 2 . ) ] d x d Y ( 2 . 6 ) 
„, z, 2X ' • ; x d> x <p xd> 
2 4 ( l - v ) 0 0 y Y Y 
when the first term represents the membrane energy associated with 
the stretching of the shell middle surface, and the second term is the 
strain energy of bending. 
12 
Inserting Equations (2.5) into (2.6) and integrating yields: 
TrEha£ 
M N 
V c u „ _ = ~ I J { ( - a A + - B + - C )
2 + ( - a A' + - B ' + - C ' ) 2 
SHELL , ,., 2 , L, un m mn a rnn a mn m mn a mn a mn 
4 ( l - v ) m=l n=0 
+ 2 ( l - v ) [ a A ( - B + - C ) + ha B - - A ) 2 ] 
m mn a mn a mn 4 m mn a mn 
+ 2 ( l - v ) [ a A' ( - B ' + - C ) + i < a B ' - - A ' ) 2 ] } 
m mn a mn a mn 4 m mn a mn 
rn,3 o M N irEh ail 
0 I I K { \ (1 -n
2 ) - a2}C ) 2 
y t-i Li — n rn Tn-n 4 8 ( l - v ) m=l n=0 a ' m m  
+ { ( 4 r . ( l - n 2 ) - a 2 ) C } : 
2 m mn 
a 
+ 2 ( l - v ) [ «
2 C 2 ( i - ! V ) t ( ^ V A + ^ B + . J 5 < n l c )
2 ] 
m rnn 2 2 „ 2 mn 2a mn a mn 
a a 2a 
+ 2 ( l - v ) [ a
2 C ' 2 ( 4 r - 4 ) + ( A * ' + ^ B - + . J 5 < n l c > ) 2 ] ( 2 . 7 ) 
m mn 2 2 „ 2 mn 2a mn a mn 
a a 2a 
The s t r a i n e n e r g y of a s t r i n g e r a t t h e l o c a t i o n $ = <J) ( s e e 
Appendix A) i s : 
V = i- / (E"*A O c / 3 x ) 2 + E * I , 0 2 £ / 8 x ^ + E*I , ( 8 2 n / 8 x 2 ) 2 + ( 2 . 8 ) 
2 , 2,2 
r z ' r r r y ' r r 
2E"I , T0
2s /ax2)02n /ax2) + E*C 02ev,/9x
2)2+ (GJ) 





where (c 9£ »n. ) denote the displacements of the shear center of the rth 
v> yp r 
13 
stringer (see Figure 2). It is assumed that the stringer is rigidly 
attached to the shell along a single line (attachment line) at the 
middle surface of the shell. Usually, the attachment line is assumed 
to be at the middle of the flange (see reference [5]). 
Figure 2. Stringer Coordinate Systems and Notation 
Having determined an attachment line, we denote the displace-
ments of this line by (u.,v ,w.). By using conventional thin-walled 
beam theory the displacements of any point in the stringer (u ,v ,w ) 
are related to the displacements of the shear center (C ,£ ,n ) by the 
following linear transformation assuming a = a = 0 and no warping: 
14 
v = £ - z e , 
sr r sr 
w = r\ + y 6 sr r sr 
where 0 denotes the angle of twist of the rth stringer. Therefore, sr . & s 
the displacements of the attachment line are related to the displacements 
of the coordinate origin and shear center by: 
C = u. + y -r-£. + z -r-£- , (2.10) 
r A . r 8x r 8x 
£ .= v. + z 0 , r A r sr 
n = w. - y 0 r A Jv sr 
From the second of Equations (2.10), we have 
85 •8v 8© 
-_IL = _A-+ z - ~ £ ~ (2.11) 
8x 3x r 8x 
and from the third of Equations (2.10), we have 
3n 3WA 80 
r _  A. _ sr 
8x ~ 8x yr 8x 
(2.12) 




C = u . + y —— + z -T— ( 2 . 1 3 ) 
r A JT 3x r 9x 
and t h e r e f o r e t h e d i s p l a c e m e n t s of t h e s h e a r c e n t e r a r e g i v e n by: 
( a s suming a = a = 0 ) : to y z 
9vA 3wA 
C '= v . + z 0 , ( 2 . 1 4 ) 
r A r s r 
ri = w. - y 0 . 
r A r s r 
The s t r i n g e r a n g l e of t w i s t i s a p p r o x i m a t e d by: 
1 3 W A 
s r a 3<}> 
( 2 . 1 5 ) 
If u, v, and w denote the middle surface displacement of the shell, 
then the midsurface displacements along the attachment line are given 
by: 
u A = u(x9<t)^,t), (2.16) 
vA = vCx5<t)r,t), 
wA = w(x,.<f>r,t). 
Inserting Equations (2.16) and (2.15) into Equations (2.14) gives the 
16 
f o l l o w i n g e x p r e s s i o n s f o r t h e d i s p l a c e m e n t s of t h e s h e a r c e n t e r : 
av 3w 
C r = U + y r 3 7 + Z r 3 7 > ( 2 . 1 7 ) 
r ' r 3w 
C r = V + X 3* ' 
n = w -
r 
y r 9w 
a 3<f> 
S u b s t i t u t i n g E q u a t i o n s ( 2 . 1 7 ) i n t o E q u a t i o n ( 2 . 8 ) y i e l d s : 
V = 1 / { E"A \p-
s r 2 0 r r 3x 




E A y 
r r J r 
ft 





+ E A z 




+ E I , 
r z ' r 
a 2 2 3 v 
C3x ; 
+ 2E I .,- \ 
r y ' z ' r 
fa2 1 3 v 
, 
f 2 1 3 w 
V 2 2 
[3x J 
3x' 
(GJ) . r 2 i 
3 w 
3x3<f> } *=* d x + 
r 
\ I {+2E*I f - ' 2 J r z ' r H 3 y i Ml 
, 3 ^ 2 ; _3x
23f 
+ E I 
r z ' r l a J 
3 w 
3 x 3d) 
V. ' J 
2E I , — 
r y ' r a 
ft 
E I , 






dx'j [dx 3<f>J a" 
2 







- 2E I , , 
r y ' z ' r ( a J 
3 v 
3x 
s 3 3 w 
i 3 x I f 
2E I , „ , 
f \ r 
r y ' z ' r ( a j 
2 
3 w 33w 
3x J (3x 3^ 
- 2E I , , 





3 x 3<|>J T T r 
} . . dx ( 2 . 1 8 ) 
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where the first integral represents' the strain energy due to extension, 
bending and torsion of the stringers (including the effect of eccen-
tricity of the stringer) and the second integral represents the strain 
energy due to warping and coupling between the twisting and bending. 
Substituting Equations (2.1) into (2.18) and integrating yields 
the following expression for the strain energy at the location <$> = $: 
E'A I M N N 
V = r „ r I I I {[-a A .cos(i<f> ) - y a 
sr 4 L. .Ln .
L' m mi rr Jv m 
m=l i=0 3=0 
2 
B .sin(id> ) - z C .cos(id> )][-a A . 
mi r r m mi r m m] 
2 2 
cos(j4> ) - y B .sin(id) ) - z a C .-cos(jd> )] + 
J r -'r m m̂  r r m m] J r 
2 2 
2[-a A .cos(id> ) - y B .sin(id) ) - z a C . 
m mi r r m mi r r m mi 
2 
cos(id) )][-a A'.sin(id) ) + a y B'.cos(jd) ) -
r m m] JTr nrr m] J r 
a2z C'.sin(j<J) )] '+ [-a A'.sin(id) ) + a2y B'. 
m r ni] JTr m mi , r m r mi 
2 2 
cos(i4> ) ~ a z C ' . s in ( id ) ) ] [ - a A , . s in( jd) ) + a_y r m r mi Yr m nr] J Y r irrr 
o . -.E I f £ 
B'.cos(j<f> ) - a z C'.sin(j<j) ) ] + r ? r 
m] r m r m ] J T r 4 
M N N 
I I I { [ a C . ] [ a C .]cos(i<j> )cos(j<j> )• + 
*•, . n . n m mi rami r
 J T r 
m=l i=0 ]=0 
2[a C . l [ a C» .]cos(icf> )sin(j<() ) + [ a C ] 
m mi m m ] r J r m mi 
2 
[ a C* . ] s in ( id> ) s in ( jd ) )} + 
m m] r J T r 
E I. , I M N N 
r z ' r J r , 2 W . I I I {[-a B . + — (a )(i)C . ] 
4 L^ .Ln ,
L
n m mi a m mi 
m=l i=0 ]=0 
[ - a 2 B . - — ( a 2 ) ( i ) C .]sin(icf> )sin(j<() ) + 
m m ] a m m : r r 
z z 
2 [ - a 2 B . + — ( a 2 ) ( i ) C . ] [ a 2 B » . ' - — ( a 2 ) ( j ) C . : 
m mi a m mi m m] a m J m] 
2 
;in(i(f) )cos(j<() ) + [ a B* . -. C* 
rz ^ 
r 
m mi mi a 
( a 2 ) ( i ) ] 
m 
2 r 2 
[ a B ' . - -=- ( a ) ( j ) C ' . ] c o s ( i ( J ) )cos(j<J> ) + 
m m ] a m J m] r r 
E I , , I M N N 
2^*2- 1 1 I <[<̂ C , ] [ a V ; + -£;<a2)( j 2 '•* -.".., •.."„ ."_ "T'm mi"~ m mi a " m' 
m=l i=0 ]=0 : 
2 2 
cos(i<J> )sin(j(J) ) + [ a C . ] [ a B» . -Y r / J Y r m mi- m m>. 
(z ^ 
( a 2 ) ( j ) C ' . ] c o s ( : L ( J ) )cos(j<|> ) + [ a 2 C ] 
m m ] r J r m mi 
fz 1 
r [ < B m : - tf} ( % ) ( : 3 ) C m j ] s i n ( i * r ) s i n ( ^ r ) -
[ a 2 C ' . ] [ a 2 B ' . -
m mi m m ] 
H f ^ N / . Np , -I . / • 
l - H ( % ) ( J ) C m j ] s i n ( i ( J ) r ) c o s ( j ( J ) r ) + 
19 
(GJ) £ M N N 
r I l [ , ( [ - ( i / a ) . C . ] [ . ( j / a ) . C . ] t 
^ i -_n --A m mi
 J m mj 
m=l i = 0 ] = 0 J 
+ 2 [ - ( i / a ) a C . ] [ ( j / a . ) a C'.]sin(i<|> )cos(j<j> ) + m mi m m] r r 
C ( i / a ) a C ' . ] [ ( j / a ) a C .}cos(i<j> )cos(j<j) ) + m mi mm] r J T r 
E C £ M N N 
r , W r I I I ' U d „ ( i ) C .sin(i<|> ) ] [ a ( j ) 
4 u. . ^ . rt m mi r m
 J 
m=l i = 0 ]=Q 
C .sin(j<f> ) ] - 2 [ a ' ( i ) C .sin(i<|> ) ] m] J T r ni mi r 
[ a 2 ( j ) C .cos(j<j> ) ] + [ a 2 ( i ) C ' . c o s ( i < f > ) ] 
m J m] r m mi T 
C a m ( j ) C mj C O s ( : 3 < l > r ) ] ( 2 * 1 9 ) 
Therefore , t h e t o t a l s t r a i n energy of the system i s : 
K 
V = V + T V (2 20) 
SHELL *• s r v^.^u; 
r = l 
where K is the total number of stringers attached to the shell's 
surface. 
Kinetic Energy of System 
The kinetic energy of a cylindrical shell (including rotatory 
inertia) is given by Ojalvo and Newman [5] as the following: 
20 
v, l 2Tr o pha r ( r .2 2 . .2 
SHELL 2 






Ity - v 
} dxdc{> (2.21) 
where p is the mass density of the shell, 3 is the shell bending-
stiffness parameter, and the dot indicates differentiation with respect 
to time. Inserting the expressions for the assumed displacements into 
Equation (2.21) and integrating gives: 
M N 
T Q H p T T = ^ L I I {(A )
2 + (A* ) 2 + (B )2(1 + 3) + 
SHELL 4 *% un mn mn mn 
m=l n=0 
23(n)C B + (Bf )2(l+3) + 23(n)c' B' +'(C ) 2 mn mn mn mn mn mn 
9 9 9 • ' 9 9 9 9 
[1 + 3(a a +n )] + (C ) \ l + 3(a a + n )]} 
m mn m (2.22) 
The kinetic energy of a typical stringer (including rotatory 
inertia) in terms of the middle surface displacements of the shell is 
given by (see Appendix A ) : 
p A £ 
2 J 
. , 3v . . 3w 
u + y -r— + z — 
Jv 3x r 3x 
. . r 3 w v + — -— 
a 3$ w -
v 












} dx + 
21 
r y ' r e 8w 
dx 
<f>=<f> 
p i , I 
d x + _ J L J ^ / 
I 




8x> ^ - ^ ~ dx (2 .23) 
Inserting Equations (2.1) into (2.23) and performing the integrations 
yield: 
p A l M N N 
T = r r I I I {[A- .cos(i(J) ) + a y B . 
s r 4 - , - « • « mi1 r n r r mi 
m=l i = 0 ] = 0 
s in ( i d ) ) + a z C .cos ( id ) ) ] [A .cos( jd) ) + T r m r mi T r nrj r 
a y B .s in(j( i ) ) + a z C .cos(j<b ) ] + 
n r r nrj r m r mj r 
. i . t 
[A . s i n ( i d ) ) + a y B . cos(i<f> ) + a z C 
mi T r m J r mi T r m r 
. t 
mi 
sin(i<J> ) ] [A . s in ( jd ) ) - a y B .cos( jd) ) + a z 
r mj J Y r n r r m] r m i 
C .sin(j(J) ) ] + 2[A .cos(i(J) ) + a y B .s in( i(J) ) + 
mj r mi Y r n r r mi Y r 
. i . t 
a z C .cos( id) ) ] [A . s in ( jd ) ) » a y B .cos( jd) ) 
m r mi T r m] J r n r r mj J r 
. t p A £ M N N 
r r a „ z ^ , s i n ( j ^ ) ] } + - ^ - I I I {[ 





( i ) C . ] [ B . 
mi m] 
z 
r ( j ) C . ] s i n ( i c j > ) s i n ( j c j ) ) + J m] r J r 
' z ^ 
2 [ B 
mi ( a 




( j ) C . ] s in( ic j> )cos(jcf> ) 
m] r J r 
C - B \ + 
( \ 
z 
r mi ( a > 
( i ) C . ] [ - £ . + 
mi m] 
a ( j ) C . ] cos ( i c |> )cos(jc |> ) } a j mj r v 
p A £ M N N y ( i ) 
+ - ^ r ^ - I I I {C .cos(i<f». ) + — C .s in( icf> ) ] 
u u u L mi r a mi r m=l i = 0 j = 0 
} V : ) ' . . , •' 
[ C n j c c « ( j * r ) + — — C i n j s i n ( j . * r ) ] + C C ^ s i n C i ^ ) -
y r
( i ) . . . . y r « > . , 
C ^ . cos ( i c j )^ ) ] [< :__ . s in ( j c j ) J ,. — - — C .cos( jc j ) ) ] + a mi r m] a mj 
C . s in ( i< |> ) ] [ C . s i n ( j < b ) 2 [C . c o s ( i d > ) +
 r 
mi r a mi T ' ~ " mj " J , r 
y ( j ) p i H M N N 
J L _ ^ c o . ( W p , ] } + - J E - ! J J { [ 
J m=l 1=0 ] = 0 
( - i / a ) C m i ] [ ( - j / a ) C m . ] s i n ( i < ( » r ) s i n ( j < ( » ) + 
2 [ ( - i / a ) C . ] [ ( j / a ) C .]sind<f> )cos(jcf> ) + 
mi J nn r r 
. t 
C ( i / a ) C . ] [ ( j / a ) C .]cos(i«l> )cos(j<|> )} -
mi nr] r J r 
p a A I M N N 
TlT T I I I {[C .cos(i*")][-iC . 
2a L^ ,Ln .
L
n mi
 T r J mi 
m=l i = 0 ] = 0 
. » 
sin(j<|> ) ] + [C .cos(i<|> ) ] [ j C .cos(jcb ) ] + J r mi v w} J T r 
[C .sin(i<() ) ] [ - j C .sin(j<() ) ] + [C .sin(icf> ) ] 
mi r J m] r mi T r 
t p a A I M N N 
[,-c =os(j,r)]} + . ^ § p - I j la 
J m=l i = 0 ] = 0 
* . . i '• " 
B . s i n d c b ) l [ - j C .sin(j<|> ) ] + [B .cos(i<|> ) l [ j C . mi T r J m^ J T r mi Y r J m] 
• • • 
sin(j<(>. ) ] •+ [B . s i n d ^ ) ] [ j C .cos(jcj> ) ] -J r mi r nrj r 
, , p I , £ M N N 
[ B m . c o s ( i * r ) ] [ j C c o s ( : > r ) ] } + - L J U L . I J J { i 
. - ' • . . , J . m=l 1=0 ] = 0 
C . a cosdcb ) ] [C .ac :os(j<J> ) ] + 2[C . ( a )cosd<J> ) ] mi m T r m] m r ; mi m r 
^'W^r^ 
p I , i M N N 
+ JLfS~ 2 J n J n t t ^ s i D d * )][B (a ) s i n ( j * ) ] 
m=l i=0 3=0 J 
24 
2[B . ( a )sin(i<J> ) 1 [ - B ..(a )cos(j<j> ) ] + [B . ( a ) 
mi m r mj m J r mi m 
. , p I , , £ M N N 
cos(i4» ) ] [ B (a )cos(j<|> ) ] } + r y Z r I I I {[ 
J m=l i=0 j=0. 
. t 
B . ( a )sin(i<j> ) ] [C ..(a )cos(j<|> ) ] - [B . ( a )cos(j<j) ) ] 
mi m r m] m r mi m J r 
[C . ( a )cos(j<j) ) ] + [B . ( a )sin(i<j) ) ] [C . ( a ) 
nrj m J r mi m T r m] m 
sin(j<|> ) ] - [B . ( a )cos(i<|> ) ] [C . ( a )sin(j<(» ) ] } ( 2 . 2 4 ) 
r mi m r m] m J r 
T h e r e f o r e , t h e t o t a l k i n e t i c e n e r g y of t h e sys t em i s 
T = TSHELL + I T s r ( 2 " 2 5 ) 
r = l 
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CHAPTER III 
FREE VIBRATIONS OF SIMPLY SUPPORTED STIFFENED ' 
CYLINDER ACCORDING TO RITZ METHOD 








- = . 0 (3.1) 
mn 
where T and V are the kinetic and potential energy of the system, 
respectively and q is A , A' B , B1 . C or C' . For free J mn mn mn mn mn mn mn 
vibrations the generalized coordinates are harmonic functions of time; 
that is, we have: 


















{ m nJ 
c1 
mn 
cos cot (3.2) 
where to represents the natural frequency of the composite shell. If 
one introduces the following notation 
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2 * 2 
T = co T cos cot 
V = V e , (free vibration) 
then (3.1) can be written in the characteristic form of the Ritz 
method: 
2 3T 9V rt /o ON 
to r = 0 (3.3) 3q 9q 
^mn Tnn 
where now q is a , a' , b , b' , c or c' . The expression for T 
•̂mn mn mn mn mn mn mn 
. ' . . » • . » . 
is obtained from Equation (2.25) by replacing A , A , B , B , C 
mn mn mn mn mn 
• » 
or C with a , a' , b , b ' , c or c' , respectively. Similarly, 
mn mn mn mn mn mn mn 
J* • 
the expression for V is obtained from Equation (2.20) by replacing 
A , A' , B , B' , C or G1 with a , a' , b , b' , c or c' . 
mn mn mn mn mn ran mn mn mn mn mn mn 
,\ A 
tft ^^ 
Inserting expressions for the derivatives of T and V into 
Equation (3.3), a set of 6N equations for each axial mode (wave number 
m) is generated because the axial modes are not coupled for the simply 
supported ease. These equations are linear in the amplitudes of the 
displacement series and form an eigenvalue problem. In matrix form, 
these equations are: 




[K] is the stiffness matrix, 6Nx6N, 
[M] is the mass matrix, 6Nx6-N, 
{q} is the matrix of generalized coordinates, 
and 
2 2 2 
0, = (l-v )pa co /E is the frequency parameter. 
Equations (3.4) can be reduced to the standard form [C]{Y} = A{Y}, 
by factoring [K] into the product of a lower triangular matrix [L] times 
T 
its transpose [L] , as follows: 
[K] = [L][L]T (3.5) 
this is permissible since [K] is positive definite and symmetric. Pre-
multiplying (3.4) by [L] yields: 
[Lr^MJtq} = A[L]"1[L][L]T{q}, (3.6) 
or : • , -
" CL]rlC:M]{q.} = A[L]T{q> (3.7) 
where 
A = I/O. 
Rewriting this equation as 
[ L ] _ 1 [ M ] { [ I / ] " 1 } 1 , [L] T {q> =• X[L] T {q} (3.8) 
since 
and letting 
{[L]""1}T[L]T = [I] 
[C] = [LD^CM'KCL]"1}1, and {Y} = [L]T{q} 
we obtain the standard form 
[C]{Y} = A{Y} (3.9) 
where [C] is a symmetric 6Nx6N matrix. 
The stiffness matrix [K] is given by its submatrices as: 
[K] = 
_-iL-_ !-̂ L..i.̂ ?„ \h*: jj^iL-jii: 
--iL^L^.j_k23_ I k24r|
 k25 \^~' 






The mass matrix [M] is given- in terms of its submatrices as:: 
CM] = 
_!ii__|_?12__j _™13__j _™14__|_™15__|_mi6__ 
(mi2)T! m22 ! m23 ! m24 ! m25 \ m26 i i i + i 
(ml3)T!(m23)T! m33 ! m34 .! m35 j m36 
^lJ Tp m24 ) T|^34 ) T| mll | m12 | ml3 
^7 !H7! ^7 I K / I < ™P ! < "17 
(3.11) 
The elements in the matrices [K] and [M] are given in Appendix C. The 
column matrix {q} of generalized coordinates is written as: 
{q} = 
r - ^ a 
(3.12) 
where the elements a, b, c, a', b', and'c ' are column vectors whose 
components are given by: 




b. = b . 
3 m] 
c. = c . 
: K\ 
- 1 » 
c. = c . 
D ™D 
where m is a fixed axial; mode number and j = 1,2,...,N. 
The addition of stringers on a cylindrical shell has a significant 
effect on the circumferential modes of the structure. The circumferen-
tial modes with different wave numbers n. and n9 are coupled and the 
symmetric modes (a ,b ,c ) are also coupled to the antisymmetric mn mn mn 
modes (a* ,bT ,cT ). However, it is possible to simplify Equations 
mn mn mn 
(3.4) by considering certain types of stringer configurations. 
If the stringers have an axis of symmetry (I .=0) and are 
J yzi 
identical and equally spaced around the circumference of the shell then 
it is possible to uncouple the symmetric and antisymmetric modes. If 
the stringers are equally spaced, then the stringer distribution is 
given by: 
»j =
 ?-f- j = l,2,...,k 
where K is the total number of stringers. This distribution is sym-
metric with respect to the x-z plane. For equally spaced, identical 
stringers, the terms which couple the circumferential modes of dif-
ferent wave numbers contain the following sums: 
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Z = I sin 2-n-j 
K 1 n, cos 
27TJ 
K n2 
Miller [2] showed that these sums are given by: 
X = 
if n1+n2^0,±k,±2k,... 
if (n +n ) or (n -n ) 




k/2,(n1+n2) or (i^-n^O ,±k,±2k,. 
k,(n,+n_) and (n -no)=0,±k,±2k,. . 
L A 1 Z 
(3.15) 
Z = (o for all n and n j 
It may be noted that X=Y=0 if n =ri and n +n <K which states 
that there.is no coupling between circumferential modes with wave 
numbers n, and n_ if n.. fn and n,+n9<K. Therefore, the larger the 
number of stringers, the less number of coupled modes for the same 
number of terms in an assumed displacement series. However, if one 
has a few stringers, say 8, then there is no coupling between the first 
circumferential mode and modes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 but the first and 
seventh modes are coupled. Miller [2] and Ojalvo and Newman [5] used 
32 
the fact that if K>>(n +n ) (i.e., if the stiffener spacing is small 
compared to the distance between successive circumferential nodal 
lines) then it is permissible to drop the sum on n in Equations (2.1) 
and assume that: 
TT17TX 
u(x,d>) = (A cos nd> + A' s i n nd>)cos —— 
mn mn I 
1 mTrx 
v(x,d>) = (B s i n n<J> - B cos nd>)sin "—7— ( 3 . 1 6 ) 
mn mn Jo 
w(x,<|>) = (C cos rid) + C s i n n(j>)siri —7— mn mn £ 
Thus, the behavior of a shell with many stringers is that of a uniform 
orthotropic cylinder where the circumferential mode is a pure harmonic. 
This assumption is in very good agreement with experimental results for 
shells with a large number of stringers. 
In the literature cited, one finds different expressions for 
the strain and kinetic energies of a shell and stringers. For example, 
Miller [2] considers only the strain energy of the stringers arising 










dx as important but 
Ojalvo and Newman [5] include all the strain energy terms but warping 
and also neglect rotatory inertia of the stringers in the kinetic energy 
expression. Egle and Sewall [6] assume the shear center coincides 
with the centroid of the stringers and neglect the I and I terms 
0 y yz 
in the strain energy of the stringers. However, they account for trans-
verse stiffening effects by incorporating "stiffening ratios" in the 
33 
bending energy expression for the shell which then takes the form: 
2TT £ 
| J / 











D 2 2 






As a result of this approximation, the fact that I . = 0 in order to 
uncouple the symmetric and antisymmetric modes does not explicitly come 
5C 
up. Further, it should be noted that E in the present theory is 
2 
E /(1-v ) and not Young's modulus of the thin-walled beam as is used in 
other references. This is a consequence of the assumption that in 
Vlasov's thin-walled beam theory one assumes that the section contour 
is inextensible which yields the result that the relation between 




a = E e • 
X S X 
(3.18) 
as in elementary beam theory. However, if one makes the assumption 
that the quantity v2 is negligible compared with unity as was done by 
Vlasov [10] then we get the usual stress-strain relation of beam theory 
that: 
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Numerical Results and Discussion 
Computer programs were written to solve the eigenvalue problem 
(i.e., Equation 3.4) in the ALGOL for use with the Burrough's B5500 
digital computer. Because of the relatively large size of the eigen-
value problem, the equally spaced stringer distribution was assumed. 
For symmetric stringers this enables one to calculate the symmetric 
and antisymmetric modes separately. The eigenvalues and eigenvectors 
of (3.4) were calculated by the Householder-Givens method (see 
references [11] through [14]). This is a very fast technique which was 
found to be much faster and as accurate as the well-known Jacobl 
method. Even so, the subroutines employed required 30 minutes for 
the solution of a typical (90x90) size problem. 
Free Vibration 
Table 2 and Table 5 compare the frequencies of a simply supported 
cylindrical shell with four and eight internal stringers, respectively, 
as calculated by the present analysis with the experimental results of 
Schnell [4]. The material properties and geometry are given by case 1 
in Table 1. The eigenvalues are compared for a fixed value of the 
axial mode number with a number of circumferential modes associated 
with it. Since the circumferential modes are coupled and therefore not 
harmonic as for the case of the unstiffened shell, there is a problem 
in identifying these modes. Usually, the term in the series with the 
largest coefficient is the predominant term in the mode shape. If this 
is the nth term in the series then the mode will be called the nth 
circumferential mode. Thus, n=3 refers to a wave form around the 
circumference with three waves but'the waves are simply not harmonic. 
From Table 2, it is seen that there aire two natural frequencies, one 
is associated with a symmetric mode and the other is associated with 
an antisymmetric mode. These frequencies are not generally the same. 
The symmetric and antisymmetric frequencies for the shell with 
four stringers are the same for odd values of n, however. The reason 
for this is that for the odd symmetric modes, the stringers at <J>=0,TT 
are at antinodal lines and the ones at <J>=TT/2, 3TT/2 are at nodes. For 
the case of the odd antisymmetric ,modes the stringers at <J>=0,TT are at 
node lines, but the ones at <J>=IT/2, 3IT/2 are at antinodal lines. There-
fore, the two circumferential modes are the same and one obtains the 
same frequencies. However, for the even symmetric modes all of the 
stringers are in bending (see Figure 5(a) for the symmetric modes), 
whereas for the even antisymmetric modes all of the stringers are in 
torsion (see Figure 5(b) for the antisymmetric modes). Since the 
strain energy of the stringers in bending is not generally the same as 
for torsion, the frequencies for the even symmetric modes will not be 
the same as the frequencies for the antisymmetric modes. Good agree-
ment is noted for the theoretical values as compared with the experi-
mental results. It may be noted that the experimental results give 
only a single frequency for a given circumferential mode. The reason 
for this is not known but it appears that a symmetric mode may have 
been excited in some cases (e.g., m=l, n=8) and an antisymmetric mode 
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in others (e.g., m=l, n=12). The case for eight stringers is analo-
gous . The symmetric and antisymmetric frequencies are the same for 
the odd values of n. The frequencies for the symmetric and anti-
symmetric modes are the same for n=2,6,10 since four stringers are at 
nodal lines and four stringers are at antinodal lines. 
Figures 3-4 illustrate the fact that the frequency curves for 
the stiffened shell are analogous to those of the unstiffened shell 
(see reference [15]). For a given axial mode the frequencies decrease 
with increasing n down to a minimum and then increase again. The 
results also indicate that the value of n at which the minimum frequency-
occurs depends upon the axial wavelength. As m increases, the value of 
n corresponding to the minimum frequency also increases or remains the 
same. The eigenvalues were calculated using Donnell's shell theory 
and neglecting rotatory inertia of the shell wall. It was also found 
for the hat-shaped stringer ( _J |_ ) that the frequencies and mode shapes 
were unchanged if one mode the further assumption that the shear center 
coincides with the centroid (i.e., a = a = 0 ) . Since a = 0 for 
yr zr Yr 
this type of stringer, this result could be expected since the a term 
contributes 'only a negligible amount of inertia to the structure and 
one has already accounted for the primary effects of such stringer 
eccentricity effects in the z ̂  terms. 
Tables 3-4 give the relative magnitudes of the components of 
some selected eigenvectors for the radial frequencies. These tables 
show the effect of,circumferential modal coupling on the structure for 
four stringers. In the tables, the components a ,b and c are 
mn mn mn 
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normalized relative to the predominant radial component. Consider, for 
instance, the mode m=2, n=5 in Table 4. The dominant radial amplitude 
is c_._. All of the components have been normalized with respect to 
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c . If the shell were not stiffened then c would be the only non-
zero component in this particular mode. The effect of attaching longi-
tudinal ribs has been to couple these circumferential modes with dif-
ferent wave numbers together. It may be noted that the coefficients in 
the mode m=2, n=l are not decreasing^as rapidly as for the other modes. 
This is reflected in the mode shapes (see Figure 5(b)) in which the mode 
(m=2, n=l) is not as smooth as the other mode shapes. The absolute 
value of the ratio of the largest secondary component to the dominant 
component is a measure of the strength of the coupling. In the mode 
(m=2, n=5), this ratio is the largest for coupling between the ninth 
and fifth modes (ratio=.06). However, for the mode (m=2,n=7), the 
ratio is the largest for coupling between the seventh and fifth modes 
(ratio=.13). In Table 3, considering the mode (m=4, n=l), the dominant 
amplitudes for the complete set of eigenvectors are a ., b , and c - , 
but for the mode (m=4, n=2) the dominant amplitudes are a _, b , and 
In Figures 5 and 6 some selected theoretical mode shapes are 
presented for the case of four internal stringers. These figures show 
J 
the normalized radial deflection (w) plotted against a nondimensionai 
circumferential coordinate. In addition Figure 5 also shows the 
normalized longitudinal deflection (u) and circumferential deflection 
(v) for the location x = £/H. The positions of the stringers on the 
shell are also given. , 
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The eigenvalues for 4 axial modes and 25 symmetric circumferen-
tial modes are given in Tables 6-9 for the case of the internally 
stiffened cylinders with four or eight equally spaced stringers. It 
may be observed from these tables that for the radial frequencies, 
the frequencies of the shell î eaches higher values with m increasing 
than with n increasing. This is because the contribution of the 
stringer to the potential energy increases with m while its kinetic 
energy is independent of m and n. Thus, one has a stiffer system 
with higher frequencies. Arnold and Warburton [15] showed that for 
the unstiffened shell, that the displacement associated with the 
lowest frequency is predominantly radial. The intermediate frequency 
corresponds to mainly a longitudinal motion for small values of m and 
the circumferential component is associated with the highest frequen-
cies. The intermediate and highest frequencies are associated almost 
entirely with extensional vibrations, in which the strain energy is 
large relative to that of the lowest frequencies. These characteristics 
are also true of the stringer stiffened shell as may be seen from 
examination of Tables 6-9. Usually the radial frequencies are the ones 
that are most easily excited and are the ones which are observed 
experimentally. 
Yu [16] used the dynamic counterpart of Donnell's equations to 
investigate the free vibration characteristics of an unstiffened 
cylindrical shell. He obtained results in good agreement with Flugge's 
results for the more exact shell theory. Smith [17] presented a method 
for obtaining a closed form solution to Donnell's equations without 
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first making any simplifications. He obtained good agreement between 
experimental and theoretical results for simply supported and clamped-
clamped shells. Tables 10-13 show a comparison of Flugge's shell theory 
versus Donnell's shell theory for the stiffened cylindrical shell 
treating the stringers as discrete elements and neglecting rotatory 
inertia of the shell. These results are in very good agreement for the 
numerical example considered. 
In Table 1H, ,the results of Donnell's shell theory are compared 
with the orthotropic results presented in reference [4] for the case of 
a cylindrical shell stiffened by means of four internal stringers. It 
may be immediately noticed that no results are given for n=l for the 
orthotropic case. This is because the orthotropic theory yields an 
equivalent shell with too great a thickness and hence the shell is much 
stiffer than the actual stiffened cylinder. As a result, the frequen-
cies are too high and no meaning can be attached to the results. It 
may be further noticed that the integer n for the orthotropic case 
corresponds to a harmonic wave. Therefore, the symmetric and anti-
symmetric frequencies are the same and only one frequency is given. 
This is, of course, in disagreement with the results of the Ritz energy 
method. The comparison of results shows reasonable agreement for most 
modes. However, there are some considerable discrepancies. For 
example, the antisymmetric frequency in the mode m=4, n=4 differs from 
the orthotropic result by about 23 per cent. Schnell and Heinrichsbauer 
[4] did not present any results stating as to when it was possible to 
use the orthotropic theory for a shell with only a few stringers to 
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predict frequencies. This does not in general seem feasible because 
of the large parameters involved. 
Table 15 compares the theoretical frequencies for four internal 
stringers ( _J-J_ ) by neglecting rotatory inertia of the stringers and 
assuming the shear center coincides with the centroid (a =0). The 
z 
assumption a = 0 had no significant effect on the frequencies of the 
stiffened shell (less than 1/10 of 1 per cent change) and also yielded 
the same mode shapes. The results of these tables show excellent 
agreement. The primary rotatory inertia term was the contribution from 
the I term. This comes from the ITK„ sub -matrix (see Appendix C, zz 22 
2 Equation C-22). Hence, if a I /A- << 1, then this term has a negli-^ m zz l to 
gible effect. The term becomes more important at high axial wave 
numbers, however. 
The effect of neglecting rotatory inertia on the theoretical 
longitudinal and circumferential frequencies for four internal stringers 
is noted in Tables 16 and 17. A close examination of these tables 
reveals that making such an assumption also has little effect on the 
natural frequencies. Since the strain energy of the shell becomes very 
high for these modes, it seems reasonable to expect this result, 
although no experimental data is available. 
A comparison of the results of the present theory retaining 
in-plane inertia versus the results of reference [6] which employed 
stiffening ratio's and neglected in-plane inertias for a shell stiffened 
by 60 stringers is presented in Table 18. The geometric properties are 
given by case 3 in Table 1. For this stringer configuration mode shapes 
are almost pure harmonics. Serious disagreement can be noted for the 
results 'shown with the discrepancy increasing for higher circumferential 
waves. For example, in the mode m=2, n=15 the difference is about 22 
per cent. The results for the analysis of reference [6];are higher 
since the in-plane inertias were neglected. 
The assumption of neglecting rotatory inertia of the stringers 
for eight stringers is compared with the experimental results in 
Tables 19 and 20. Again, excellent agreement is noted for 4- axial 
waves and 25 circumferential waves (less than 2 per cent difference in 
most cases). 
Table 21 compares the results of the present theory with the 
experimental results of Hoppman [1] for a cylindrical shell with 16 
external stringers (type £2 ) which are equally spaced around the cir-
cumference. The stringer properties are given by case 2 in Table 1. 
The orthotropic results are also compared. The results of the present 
analysis are given for the symmetric modes. 
It may be noted that no orthotropic calculations are made for 
the n=l mode since the "smear" analysis predicts frequencies which are 
too high. The results of the present analysis using Donnell's shell 
theory and retaining in-plane inertia terms are in very good agreement 
with the orthotropic results for the n>3 modes. The worse agreement 
comes for the n=2 mode (i.e., m=1+, n=2) where the results differ about 
20 per cent. The orthotropic theory predicts frequencies higher than 
the present analysis in this mode. One reason for this is that the 
orthotropic theory probably overstiffens the shell for this case, also. 
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The results between the present theory and the experiments are in good 
agreement except for the case when m=4 where the experimental results 
are higher than the results of the present analysis. This trend may 
be noted in the other modes also (i.e., m=3, n=4,5 and m=2, n=4,5). 
One possible reason for this discrepancy is that the boundary conditions 
may not have been exactly duplicated. Perhaps a longitudinal and/or 
rotational restraint may have been introduced. 
The assumption of neglecting "rotatory" inertia of the stringers 
was investigated for this case, also. It was found that the difference 
between theoretical frequencies by employing this assumption was less 
than 1 per cent. The assumption of neglecting in-plane inertias of 
the shell was also investigated. It was found that this assumption 
caused much higher theoretical frequencies in the higher axial modes 
(m>2) because of the decrease in the inertia of the structure. It is 
concluded that the assumptions of neglecting in-plane inertias of the 
shell is not valid and it is recommended that this assumption not be 
employed. 
Table 1. Properties of Stringer Stiffened Shells 
A 
Case l" 2 3 
a, in 7.657 1.925 9.55 
h, in 1.826 x 10"2 6.50 x 10~ 
2 
2.80 x 10" 
E , psi 
c r 
24.8 x 106 io7 10.5 x 106 
2 . 4 
p , p , lb-sec /in 
c s 
6.95 x 10"4 2.59 x 10" 
4 
2.56 x 10" 
V 0.30 0.30 0.30 
l9 in 38.85 15.53 •"• - 23.75 
(GJ) , lb-in2 10.76 1482 360 
A , in2 s' 1.589 x 10"
2 2.625 x 1C - 2 2.899 x 10 
Z , in s' -.208 + .137 + .152 





a , in 
z .372 0.0 0.0 
I - in zz' 1.493 x 10
_1+ 3.42 x 10~ 5 2.227 x 10 
I - in 
yy 
3.364 x 10~4 9.651 x 10 
-5 
2.203 x 10 
I , in 
yz 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
y , in 
•'s 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
Eg, psi 30 x 10
6 107 10.5 x 106 
C , in6 
ws 
2.96 x 10"6 0.0 0.0 
h/a 2.38 x 10"3 3.38 x 10" 
2 
2.94 x 10~ 
£/a 5.07 8.07 2.48 
These data together with frequency tables were 
received in private communication from Professor F. J. Hein-
richsbauer, Institut Fiir Festigkeit, West Germany, on April 
10, 1967. The data for case (2) was obtained from reference 
[1] and for case (3) from reference [6]. 
Table 2. Comparison of Theoretical and Experimental Radial 
Frequencies for Four Equally Spaced Stringers 
m=l f in cps m=2 f in cps 
n a b c d n a b c d 
1 745 745 ft ft 1 1829 1829 •.*. ** & 
2 317 302 ft A 2 984 959 «t« A 
3 157 157 170 156 3 546 546 ft ft 
4, 105 99 104 100 4 356 337 358 336 
5 91 91 92 89 5 243 243 253 229 
6 106 109 108 104 6 204 189 200 194 
7 137 137 140 137 7 187 187 188 187 
8 173 181 181 174 8 207 204 208 207 
9 222 222 224 224 9 238 238 242 238 
10 265 279 282 265 10 281 286 291 285 
11 330 330 340 336 11 337 337 346 336 
12 386 398 405 396 12 395 401 404 401 
m=3 m= 4 
1 2648 2648 A *•* A 1 3136 3136 J. A 4\ 
2 1637 1647 A A 2 2188 2188 ft ft 
3 1039 1039 A tft ft 3 1519 1519 ft A 
4 721 673 A ft 4 1072 816 A 4\ 
A 
5 491 491 460 ft 5 781 781 A 4\ 
A 
4\ 
6 396 355 380 372 6 639 592 A A 
7 313 313 309 305 7 488 488 495 482 
8 302 273 282 ft 8 424 391 415 420 
9 288 288 297 296 9 384 384 380 385 
10 321 315 322 329 10 402 371 387 392 
11 362 362 369 372 11 412 412 415 425 
12 418 418 422 421 12 493 455 458 509 
Key_ 
a = Symmetric modes, stiffened (Donnell's theory). 
b = Antisymmetric modes, stiffened (Donnell's Theory). 
c = Unstiffened, experimental results, Schnell and 
Heinrichsbauer [6]. 
d = Stiffened, experimental results, Schnell and 
Heinrichsbauer. 
Type of Stringer: _TL . 
* = No experimental results for this case. 
Table 3. Eigenvectors for Radial Modes Showing the 
Extent of Modal Coupling for the Stiffened 















































































































































































Table 4. Eigenvectors for Radial Modes Showing the Extent 
of Modal Coupling for the Stiffened Shell with 
Four Stringers (Antisymmetric) 
m=2 
n= 1 2 3 4 5 
f ( cps ) 1829 546 243 187 238 
C20 


























- 3 . 7 1 x l 0 " 2 
0 
0 
- 2 - 1 . 3 0 x 1 0 
0 
0 








- 3 . 3 7 x l 0 ~ 2 
0 









- 3 . 0 7 x l 0 " 2 
0 
0 
- 9 . 0 8 x l 0 " 3 
0 
- 4 . 4 4 x l 0 ~ 
- 3 . 0 9 x l C 
0 
0 
5 . 9 3 x l 0 ~ 2 
c 2 ( 1 0 
c 2 ( l l 
) 0 0 0 0 
) - 2 . 8 1 x l 0 " 2 0 - 6 . 7 2 x l 0 ~ 3 0 1 . 3 0 x l 0 " 2 
c 2 ( i 2 : 
c 2 ( i 3 : 
) 0 0 0 4 .72x10" 
• 2 
0 
) - 2 . 5 8 x l 0 " 2 0 - 1 . 9 7 x l 0 " 2 0 7 . 7 7 x l 0 ~ 3 
c 2 ( iu : 
c 2 ( i s : 
) 0 - l . O l x l O " 2 0 0 0 
) - 2 . 4 0 x l 0 ~ 2 0 1 . 1 6 x l 0 " 2 0 4 . 9 7 x l 0 ~ 3 
c 2 ( 1 6 ' 
c 2 ( i 7 : 
) 0 0 0 8.50x10" 
• 3 
0 
) - 2 . 2 8 x l 0 " 2 0 3 . 6 2 x l 0 " 3 0 3 . 3 5 x l 0 " 3 
c 2 d 8 : 
c 2 d 9 : 
) 0 - 8 . 9 1 x l 0 " 2 0 0 0 
) - 2 . 2 5 x l 0 " 2 0 1 . 8 7 x l 0 " 3 0 2 . 3 4 x l 0 ~ 3 
0 2 ( 2 0 ' 
c 2 ( 2 i : 
) 0 0 0 3 .69x10" 
• 3 
0 
1 - 2 . 3 9 x l 0 ~ 2 0 1 .14x10" 3 0 1 . 7 0 x l 0 " 3 
c 2 ( 2 2 : 
c 2 ( 2 3 : 
c 2 ( 2 4 : 
c 2 ( 2 5 ^ 
c 2 ( 2 6 ] 
1 0 5 . 1 3 x l 0 " 3 0 0 0 
> - 3 . 0 7 x l 0 ~ 2 0 7 . 6 0 x l 0 " 4 0 1 . 2 6 x l 0 ~ 3 
0 0 0 2 .01x10" 
• 3 
0 
) - 1 . 2 9 X 1 0 " 1 0 4 . 8 2 x 1 0 " 5 0 9 . 6 4 x l 0 " 4 
) 0 1 .78X10" 3 0 0 0 
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Table 4. Eigenvectors for Radial Modes Showing the Extent 
of Modal Coupling for the Stiffened Shell with 
Four Stringers (Antisymmetric) (Continued) 
m=2 
n 6 7 8 9 10 
f 189 187 204 238 288 




























































1.90x10" 0 0 0 1.0 
0 2.79xl0~3 0 4.64xl0~2 0 
c2(12) 
C 2 ( 1 3 ) 
c2(14) 
C 2 ( 1 5 ) 
0 0 1.30x10" -2 0 0 
0 2.77xl0"3 0 1.93xl0~2 0 
4.64x10" 
-3 
0 0 0 2.12xl0~2 












0 0 4.53x10" -3 0 0 
0 1.50xl0""3 0 6.50xl0~3 0 
2.00x10" 
-3 
0 0 0 8.15xl0~3 
0 l.lOxlO"3 0. 4.30xl0~3 0 
0 0 2.21x10' 
-3 
0 0 
0 8.16xl0"4 0 2.30xl0~3 0 
1.07x10" 
-3 
0 0 0 4.22xl0~3 
0 6.20xl0"4 0 2.17xl0"3 0 
0 0 1.25x10" 
-3 
• o . 0 
0 4.8xl0"4 0 1.62xl0"3 0 
6.39x10" 
-4 
°' 0 0 2.50xl0~
4 
Table 5. Theoretical andExperimental Radial Frequencies 
for Eight Equally-Spaced Internal Stringers on 
a Simply Supported Cylinder 
m=l f in cps m=2 f in cps 
n a b c d n a b c d 
1 737 737 A A 1 1918 1918 A & 
2 313 313 A A 2 970 970 A A 
3 160 160 A A 3 556 556 A A 4\ 
4 109 99 104 97 4 359 331 358 A 
5 91 92 92 86 5 250 250 253 238 
6 105 105 108 103 6 203 203 200 192 
7 133 133 140 133 7 191 200 188 182 
8 163 178 181 166 8 214 203 208 198 
9 216 216 229 217 9 234 234 242 233 
10 260 260 282 259 10 276 276 291 281 
11 ' 315 315 340 325 11- 323 323 346 333 
12 368 385 405 •.'. 12 390 391 404 A 
m=3 m=4 , 
1 2587 2587 A A 1 3136 3136 A 4\ 
A 
2 1622 1622 A A 2 2188 2168 A A 
3 1047 1047 A A 3 1519 1519 it A 
4 724 66 8 A * 4 1072 1138 A A 
5 504 504 505 * 5 781 781 A A 
6 392 392 380 367 6 639 639 A A 
7 337 337 309 311 7 488 488 495 495 
8 304 269 282 A 8 425 522 415 A 4% 
9 288 288 297 297 9 398 398 380 398 
10 317 317 322 321 10 402 401 387 415 
11 356 356 369 370 11 412 412 415 435 
12 407 403 422 425 12 493 472 458 * 
Key_ 
a = Symmetric modes, stiffened (Donnell's theory). 
b = Antisymmetric modes, stiffened (Donnell's theory). 
c = Unstiffened, experimental results (Schnell and 
Heinrichsbauer). 
d = Stiffened experimental results (Schnell and 
Heinrichsbauer). 
Type of Stringer:_J1_ (Hat-Shaped). 
Table 6 . F r e q u e n c i e s of V i b r a t i o n f o r R a d i a l Modes 
(Four S t r i n g e r s ) 
jn f i n cps N m f i n cps 
rt 1 ' 2 .> 3 4 n̂  1 2 3 4 
1 745 1829 2648 3136 14 529 531 544 596 
2 317 984 1637 2188 15 , 610 616 623 639 
3 157 546 1039 1519 16 691 698 691 724 
4 105 356 721 1072 17 785 790 792 808 
5 91 143 491 781 18 878 873 885 898 
6 106 204 396 639 19 . 977 984 981 995 
7 137 187 313 488 20 1085 1093 1096 1201 
8 173 207 302 424 21 1194 1202 1209 1209 
9 222 238 288 384 22 1361 1330 1324 1330 
10 265 281 321 402 23 1434 1443 . 1449 1447 
11 330 337 362 412 24 1571 1581 1587 1590 
12 386 395 418 49 3 25 1699 1709 1715 1717 
13 460 463 476 510 
Tab le 7 . F r e q u e n c i e s of V i b r a t i o n f o r R a d i a l Modes 
( E i g h t S t r i n g e r s ) 
m̂ f i n cps ^ f i n cps 
iK . . . 1 . . • 2 3 4 -nx 1 2 3 4 
1 737 1918 2587 3136 14 512 513 526 530 
2 313 970 1622 2188 15 570 576 588 612 
3 160 556 1047 1519 16 653 659 674 702 
4 109 359 724 1072 17 774 770 777 788 
5 92 250 504 782 18 837 833 845 856 
6 105 203 392 639 19 907 912 905 928 
7 132 191 337 488 20 1040 1044 1055 1068 
8 163 214 304 425 21 1173 1176 1185 1189 
9 215 234 288 398 22 1247 1252 1252 1262 
10 260 276 317 402 23 1336 1336 1342 1351 
11 315 323 356 412 24 1507 1511 1517 1529 
12 368 390 407 493 25 1680 1682 1689 1696 
13 449 451 466 499 
Table 8. Frequencies of Vibra t ion for Longi tudinal Modes 
(Four S t r i n g e r s ) 
m f in cps JII • f i n cps 
V 1 2 3 4 n ^ l 2 3 4 
1 3275 4562 5579 6637 14 21438 21628 21848 22541 
2 5014 6016 7152 8265 15 23124 23300 23498 23928 
3 5943 6979 8764 9680 16 25289 25645 26106 26840 
4 7328 7946 8878 11075 17 26226 26375 26502 26885 
5 9294 9844 10605 11557 18 27761 27916 28051 28413 
6 9441 10198 11436 13160 19 28442 28758 29150 29865 
7 11957 12313 12808 13508 20 31041 31165 31233 31517 
8 12857 13486 14455 15547 21 32581 32715 32793 33103 
9 13872 14232 14731 15846 22 33457 33715 33990 34571 
10 16675 16923 17243 17769 23 35875 35978 35993 36235 
11 17178 17593 18188 19063 24 36438 36691 36944 37518 
12 18423 18739 19182 19946 25 37308 37430 37468 37753 
13 20546 20966 21555 22228 
Table 9. Frequencies of Vibration for Circumferential Modes 
(Four Stringers) 
m f in cps m f i n cps 
n̂  1 2 3 4 ri-1234 
1 46993 47070 46991 47175 14 66825 66919 66797 6 7072 
2 49920 50110 50200 50629 15 68960 69097 69020 69338 
3 50492 50564 50461 50630 16 70272 70322 70096 70214-
4 51900 51975 51869 52043 17 71736 71785 71550 71663 
5 52612 52790 52851 53261 18 74695 74824 74906 75002 
6 55398 55464 55328 55480 19 77184 77308 77372 77459 
7 56821 56890 56707 56914 20 82961 83073 83092 83151 
8 58170 58326 58327 58685 21 85439 85551 85591 85620 
9 60322 60380 60212 60350 22 91232 91335 91335 91337 
10 60767 60924 60913 61272 23 93724 93826 93822 93821 
11 61741 61807 61645 61800 24 99504 99597 99567 99527 
12 65272 65327 65129 65256 25 102041 102136 102084 102062 
13 66418 66521 66379 66559 
Table 10. Comparison of Fli igge 's Theory versus 
Donnel l ' s Theory fo r Four Equally 
Spaced S t r inge r s on Simply 
Supported .Cylinder 
m=l f in cps m=2 f in cps 
n a b. • c ;d ;•: n a b c d 
1 756.2 745 * A 1 1945 1829 A A 
2 332 317 A A. 2 .997 984 A A 
3 164.3 157 170 156 . 3 602 546 A A 
4 105.1 105 104 100 4 356 356 358 336 
5 92.5 91.5 92 89 5 254 243 253 229 
6 108.2 106.1 108 104 6 202 204 200 194 
7 140 137 140 137 7 187 187 188 187 
8 173 173 181 174 8 211 207 20 8 207 
9 228 222 229 224 9 236 238 2M-2 238 
10 279 265 282 265 10 295 281 291 285 
11 335 330 340 336 11 342 337 346 336 
12 410 386 405 396 12 421 395 404 401 
m=3 m=4 
1 2650 2648 A A 
i 
1 3341 
2 1691 1637 A A 2 2316 
3 1137 1039 A A 3 1603 
4 688 721 A A 4 1089 
5 491 491 460 A 5 793 
6 371 396 380 372 6 630 
7 313 313 309 305 7 482 
8 297 302 282 A 8 441 
9 302 288 297 296 9 385 
10 344 321 322 329 10 411 
11 386 362 369 372 11 416 
12 443 418 422 421 12 491 
Key 
a = Symmetric modes (Fliigge's theory). 
b = Symmetric modes (Donnell's theory). 
c = Unstiffened experimental. 
d = Experimental results for stiffened shell [4], 
Type of Stringer: _TL (Hat-shaped). 































Table 1 1 . Comparison of F l u g g e ' s Theory v e r s u s 
Donne11Ts Theory f o r E i g h t E q u a l l y Spaced 
S t r i n g e r s on Simply Suppor t ed C y l i n d e r 
rci=l f i n cps N ™ - 1 f i n cps 
r N a b c d TV a b c d 
1 740 737 740 737 
2 323 313 323 313 
3 162 160 162 160 
4 106 109 102' 99 
5 90.6 92 90.6 92 
6 105 105 105 105 
7 132 132 132 132 
8 170 163 182 178 
9 217 215 217 216 
10 256 260 256 260 
11 307 315 307 315 
12 390 368 404 385 
13 452 449 452 449 
Table 12. Comparison of F lugge ' s Theory versus 
Donnel l ' s Theory for Eight Equally Spaced 











1 1921 1918 1921 1918 14 491 513 491 513 
2 1005 970 1005 970 15 579 577 579 577 
3 572 556 572 556 16 701 659 703 661 
4 347 359 335 331 17 788 770 788 770 
5 241 250 241 250 18 804 833 804 833 
6 195 203 195 203 19 825 912 825 912 
7 181 191 187 200 20 1114 1044 1079 1003 
8 210 214 206 203 21 1218 1176 1218 1176 
9 236 234 236 234 22 1234 1252 1242 1257 
10 273 276 273 276 23 1284 1336 1284 1336 
11 313 323 313 323 ; 24 1611 1511 1526 1406 
12 415 390 415 391 25 1769 1682 1769 16 82 
13 455 451 455 451 
a = Symmetric modes (F lugge ' s t h e o r y ) . 
b - Symmetric modes (Donnel l ' s t h e o r y ) . 
c = Antisymmetric modes (F lugge ' s t h e o r y ) . 
d = Antisymmetric modes (Donne l l ' s t h e o r y ) . 
14 488 512 488 512 
15 525 570 525 570 
16 691 653 699 657 
17 780 774 780 774 
18 821 837 821 837 
19 822 907 822 907 
20 1108 1040 1163 1181 
21 1213 1173 1213 1173 
22 1230 1247 1230 1247 
23 1283 1336 1283 1336 
24 1605 1507 1536 1403 
25 1762 1680 1762 16 80 
Table 1 3 . Comparison of F l u g g e ' s Theory v e r s u s D o n n e l l ' s 
Theory f o r E i g h t E q u a l l y Spaced S t r i n g e r s 
on Simply S u p p o r t e d C y l i n d e r 
m-3 f i n c p s m-3 f i n cps 
n a b c d n a b c d 
1 2734 2587 2734 2587 14 510 526 513 528 
2 1701 1622 1701 1622 15 542 588 542 588 
3 1089 1047 1089 1047 16 706 674 696 668 
4 723 724 668 668 17 786 777 786 777 
5 515 504 515 504 18 815 845 823 853 
6 379 392 379 392 19 849 90 5 v 849 905 
7 315 337 315 337 20 1131 1055 1104 1010 
8 309 304 275 269 21 1225 1185 1225 1185 
9 282 288 282 288 . 22 1240 1252 1266 1278 
10 300 317 300 317 23 1292 1342 1292 1342 
11 324 356 324 356 24 1613 1517 1643 1626 
12 422 407 406 403 25 1764 16 89 1764 16 89 
13 462 466 462 466 
a = Symmetric modes (Flugge's theory). 
b = Symmetric modes (Donnell's theory). 
c = Antisymmetric modes (Flugge's theory). 
d = Antisymmetric modes (Donnell's theory). 
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Table 14. Comparison of Donnel l ' s Theory versus "Or thot ropic 
Theory" fo r Four Equally-Spaced S t r i n g e r s on 
Simply-Supported Cylinder 
m=l f in cps m=2 f in cps 
n a b c n a b c 
1 745 745 * 1 1829 1829 ft 
2 317 302 304 2 9 84 959 952 
3 157 157 154 3 546 546 537 
4 105 99 100 4 356 357 338 
5 91 91 91 5 243 243 238 
6 106 109 107 6 204 189 194 
7 137 137 138 7 187 187 187 
8 173 181 177 8 207 204 206 
9 222 222 223 9 238 238 241 
10 265 279 275 10 281 286 288 
11 330 330 332 11 337 337 342 




1 2648 2648 A 1 3136 3136 tfU 
2 1637 1647 1618 2 2188 216 8 2717 
3 1039 1039 1018 3 1519 1519 1494 
4 721 673 677 4 1072 816 1055 
5 491 491 482 5 781 781 777 
6 396 355 370 6 639 592 602 
7 313 313 312 7 488 488 495 
8 302 273 292 8 424 391 436 
9 288 288 296 9 384 384 412 
10 321 315 330 10 402 371 416 
11 362 362 374 11 412 412 441 
12 418. 418 428 12 493 455 482 
Ke£ 
a = Symmetric modes, stiffened. 
b = Antisymmetric modes, stiffened. 
c = Orthotropic results of Schnell and Heinrichsbauer 
Type of Stringer: J~L (Hat-Shaped). 
* = No experimental results for this case. 
Table 15. Comparison of Theoretical Radial 
Frequencies for Four Equally-Spaced 
Stringers by Neglecting Rotatory 
Inertia of Stringers 
f in cps 
m=l m= -2 m=3 m=4 
n a b ' a b a b a b. 
1 745 745 1829 1831 2648 2649 3136 3138 
2 317 318 984 985 1637 1642 2188 2189 
3 157 161 546 549 1039 1046 1519 1537 
4 105 108 356 358 721 728 1072 1089 
.5 91 91 243 245 491 523 781 787 
6 106 107 204 213 396 400 639 643 
7 137 137 187 189 313 332 488 492 
8 173 173 207 216 302 307 424 440 
9 222 222 238 241 288 291 384 391 
10 265 266 281 286 321 343 402 413 
11 330 331 337 337 362 374 412 418 
12 386 387 395 400 418 432 493 501 
13 460 461 449 461 476 488 510 522 
14 529 531 512 529 544 549 596 602 
15 610 615 570 619 623 627 639 648 
a = Symmetric modes (Donnell's theory). 
b = Symmetric modes (Donnell's theory but neglecting rotatory inertia 
Table 16. Comparison of Theo re t i ca l Longi tudinal 
Frequencies for Four Equally-Spaced 
S t r i n g e r s by Neglect ing Rotatory 
I n e r t i a of S t r i nge r s 
m=2 f in cps m=3 f i n cps 
n a b n a b 
1 4562 4569 1 5579 5583 
2 6016 6091 2 7152 7165 
3 6979 6994 3 8764 8799 
4 7946 7963 4 8878 8892 
5 9844 9881 5 10605 10614 
6 10198 1133 6 11436 11486 
7 12313 12360 7 12808 12841 
8 13486 13498 8 14455 14472 
9 14232 14275 9 14731 14756 
10 16923 16982 10 17243 17268 
11 17593 17654 11 18188 18209 
12 18739 18775 12 19182 19197 
13 20966 21036 13 21555 21578 
14 21628 21680 14 21848 21894 
15 23300 23336 15 2349 8 23533 
16 25645 25689 16 26106 26135 
17 26375 26403 17 26502 26514 
18 27916 28038 18 28051 28082 
19 28758 28841 19 29150 2915 8 
20 31165 31198 20 31233 31252 
a = Symmetric modes (Donnell's theory) . 
b = Symmetric modes (Donnell's theory but 
neglecting rotatory i n e r t i a ) . 
Table 17. Comparison of Theoretical Circumferential 
Frequencies for Four Equally-Spaced 
Stringers Neglecting Rotatory Inertia of 
Stringers 
m=2 f i n CPS • . m=3 f i n cps 
n a b n a b 
1 47070 48881 1 46991 47116 
2 50110 51017 2 50200 50203 
3 50564 51307 3 50461 50535 
4 51975 52608 4 51869 52213 
5 52790 53751 5 52851 52887 
6 55464 56183 6 55328 55432 
7 56890 58084 7. 56707 56994 
8 58326 58622 8 58327 58387 
9 60380 60702 9 60212 60380 
10 60924 61069 10 60913 60964 
11 61807 62121 11 61645 61679 
12 65327 66286 12 65129 65231 
13 66521 66813 13 66379 66505 
14 66919 68870 14 66797 66838 
15 69097 71405 15 69020 69091 
16 70322 71270 16 70096 70115 
17 71785 74496 17 71550 74688 
18 74824 77068 18 74906 77267 
19 77308 82715 19 77372 82888 
20 83073 85306 20 83092 85489 
Table 18. Comparison of Theoretical Radial Frequencies 
of the Present Analysis versus the Analysis 
of Reference [6] for 60 Stringers 
m=l f in cps m=2 f in cps 
n a b n a b 
1 1128 1398 1 1845 1950 
2 668 737 2 1342 1428 
3 424 445 3 1001 1059 
4 293 304 4 840 824 
5 220 232 5 628 675 
6 ; 181 198 6 530 580 
7 165 188 7 456 520 
8 167 196 8 410 486 
9 ,. 182: 216 9 383 471 
10 207 245 10 371 471 
11 239 281 11 373 483 
12 278 323 12 387 504 
13 321 369 13 411 535 
14 369 420 14 443 572 
15 421 475 15 483 616 
a = Results of present analysis (Donnell's theory). 
b = Results of Reference [6]. 
Type of Stringer: M . 
Table 19. Comparison of Theoretical Radial 
Frequencies for Eight Equally-Spaced 
Stringers by Neglecting Rotatory 
Iner t ia of Stringers 
m=l f in cps m=2 f in cps 
n a b n a b 
1 737 740 1 1918 1952 
2 313 316 2 970 981 
3 160 162 3 556 v 563 
4 109 113 4 359 364 
5 92 93 5 250 252 
6 105 107 6 203 207 
7 132 133 7 191 199 
8 163 166 8 214 223 
9 215 215 9 234 238 
10 260 263 10 276 281 
11 315 316 11 323 325 
12 368 368 12 396 397 
13 449 449 13 451 454 
14 512 514 14 513 514 
15 570 572 15 577 579 
16 653 653 16 659 659 
17 774 775 17 770 770 
18 837 845 18 833 835 
19 907 920 19 912 927 
20 1040 1044 20 1044 1050 
21 1173 1181 21 1176 1184 
22 1247 1272 22 1252 1276 
23 1336 1337 23 1336 1339 
24 1507 1507 24 1526 1542 
25 1680 1680 25 1769 1788 
a = Symmetric modes (Donnell's theory). 
b = Symmetric modes (Donnell's theory but 
neglecting rotatory ine r t i a of s t r i n g e r s ) . 
Table 20. : Comparison of Theoretical Radial 
Frequencies for Eight Equally-Spaced 
Stringers by Neglecting Rotatory 
Inertia of £>tringers 
m=3 f in cps m=4 f in cps 
n a b n a b 
1 2587 2582 1 3136 3171 
2 1622 16 86 2 2188 2204 
3 1047 1071 3 1519 1532 
4 .724 771 4 1072 1142 
5 504 517 5 782 792 
6 392 420 6 639 655 
7 337 351 7 488 492 
8 304 306 8 425 429 
9 288 291 9 398 403 
10 317 342 10 402 416 
11 356 368 11 412 424 
12 407 421 12 493 507 
13 466 489 13 499 518 
14 526 589 14 530 554 
15 588 625 15 612 634 
16 674 672 16 702 711 
17 777 832 17 788 803 
18 845 866 18 856 881 
19 905 1022 19 928 940 
20 1055 1185 20 1068 1189 
21 1185 1240 21 1189 1265 
22 1252 1344 22 1262 1355 
23 1342 146 8 23 1351 146 8 
24 1517 1580 24 1529 1697 
25 1689 1767 25 1696 1767 
a = Symmetric modes (Donnell's theory) . 
b = Symmetric modes (Donnell's theory but 
neglecting rotatory ine r t i a of s t r i n g e r s ) . 
Table 21 . Comparison of Present Theory versus 
Experimental Resul t s of Hoppman [1] 
for 16 Equally-Spaced S t r i n g e r s 
m=l f in cps m=2 f in cps 
n a b c d e n a b c d e 
1 1493 A A A 1493 1 3868 * A A 3868 
2 819 700 750 742 819 2 2202 A 2300 1880 2202 
3 1261 1270 1150 1330 1261 3 1788 1830 1700 1740 1789 
4 2153 2200 2100 2480 2153 4 2406 2600 2350 2680 2406 
5 3340 3460 3340 4060 3341 5 3519 4080 3510 4120 3514 
m=3 m=4 
1 6100 A A 6101 1 7854 A A A 7854 
2 3654 A 4200 A 3654 2 5164 A 6100 A 5164 
3 2741 2640 2870 2470 2742 3 3880 5490 4360 A 'i 3880 
4 2945 3360 2970 3040 2995 4 3726 4100 3960 3710 3726 
5 3868 4120 3900 4340 3868 5 4417 5130 4620 4780 4417 
" = No experimental daHia g iven . 
a = Donnell's theory (stiffened shell). 
b = Experimental results (stiffened shell). 
c = Orthotropic results (stiffened shell). 
d = Experimental results (unstiffened shell). 


























m = Axial Wave Number 
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NUMBER OF CIRCUMFERENTIAL WAVES (n) 
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Figure 3. Radial Frequencies of Stiffened Cylinder with Four Stringers 
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Figure 5(a). Theoretical Mode Shapes for Stiffened 




Figure 5(a). Theoretical Mode Shapes for Stiffened 










Figure 5(b). Theoretical Mode; Shapes for Stiffened 
















Figure 6, Theoretical Mode Shapes for Stiffened Shell 






Figure 6. Theoretical Mode Shapes for Stiffened Shell with 
Four Stringers (Symmetric) (Continued) 
Figure 7. Theoretical Mode Shapes for Stiffened Shell 
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Figure 7. Theoretical Mode Shapes for Stiffened 




GOVERNING DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS OF MOTION AND ANALYSIS 
OF STRINGER STIFFENED CYLINDRICAL SHELLS 
In Chapter III the free vibration of a stringer stiffened 
cylindrical shell with simple supports was analyzed by using the Ritz 
method. The results of that analysis showed that the use of Donnell's 
shell theory led to results in good agreement with the more general 
Flugge's shell theory and with the experimental results cited in the 
literature but that neglecting the in-plane inertias in calculating the 
radial frequencies is not a completely justifiable assumption. Further-
more, neglecting rotatory inertia of the shell had no effect on the 
frequencies and mode shapes of the shell for the axial (m<4-) and cir-
cumferential (n<30) modes investigated. Actually, this is to be 
expected since for an unstiffened thin cylindrical shell when one 
neglects shear distortion and rotatory inertia of the shell wall the 
where m is the number of axial 
half-waves and n is the number of full circumferential waves. 
Therefore, Donnell's equations including in-plane inertias but 
neglecting rotatory inertia and shear distortion of the shell wall are 
now employed in order to investigate the free vibration of stringer 
stiffened, cylindrical shells with arbitrary admissible boundary condi-
tions. The present analysis considers the thin cylindrical shell and 
stringers as discrete structural components. 
, £ ,«, -v 10h 
results apply when — > lOh, — > 
^ r J lm n a j 
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The stringer-shell interaction loads are represented by double 
Fourier series with unknown coefficients. The nonhomogenous equations 
of motion of the cylindrical shell are used to determine the shell 
solutions for arbitrary admissible boundary conditions. One then 
obtains the displacements of the shell as functions of the unknown 
loading coefficients. Similarly, V. Z. Vlasov's equations of motion 
for the stringers are solved for the stringer displacements in terms 
of the Fourier loading coefficients for arbitrary admissible boundary 
conditions. 
Once the analysis of the stringer and shell problems have been 
completed, the kinematical conditions at the line of attachment that 
require compatible deformations are imposed. This yields an infinite 
number of equations in the unknown Fourier coefficients for the deter-
mination of the eigenfrequencies of the composite structure. Once the 
frequencies are found, then calculations can be performed for the mode 
shapes of free vibration. 
Equations of Motion for the Shell 
The partial differential equations of motion of a thin cylindrical 
shell including surface forces according to Donnell's approximation for 
the coordinate system shown in Figure 12, p. 106, are: 
82u (1-v) 82u • (1+v).8 2v v_ 3w_ (1 -v 2 ) _ ( l - v 2 ) p 32u 
, 2 n .2 _ 2 . 2a 3x8<|> " a 3x Eh
 P x E . 2 
3x 2a 3d> Y 3t 
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(1+v) 92u ( l - v ) 32v 1 82v 1 3w ( 1 - v 2 ) ( l - v 2 ) p 32v , . 
2a 3x3<}) 2 . 2 2 „ x 2 2 d<|> E h
 P<f> E „ 2 K } 
3x • a 3<j> a 3t 
v_ au_ _1_ ^v_ _ _w_ h^_ y 4 
a 3x 2 3<|> 2 " 1 2 W 
a a 
( l - v 2 ) ± ( l - v
2 ) p 32w 
Eh P z " E 2 
( 4 . 3 ) 
where p , p , and p a r e t h e a p p l i e d s u r f a c e f o r c e s . E x a m i n a t i o n of 
E q u a t i o n s ( 4 . 1 ) , ( 4 . 2 ) , and ( 4 . 3 ) shows t h a t each e q u a t i o n i s a c o u p l e d 
p a r t i a l d i f f e r e n t i a l e q u a t i o n i n t h e midd l e s u r f a c e d i s p l a c e m e n t s u , v , 
and w. In a s i m i l a r manner a s D o n n e l l , t h e s e e q u a t i o n s can b e u n c o u p l e d 
by d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n and e l i m i n a t i o n ( s e e Appendix B ) . The e q u a t i o n s t h a t 
a r e d e r i v e d from t h i s u n c o u p l i n g p r o c e s s a r e a s f o l l o w s : 
V 4u- - — + -— ^ = .. 2 ( l + v ) p J 2 . 
a 3 x 3 a 2 3x3<}>2 E 3 t : 
( l - v )p 3 u v_ 3w_ 
_ E 2 a 3x 
( 3 - v ) 2 ( l - v 2 ) 
2 u Eh P x 
( l - v 2 ) 8 P x 2 ( l + v ) 
Eh 
3x Eha' 




Eha 3x3<|> ' 
( 4 . 4 ) 
V 4 V _ (2+v) 3 w 1 3
3w 2 ( l + v ) 3" 
2 2 
a f 3x 3<j> 




(1-V )p 3 v 
3t' 
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( 3 - v ) _ 2 1 3w 
W + : 
2 2 3<J> 
( 1 - v 2 ) 
Eh 
(^ 2\ d PA (1-V ) *> 
Eha 3(J>' 
2 ( l - v 2 ) d \ ( l - v 2 ) ( l + v ) 8 \ 
Eh ( 1 - v ) . 2 E h a ( l - v ) 3x3d> ' 
3x 





a2 3xV Eh P z 
2 ( l + v ) p 3' 
3t -
( 1 - v )P 3 ( 3 - v ) 2i ! r p ( l - v > 9 w w h 4 
E . 7 2 i l E . 2 2 12 
3t 3 t a 
( 1 - v 2 ) , A (1-v) o l f A v
2 32w A 1 3
2w 
~Eh—pz} + - y ~ V w + —7T+ -T7T 
a 3x a 3<J> 
2 ( l + v ) p 3 
E 
3t 
. ( 1 - v ) 8 p x ( 1 - v 2 ) 8p< 
aEh 3x _ 2 3< 
Eha 
f\ 2\ ^ P M 2 \ a 3 P 
v ( l - v ) *x ( 1 - v ) *x aEh ' 3 
3x a Eh 3x3(J)2 
3 3 
_1_ ( 1 - v 2 ) 8 Pcj) _ ( 2 + v ) ( l - v 2 ) 2 8 P((> 
4 Eh "3 ~ 9 9 ' 
a 3(J> a ( l - v ) E h 3x 3cj> 
( 4 . 6 ) 
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where 
jt* = V 2 V 2 = 
• 9 2 
3 J^_ JT_ 
2 2 2 




a 3(f> J 
For the case where p = p , = p = 0 , then the above equa t ions reduce t o 
*x <̂f> rz ^ 
those obtained by Yu [16]. ' . 
When the stringer is deformed, the interaction loads of the jth 
stringer may tbe summed into resultant vertical, longitudinal and tan-
gential forces acting through the shear center and a resultant torque 
about the shear center. This approach was used by Lin [19] to investi-
gate the random vibration of stringer-stiffened, simply-supported flat 
plates (i.e., fuselage panels). The resultant forces acting on the jth 
stringer are replaced by statically equivalent surface loads acting on 
the shell. The surface loads are then represented by double Fourier 
series in the circumferential and longitudinal directions. Mathe-
matically, these loadings are given by: 
(i) Normal load p . (x,<f>) (see Figure 8) 
p . ( x , < J > ) = 
z . ( x ) 
_JJ 
2 e . . 
i ] 
, X E [ 0 , £ ] , C|>E * • ! i i * +
 e « 
0, otherwise 
( 4 . 7 ) 
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( 2 ) 
( i i ) Moment p . (x,cf>) ( s e e F i g u r e 9 ) : 
P(J?(x,4>) = 
Q . ( x ) 
- J , x e [ 0 , £ ] , <|)E 
*2j 
Q , ( x ) 
"V 
cf>. - -—• L , cf> 
3 a 
, x e [ 0 , £ ] , <|>e 
0 , o t h e r w i s e 
( 4 . 8 ) 
( i i i ) T a n g e n t i a l l o a d p . .(x,<|)) ( s e e F i g u r e 10) 
P . ( x , c f » ) = 
<f>D 
Y . ( x ) 
_ _1 
2e 
, x e [ 0 , £ ] , cf>e 
3 j • j 
e 0 • e. 
- ^ . • . 
a T ] a 
+ î 
(4 .9) 
0 , o t h e r w i s e 
( i v ) L o n g i t u d i n a l l o a d p .(x,<}>) ( s e e F i g u r e 1 1 ) : 
x] 
p . (x,<|>) 
^X] 
X . ( x ) 
^ , x e [ 0 , £ ] , <j)e 
2e . 
a : ! i 
_ § 1 
a T ] a 
(4.10) 
0 , o t h e r w i s e 
where <J>. i s t h e l o c a t i o n of t h e j t h s t r i n g e r . 
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(a) Longitudinal Direction (b) Circumferential Direction 
Figure 8. Schematic Sketch of Normal Loading 
tlft nan Q.(x) 
-+ 2ira 
Circumferential Direction 
Figure 9. Schematic Sketch of Twisting Moment 
(a) Longitudinal Direction (b) Circumferential Direction 






Figure 11. Schematic Sketch of Longitudinal Shear Loading 
We assume that the distributed loads which act upon the shell 
can be expanded into double Fourier series as follows: 
OO 00 
P„j; (x,<|)) = £ I ( Z . cos n<f) + Z! s i n n<t>)cos a x , ( 4 . 1 1 ) 
z: m=0 n=0 ]mn ]mn m 
(2) 
OO OO 
p . (x,<J>) = J J" ( T . c o s n<j) + T ! s i n n<j))cos a x , ( 4 . 1 2 ) 
z: m=0 n=0 imn imn 
OO OO 
p . . (x ,< f> ) = y y ( Y . s i n n<f> + Y'. c o s n<f>)cos'.a x , ( 4 . 1 3 ) 
4)1 L r t ^ r t imn
 Y imn r m 
m=-0 n=0 
xi 
.(x,<f>) = J I ( X . c o s nd> + X! s i n n<j>)sin a x , ( 4 . 1 4 ) 
l ~ ~ imn imn m 
m=0 n=0 imn 




2-] W f / Z . ( x ) c o s a x d x ) , ( 4 . 1 5 ) £ i l m 
Z. 
nrnn I ^ J 
n e , . 
cos nd). s i n — — f Z . ( x ) c o s a x dx 
£ J i m 
1 0 




T. = — - — s i n ( n d O 
imn ^ n e ^ . i 
2] 
1-cos 
- 2 1 2 Z 
— / Q . ( x ) c o s a x dx 
i iQ : 
, ( 4 . 1 7 ) 
Y. = 0 , 
]mo 
( 1 
jmn irne 3:J 
ne 
s i n ( n d ) . ) s i n 
: a 
3 j — J Y . ( x ) c o s a x dx 
* A j m 




— J X . ( x ) s i n a x dx 
A i ] m 0 
( 4 . 1 9 ) 
X. 
jmn irne, . 
U b 4 i 
cos(n<J)_,. ) s i n ——- —J X . ( x ) s i n a x dx 
£ 0 : 
, ( 4 . 2 0 ) 
and t h e a n t i s y m m e t r i c F o u r i e r c o e f f i c i e n t s ( Z ! , T! , Y! , X! ) a r e J jmn jmn jmn jmn 
g i v e n b y : 
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Z! = 0 , 





I i : 
sin(ncf>_. ) s i n il — / Z . ( x ) c o s a x dx 
0 * -1 TTl ^ A J m 
, ( 4 . 2 2 ) 
T! = 0 , 
jmo ( 4 . 2 3 ) 
( r, \ 
T! 
:mn irne 2jJ 
cos(n4>.) 
ne 
1 - cos 2J — / Q . ( x ) c o s a x dx 
( 0 J ; 




— J Y. ( x ) c o s a x dx 
£ J j x 
m 
( 4 . 2 5 ) 
jmn irni; 3 j 
ne: 
cos(nd) . ) s i n — — f Y . ( x ) c o s a x dx 
0 ^ -i • m * A J m 
( 4 . 2 6 ) 
X! 
jmo 
= 0 , ( 4 . 2 7 ) 
r \ 
X! 
jmn irne,, . 
ne . 
s i n ( n 6 . ) s i n -
1 a 
— f X . ( x ) s i n a x dx 
£ « 1 ni 
I 0 J J 
( 4 . 2 8 ) 
I t i s a s s u m e d - t h a t t h e r e s u l t a n t f o r c e s X . ( x ) , Y . ( x ) , Z . ( x ) and 
t h e r e s u l t a n t moment T . ( x ) = Q_. ( x ) e . a c t i n g on t h e j t h s t r i n g e r may 
be expanded i n t o F o u r i e r s e r i e s a s odd o r even f u n c t i o n s w i t h a p e r i o d 
of 2£ as f o l l o w s : 
X. ( x ) = T X. s i n a x , 
J m = l J 
( 4 . 2 9 ) 
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where 
Y . ( x ) = T Y. cos a x , ( 4 . 3 0 ) 
- I *-• "1 TT1 TT1 ] m=0 ^ 
Z . ( x ) =• I Z . cos a x , ( 4 . 3 1 ) 
1 "_ -im m 
J m=0 J 
T.(x-) = J T. c o s a x , ( 4 . 3 2 ) 
-i *-• -i m i n * 2 " n :  m 
m=0 J 
X. =. 0 , ( 4 . 3 3 ) 
2 £ ' 
X. = — f X . ( x ) s i n a x d x , ( 4 . 3 4 ) 
:m £ £ . : m 
l £ 
Y. = ± J Y . ( x ) d x , ( 4 . 3 5 ) 
: o 36 Q : 
o £ 
Y. - T \ Y . ( x ) c o s a x d x , ( 4 . 3 6 ) 
:m ^ Q : m ' 
1 £ 
i. = - / Z . ( x ) d x , ( 4 . 3 7 ) 
^ ° £ 0 : 
Z. = ~ j Z . ( x ) c o s a x d x , ( 4 . 3 8 ) 
:m £ JQ : m 
1 £ 
T. = • £ / T . ( x ) d x , ( 4 . 3 9 ) 
] ° £ 0 : 
2 .A 
T. = j J T . ( x ) c o s a^x d x . ( 4 . 4 0 ) 
I n s e r t i n g E q u a t i o n s ( 4 . 3 3 ) t h r o u g h ( 4 . 4 0 ) i n t o ( 4 . 1 5 ) t h r o u g h 
( 4 . 2 8 ) g i v e s : 
Z. = f. (n)cos(ncj) . )Z . , 
jmrt 1 , : Dm 
( 4 . 4 1 ) 
T. = f (n)s in(n<J) . )T . , 
]mn 2 T : ]m 
( 4 . 4 2 ) 
Y. = f_ (n ) s in (n ( f ) . )Y . , 
:mn 3 Y : :m ' 
( 4 . 4 3 ) 
X. = f . (n )cos (nc} ) . )X . , ( 4 . 4 4 ) 
Z! = f . ( n ) s i n ( n < | ) . ) Z . , 
:mn 1 : : m ' 
( 4 . 4 5 ) 
T! = f_(n)cos(nct>. )T. , :mn 2 T : ]m 
( 4 . 4 6 ) 
Y! , = f Q ( n ) cos (nc f ) . )Y . , ( 4 . 4 7 ) 
x ! = f n (n)s in(n<f>. )X. > 
:mn 4 T : ]m ' 
( 4 . 4 8 ) 
where the following notation has been introduced: 
f. (n) = sin — e. . , 
1 irne. . a in 
i: 
(4.49) 
2 Trn£2.. ( 
1 - cos — e„. , a 2: J' (4.50) 
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f q ( n ) = ~ ̂ 7 s i nT £o-;' (4.51) 
o TTne„ . a 31 
3:i 
f, ,(n) = ' - — sin - e, . . (4.52) 
4 Trne, a 4i 
4-j J 
Therefore, the total surface loading on the cylinder is given 
by: 
K CO OO 
p (x,d>) = J J y (X. cos nd> + X! sin nd>)sm a x, (4.53) 
x ^ ^ u . imn ]mn m 
]=1 m=l n=0 -
J^ OO OO 
p , ( x , c j > ) = 7 7 7 ( Y . s i n iid) + Y! c o s nd>)cos a x , ( 4 . 5 4 ) 
• j = l m=0 n=0 J J 
}^ 00 00 
p (x,<j>) = J y y ( [Z . + T. ]cos nd> + [Z! + T! ] s i n n<|)) 
r z T . ' ' . L n . n imn imn imn imn
 Y 
j=l m=0 n=0 J J J 
cos a x (4.55 ) 
m 
where K is the total number of stringers attached to the shell. 
Solution of Donnell's Equations 
In considering a circular cylindrical shell under distributed 
loadings, one has to solve the complete, inhomogenous Donnell equations 
(as given by (4.4), (4.5), and (4.6)) including the in-plane inertia 
terms. To solve these equations, the method of Fourier series was 
employed. In doing this, solutions are obtained which can be repre-
sented as follows: 
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U = U + U , 
c p 
(4.56) 
V = V + V , 
< c p (4.57) 
w = w + w , 
c P 
(4.58) 
where the subscripts c and p refer to the complementary and particular 
solutions, respectively. The particular solution is used to account 
for the distributed load and the complementary solution is required in 
order that the combination of the two solutions will satisfy the 
boundary conditions of the problem. Furthermore, for convenience the 
symmetric and antisymmetric parts of the complementary and particular 
solutions are treated separately. Then since the partial differential ,. 
equations are linear, the general solution is recovered by superposing 
the symmetric and antisymmetric parts. If it happens that the par-
ticular solution also satisfies the boundary conditions, then it is not 
necessary to determine the complementary solution. For free vibration, 
we seek solutions for the middle displacements (U,V,W) of the shell 
in the form: 
/• -\ / "I 
u u 





sin cot (4.59) 
where oo denotes the natural frequency of the composite structure. 
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According to Flugge [8], the symmetric part of the complementary solu-
tion of Equations (4.4), (4.5), and (4.6) can be written in the 
following form: 
oo oo A — 
u ( x , < j ) , t ) = { / / A e cos n<(>} s i n cot 
c ' r ' Ln
 L^ sn 
n=0 s = l 
( 4 . 6 0 ) 
oo oo A — 
v (x , ( ( ) , t ) = { £ J B e s i n n<f>} s i n cot 
n = l s = l 
( 4 . 6 1 ) 
oo oo A — 
r ' (x,d>,t) = { y J C e cos n<j>} s i n cot 
c T *• L. sn 
n = 0 £3=1 
(4.62) 
From (4.60), (4.61), and (4.62), we see that each displacement is a 
product of two functions, each of which is a function of one of the 
variables x or <f>. The independent variable cf> represents a periodic 
motion with n waves around the circumference of the cylinder. Insert-
ing (4.60), (4.61), and (4.62) into (4.4), (4.5), and (4.6) and setting 
p /= p = p = o (complementary solution) results in a set of linear 
X (J) Z r J 
homogenous equations in the constants A , B , and C as follows: 
° sn sn sn 
sn 
2fi' (3-v) an2 











2f i ' ( 3 - v ) n 2 
s n ' ( l - v ) (1-v) 1 -
2 ' »2] R , 4 s 
— + n 1 -2 2 
J n J 
C ( n ) 
sn 
-2fi _,_ 2 
+ n 
1-v 
1 - (2+v) _ | 
n 
, ( 4 . 6 4 ) 
s = l , . . . , 
and, 
( l - v ) ( i - v ' ) A H = 2fl
d - n^[2t (3-v)n 4 - ( l -X^/n ) + 2kn (1-X" /n ) ] + s s s 
fi[(3-v)n
2(l-A2/n2) - 2 n 2 ( l - v 2 A 2 / n 2 ) + s s 
( l - v ) n l + ( l - A 2 / n 2 ) + ( 3 - v ) k n 6 ( l - A 2 / n 2 ) 3 ] 
Cl-v)kn 8 ( l -X 2 /n 2 ) 1 * 
s 
s = l , . . . , l ( 4 . 6 5 ) 
where 
Q = ( l - v 2 ) p a V " / E and k = h 2 / 1 2 a 2 . 
Equation (4 .65) can be w r i t t e n as fo l lows : 
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, 8 . ,6 
s s 




hr-+ -rrT^r ~ ̂ fr - 3ft2(3-v)/a-v) + 6n
4| + 
k (. 1-v) n 
X 2 [ - 4 n 6 + 3 f t n 4 ( 3 - v ) / ( l - v ) + 2ftn2 /k - 2 f t v 2 / k ( l - v ) + 
s 
ft(3-v)/k(l-v) - 4 n 2 f t 2 / ( l - v ) - ft2(3-v)/k(l-v)] + 
C - 2 f t 3 / k ( l - v ) + 2 f t 2 / k ( l - v ) + ft2n2(3-v)/k(l-v) + 2 n
4 f t 2 / ( l - v ) -
ftn2(3-v)/k(l-v) + 2 n 2 f t / k ( l - v ) - ftVk -
n 
ft ( 3 - v ) / ( l - v ) + n ] = 0 
n 
( 4 . 6 6 ) 
The complementary solution for the antisymmetric part of Equa-
tions (4.4), (4.5) and (4.6) can be written in the following form: 
- 8 X -
u (x,<f>,t) = { £ J A' e s i n n<}>}sin cot, 
c - ... s n 
n = l s = l 
( 4 . 6 7 ) 
8 
v (x ,<J) , t ) 
c = - u i B 
n = l s = l sn 
X * 
s a 
e cos n<J)}sin cot, ( 4 . 6 8 ) 
and 
- 8 A -
w a ( x , ( f ) , t ) = { J J C e S a s i n n<j>}sin cot 
c Ln
 L\ sn 
n= l s = l 
( 4 . 6 9 ) 
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where the superscript a represents the antisymmetric part of the solu-
tion. Inserting (4.67), (4.68), and (4.69) into (4.4), (4.5), and 
(4.6) and letting p = P. = P. = 0 result in a set of linear homogenous 
• x <(> z 
equations in the constants A1 , B' , and C' identical with (4.63), 
sn sn sn 
(4.64), and (4.65). In general the roots of Equation (4.66) will 
have the form: 
xs = (i^1±ie1), (ij,2±ie2), (ip3±ie3), (*4±ie4) (4.70) 
where i|> , \p , \p , \p , 9 , 9 , 9 , and 6 are real quantities. 
The complementary solution corresponding to the roots of (4.70) 
may be written as follows: 




(A .+A 0 ) cos 9. ^ + 1 2 I n a 
(A - A 0 ) i s i n 6. -1 2 In a 
. x_ 
V2n a ( V V C O S 92n I + <VV 1 Sin 82n ! 
e 3 n a | (A_+A.)cos 9q - + (A - A c ) i s i n 6Q -5 6 3n a 5 6 ' 3n a 
\b — r-v4n a (VA8)cos V f + W 1 sin64n I }cos n<(>} 
s i n cot, ( 4 . 7 1 ) 
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v*(x,<fr,t) = { I {e 
n = l 
. x 
(B 1+B_)cos 6. J + (B - B . ) i s i n 6. -1 2 I n a 1 2 „ I n a 
+ e 
lb 2. r-
^2n a ( B 3 + B ^ o o s . 9 | + ( B 3 - B 4 ) i s i n 6 2 n | 
+ e 
, x_ 
V3n a (B_+B_)cos 6Q - + (B_-B f t ) i s i n 6 ' -
5 6 3n a 5 6 3n a 
+ e 
, x_ 
\ n a (B_+BQ)cos 6)t - + 7 8 4n a 
+ (B - B Q ) i s i n e h -7 8 4n a 
} s i n n<|>}sin tot, ( 4 . 7 2 ) 
w^(x,<j>,t) = { I {> 
n=0 




( C 3 + V c o s 62n ! + <C3"C4> i S i n 62n I 
+ e 
lb - r-
^3n a r (C_+C.)cos 6Q J + ( C . - C R ) i s i n 6 . -
5 6 3n a 5 6 3n a 
.+ e 
ill - , -
^ n a r ( e t c )COB e 4 n I + 
+ (c7-c8)i sin e4n - }cos ncj>}sin tot ( 4 . 7 3 ) 
Examina t ion of E q u a t i o n ( 4 . 7 3 ) shows t h a t i t i s c o n v e n i e n t t o 
d e f i n e a new s e t of a r b i t r a r y c o n s t a n t s a s f o l l o w s : 
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c = c + c 
1 1 2' 
C2 = (Ci-C2
):L' 
c = c + c 
L3 3 S ' 
'4 = ̂ - ^ ^ 
r = c + c 
5 5 6' 
56 = ' W 1' 
c = c + c 
'7 L7 L8' 
CQ = (C7-CQ)i. (4.74) 
The constants A. and B. can be determined in terms of the C. for 
1 3 . 1 
each integer n. Examination of (4.63) reveals that i t may be written 
as follows: 
A. = a.C. (4.75) 
i l l 
where 
a l = ai + 1 ^ 2 ' 
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a2 = a 1 + i a 2 
°U = a + ia , o 3 4 
a, = a - i rv 
4 3 4 
\ - a - i S 
5 5 6 
a ^ = Ot — ira 
6 5 i a 6 
a_ = a + i a 
7 7 8 
aQ =
: a ? - i a g (4 .76) 
By employing Equations ( 4 . 7 4 ) , ( 4 . 7 5 ) , and (4 .76) the a r b i t r a r y 
c o e f f i c i e n t s of (4 .71) can be w r i t t e n i n the fol lowing manner: 
A1 + A2 = a 1 C 1 + a 2 C 2 , 
A3 + A^ = a3C3 + a 4 C 4 ! 
A + A = a C + a C . , 
5 6 5 5 6 6 ' 
A7 + A 8 = a 7 C 7 + a 8 C 8 ' 
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(A1-A2)i = -a2C1 + a1C2, 
(A -A^)i = -a^Cg + a3C4, 
(A -Ac)i = -a.C_ + a_C <, 5 6 6 5 5 6 
and 
(A7-AQ)i = -a8C? + a?C8. (4.77) 
Also, (4.64) has the form:1 
B. = 3.C (4.78) 
l l i 
where 
!1 = h + i e 2 ' 
!2 =• 61 " i S 2 ' 
!3 = h + i 8 4 ' 
\ = B3 - 1 B 4 ' 
'5 = g5 + i g6' 
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' 6 = B 5 • " 1 B 6 ' 
'7 = 67 + i B 8 ' 
and 
J8 = 3 7 - i 3 8 . ( 4 . 7 9 ) 
With t h e h e l p of ( 4 . 7 4 ) , ( 4 . 7 8 ) , and ( 4 . 7 9 ) , t h e a r b i t r a r y 
c o e f f i c i e n t s of ( 4 . 7 2 ) can be shown t o b e : 
B l + B2 = hCl + B2C2 
B3 + \ - 63C3 + \ % 
B 5 - + B6 = 6 5 C 5 + 6 6 C 6 
By + -B = 6 7 C 7 + 68C, 
( B 1 - B 2 ) i = B ^ j + B ^ 
( B 3 - B 4 ) i = B3C4 - B4c 
'W1 = ¥e - ¥5 
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( B7- B8 U = e7C8 " 68C7 
(4.80) 
Inserting Equations (4.77) and (4.80) into Equations (4.71), 
(4.72), and (4.73) yields the final form of the solution in terms of 
the new set of eight arbitrary constants C. and the real terms a. and 
3. as follows: 
I 
Uc = { I {e C n=0 
i x 
*lna (a, Cn + cL CI )cos 8 — + In In 2n 2n In a 
+ (a. C_ - a0 C. )sin 0. -In 2n 2n In In a 
+ e 
i x 
*2na (a„ C0 + a, C, )cos 0o — + (a0 C. - a. C0 )sin 60 -3n 3n 4n 4n 2n a 3n 4n 4n,3n 2n a 
+ e 
*3n a 
<cL C_ + a_ C_ )cos 0. - + (cL Cc - ac C_ )sin 90 -5n on 6n 6n 3n a 5n 6n 6n 5n 3n a 
+ e 
i x 
(a_ C_ + a. CQ )cos 9. - + 7n 7n 8n 8n 4n a 
+ (a_ CQ - a . Cn ) s in 8. - }cos n6}sin cot (4 .81) 7n 8n 8n /n 4n 
v " = { I {e 
n=l 
i x 
(B, C. + B0 C0 )cos 6. - + In In 2n 2n In a 
+ ( 3 , C0 In 2n L C. ) s in 6. -2n In In a 
+ e 
^2n a 








4n a (3- C^ + 3Q CQ )cos 6. - + 7n 7n 8n 8n 4n a 
+ (3„ Cn -- 3n C„ )sin 0, -
7n 8n 8n 7n ta a 
}sin nc()}sin wt, (4.82) 
ws = { I {• 
C n=0 
*ln a ] Cn cos 6 - + Cn sin 0n -In In a 2n In a 
, x_ 
2n a I- . x , = _ x 
+ e C„ cos 6_ — + C. sin 0O — 




*3na Cr cos 0„ - + C sin 8„ -5n 3n a 6n 3n a 
+ e 
^4n a C^ cos 0, - + Cn sin 0, -7n 4n a 8n 4n a }cos n«|)}sin art:, (4.83) 
where the complex constants A , B , and C have been replaced by the 
sn sn sn 
real terms a. and 3. and the real arbitrary constants C. , if>_ , \b , in in J in' Tln r2n' 
ibn , and ib, are the real parts and 8. , 0. , 0. , and 0. are the 3n 4n In 2n 3n 4n 
imaginary parts of the roots of Equation (4.66). The quantities a. 
and 3. are given in Appendix E. 
in , x x 
ib. — ib — 
„, , . . In a x Yln a . _ x The functions e cos 0 • • — , e sin 0n — , x x In a . x In a 
r2n a x 3n a _ x r3n a . x 
e cos 0^ — , e cos 0. — , e sin 0O — , 
x 2n a . x 3n a 3n a 
\b — ib — 
4n a x 4n a x 
e cos 0, — , and e sin 0, — which occur in the complementary 
4n a 4n a r J 
solution satisfy Dirichlet's conditions for each integer n and are con-
tinuous in the closed interval [0,£]. Therefore, they can be expanded 
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in uniformly convergent Fourier cosine series by extending them as 
even functions as follows: 
i x 
ill — °o 
In a x r 
; cos 0., — = > t, cos a x. 




In a . x v *. s sin 0n — = ) tn cos a x, In a Ln 2mn m m=0 
(4 .85 ) 
i x 
lh — oo 
r 2 n a x r 
e cos 0„ — = > t r t cos a x , 
2n a ** 3mn m 
m=0 
( 4 .86 ) 
i • x 
]h — oo 
2n a . x r _̂  
i s i n 9_ — + / t , cos a x , 




Wj • — oo 
r 3 n a x r- _̂  
e cos 0 . — = ) t_ cos a x , 
3n a u„ . 5mn m 
m=0 
(4 .88 ) 
' i x 
U) — oo 
r 3 n a . x v 
s s i n 0 n — = > t_ cos a x , 
3n a ^ 6mn n 
m=0 
( 4 . 8 9 ) 
i x 
lb — oo 
4 n a a X - V +. 
; cos 0, — = • • / . t „ cos a x , 
LL-n a *-< vrm-i m * 
m=0 
'7mn m 
(4 .90 ) 
i x 
m — oo 
r 4 n a . D x r 
e s i n 0, — = / t „ cos a x. 
^ => u 8mn m 
4n a 
m=0 
( 4 . 9 1 ) 
where 
•m* 
, vin a 
( - 1 ) e 
= ±-{-
* ! » « * + c o s 9n —  
— a I n a 
I n nm 
a £ 
s i n 0 . — 
I n a -
l n 
a 
' lmn £ 
« 2 + 
m 
I n imr 
/ , N m
 r l n a 
( - 1 ) e 
I n a ^ ^ I n . mir 
c o s 9 n — + + — 
I n a ( a £ 
s i n 9 . — 
I n a 
I n 
a 
- } , ( 4 . 9 2 ) 
a2 + m 
I n nvn_ 
a " + £ 
, . Nm I n a 
( - 1 ) e 
t 2 m n ' £ 
I n . . £ 
s m 9n  
a I n a 
I n imr 
a Si 
c o s 9n — I n a 
2 
a + 
I n mir 
m ( a £ . 
I n miT_ 
a £ ; 
a 2 + 
m 
I n nrn_ 
a • + £ 
ll; — 
/ n Nm I n a 
( . -1 ) e 
I n . . £ 
— s m 9n — a I n a 
I n imr c o s 9 • — 





-} ( 4 . 9 3 ) 






w i t h s i m i l a r e x p r e s s i o n s f o r t h e F o u r i e r c o e f f i c i e n t s t_ , t „ , t_ , 
r 3mn 4mn 5mn 
t , t , and t« which can be obtained from tn and t0 by 
'6mn 7mn "8mn lmn 2mn 
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by r e p l a c i n g ipn and 0n w i t h e i t h e r i|>. , 0O o r ip0 , 0_ o r ip, , J r I n I n 2n 2n 3n 3n 4n 
V-
The functions occurring in the complementary solution may also 
be expanded in uniformly convergent Fourier sine series as follows: 
. x 
^ — co 
i cos 0. — = > rn sm a x , (4.94) 
In a Ln lmn m m=l 
'. x 
V) — oo 
e s m 0 — = ) r sm a x, (4.95) 
In a L. 2mn m 
m=l 
i x 
W| — oo 
2n a x r . . , 
e. cos 0. — = > r. s m a x, (4.96) 
2a a u. 3mn m 
m=l 
i x 
Ul — ••'-,, oo 
2n a i . Q x r . • /, «r,v 
- S l n eor, T = I r s m a x , (4.97) 
2n a ^ 4mn m 
m=l 
i • x 
\U — oo 
3n a n x r , 
e cos 0 - = J. rc s i n a x> (4.98) 
3n a , 5mn m 
m=l 
i x 
\h — oo 
e s m 6_. — = > r. s m a x, (4.99) 
3n a u. 6mn m 
m=l 
. x 
lb, -— °° 
4n a x r • •/, •,««\ 
e cos 0. — = > r_ sin.a x, (4.100) 
4n a L, 7mn m ' 
m=l 
, x 
lil — 00 
4n a . . x r . . 
i sm 6 — = > r. s m a x, (4.101) 
4n a u. 8mn m m=l 
where 
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i £ w — 
, . J I n a 
( - 1 ) e 
= £{" 
I n . . £ 
s i n 6 . — 
a I n a 
I n mir 
{ a + £ 
cos 0, — + 
£ " I n imr 
— + -i 
I n a ( a £ 
lmn £ 
I n 
I a J 
I n mir 
a £ 
/ . >.m I n a 
( - 1 ) e 
i//. e . £ 
I n . I n 
s i n 
_ln _ nm 
a £ cos 
e. £ 
In + a _ 
I n mir 
a ~ £ 
k ' 2 In + 
I a J 
I n mTT 
£ 
( 4 . 1 0 2 ) 
1 
\b — 
( , N m I n a - ( - 1 ) e 
; 0 . £ 
I n I n 
c o s + 
-¥( 






2mn £ r i 2 r 
* l n 
+ 
I a J V 
I n nm 
a £ 
/ . ^ m T l n a 
( - 1 ) e 
Q. £ ,e_ e . £ 
I n I n , I n imr . I n 
— cos + - -y— s m 
a a a £ a 
" * l n a 
} . 
r,», i 
* i I n I n mir 
[ a ) l a " £ 
( 4 . 1 0 3 ) 
w i t h s i m i l a r e x p r e s s i o n s f o r t h e F o u r i e r c o e f f i c i e n t s r „ , r , , r , r 3mn 4mn 5mn 
r _ , r „ , a n d r n . 6mn 7mn 8mn, 
By employing Equations (4.84) through (4.103), the symmetric 
part of the complementary solution may be written as: 
00 00 




y y C^ a. r r t + a . r . ) s in a x cos n<$> + L„ L, 2n In 2mn 2n lmn m Y 
n=0 m=l 
00 00 
J J C„ ( a . r„ - a. r. ) s m a x cos nd> + L„ L, 3n 3n 3mn 4n 4mn m Y 
n=0 m=l 
00 00 
y y C. (a„ r. + a. r„ ) s m a x cos n̂> + L„ L. 4n 3n 4mn 4n 3mn m 
n=0 m=l 
OO 00 
y J C_ (a.. r_ - a_ rv ) s m a x cos nd> + L
n
 i j. 5n bn 5mn 6n 6mn m 
n=0 m=l 
00 OO 
J y C„ (ar. rv + a- r r ) s m a x cos n<fr + ^ ' ', 6n 5n 6mn 6n 5mn m 
n=0 m=l 
00 00 
y y C„ an r„ - a_ r_ )sm a x cos nd> + L' L, 7n 7n 7mn 8n 8mn m y 
n=0 m=l 
OO OO 
y y C. (a„ r . + a . r_ ) s in a x cos ncfr, (4 .104) L
n




v <*,•) = I I C l n ( B l n t - B2 n t )cos a x s i n n* + 
n=l m=0 
00 00 
I I Co ^ i t o + ^o t i ) c o s a x s i n n4> + fS tj_ 2n In 2mn 2n lmn , m 
n=l m=0 
n=l J o C3n ( 03n t3inn ~ V W 0 0 8 amX s i n n<*> + 
I. 
TOT 
0=ui 0=u , ui uuiq uc „ wn 
+ <bu soo x 10 soo q. 3 3 7 7 + 
00 00 
0=U1 0 = ^ 
, W UUlt] Ut] r, ,, 
+ <bu soo x io soo 'q. 'o 7 7 + 
00 00 
0=UI 0=11 
+ <bu soo x io soo q. °3 7 7 + 
00 00 
0=ui o=u 
• UI UU17 U 7 „ U „ 
+ tbu soo x io soo + 0 7 7 + 
00 00 
0=ui o=u 
• Ul UIUT U T -7 r, , O 
+ <bu soo x io soo Lq. 0 7 7 = (4>'x) M 
00 00 
0=ui T=u ui uui/ U8 uui8 u/ U8 w„ ' 
(SOI ' t j ) ctbu UTS x io soo( L:i a g + aq. ^ ) D J J 
00 00 
0=ui I=u 
, UI UU18 U 8 ^ UUI/, U / U £ 7 7 
+ <bu UTS x io soo °q. °g - q. 0 ) 0 J J 
00 00 
0=ui i = u 
i Ui . laUU1-! < - l a . U l U H U V , , , U V j 17 1-7 
+ (bu UTS x 10 soo( aq. 3g + 3q. a g ) 0 J J 
00 00 
0=ui T=u 
ui uuig ug^ uuiq uc us n n 
+ <bu UTS x io soo q̂.. g - q. g ) 3 J , J 
OO 0 0 
0=ui i = u 




+ / J C c „ t ^ cos a x cos nd> + ^ L 6n 6mn m Y 
n=0 m=0 
00 00 
+ y ) C„ t „ c o s a x c o s n<t> + L L 7n 7mn m 
n=0 m=0 
00 00 
+ J y Co t0 cos a x cos nd>. (4.106) L
n
 L
n 8n 8mn m n=0 m=0 
The particular solutions of Equations (4.4), (4.5), and (4.6) 
corresponding to the distributed loadings is given by (4.11), (4.12), 
(4.13), and (4.14) for the symmetric, case are given by: 
K °° 00 
u S = J y y { g r Z . + g c T . + g_Y. + g X. } s i n a x cos nc|>, ( 4 . 1 0 7 ) p .L. L. L- to5 nmn to5 nmn 6 imn toa imn m T ' 
^ : = 1 m=l n=0 J J J J 
K • oo oo 
v S = y y y {g„Z. + g 0 T . + g ,Y . + g Q X . }cos a x s i n ncf>, ( 4 . 1 0 8 ) p . L , Ln
 L. 3 imn 3 nmn 4 i,mn to8 nmn m 
3=1 m=0 n = l J J J J 
00 00 
wS = y y J {g.,Z. + g , T . + g 0 Y . + g„X. }cos a x cos ncf>, ( 4 . 1 0 9 ) 
P • -, « n 1 3mn 1 3
r n n 2 3 m n ' 3 m n m 
1=1 m=0 n=0 • 
where g . ^ g 2 , g 3 , g ^ , g^ g&, g 7 , g g , and g g a r e f u n c t i o n s of m, n , p , 
2 
v, E, h, a, and w given in Appendix F. 
Therefore, the symmetric part of the general solution of (4.4), 
(4.5), and (4.6) is given by: 






s , (4.111) 
c p 
s s s , 
w = w + w . (4.112) 
c p 
The antisymmetric part of the complementary solution of 
Donnell's equations may be readily obtained by the replacement of 
sin n<t> for cos n<t> and -cos n<t> for sin nd> and replacing C by C' in 
s n s n 
(4.104), (4.105), and (4.106). This solution is denoted by ua, va, 
and w . Similarly, the particular solution of (4.4), (4.5), and (4.6) 
for the antisymmetric part of the loading can be obtained by the 
replacement of sin ncf> for cos n(f> and -cos n(f> for sin n<t> in (4.107), 
(4.108), and (4.109). This solution is denoted by u , v , and w . 
P P P 
Therefore, the antisymmetric part of the general solution of 
(4.4), (4.5), and (4.6) is given by: 
ua = ua +' ua, (4.113) 
c p 
va = va + va, (4.114) 
c p' 
and 
w = w + w , (4.115) 
c p' 
and the general solution obtained by superposing solutions is given by: 
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and 
u = uS + ua, (4.116) 




Equations of Motion for the Stringers 
The assumptions made concerning the stringers are the same as 
those given in Appendix A. V. Z. Vlasov's equations for extension, 
bending, and torsional vibrations of a thin-walled beam neglecting 
rotatory inertia (see Figure 11) are: 
d 2 u . 
E .A. 2J_ + p.A.co u . = X . , ( 4 . 1 1 9 ) 
: ] d x 2 : : o j : 
4 4 2 
d v . j . d w . d v . 
E'."I ,. — 2 1 + E ? i ,,. — 2 1 + P . i , . u
2 — 2 1 
1 V a? ] y^ dx1* ] * dx2 
2 2 
- p.A.w v . + p . A . a i.oj 6 . = Y . , ( 4 . 1 2 0 ) 
: : o: : : z : o: -j 
4 4 2 
j d w . A d v . ^ d w . 
E 7 I ,. — 2 1 + E 7 I . , — 2 1 1 P . i , .u
2 — 2 1 -
i n d x "
 ] y z ] dx" ] y ] dx2 
2 2 
- p.A.o) w . - p . A . a .0) 9 . = Z . , ( 4 . 1 2 1 ) 
: : o: : : y : o: : ' 
and 
4 2 
d 6 . d̂ 6 . 
E X . 2 1 - (GJ). £1+ p.A.w
2a .v . 
3 w: dx^ _ 3 dx2 3 3 Z3 03 
2 2 
- p.A.a .0) w . - p..I .w 6 .-. = T. + z.Y., (4.122) 
3 3 YD o: :i 03 o] : ] :' 
where.the following notation has been employed: 
u . = deflection of shear center in the x-direction, 
03 
v . = deflection of shear center in the d>-direction, 
03 r 5 
w . = deflection of shear center in the z-direction, 
°3 
03 
= rotation of the cross section , 
I , ,1 , . = principal centroidal moments of inertia, 
y'z z'j 
A. = cross sectional area, 
3 
J = St. Venant constant for uniform torsion, 
p. = mass density, 
I . = polar moment of inertia about the centroid, 
°J 
j = subscript indicating the stringer at location, 
X.,Y. = resultant longitudinal and tangential forces 
3 3 
transmitted from the shell to the stringer, 
Z. = resultant radial force, 
3 
T. = resultant torque, 








(x) + z.Y.(x) 
(b) Forces and Moments Trans-
mitted from Shell to 
Stringer 
Figure 12. Shell and Stringer Coordinate 
Systems and Loading on Stringers 
The first of V. Z. Vlasov's equations determines the longitudinal 
vibrations of the thin-walled rib and is not coupled to the other equa-
tions . The remaining three equations constitute a coupled system of 
ordinary linear differential equations with constant coefficients for 
the bending-torsional response of the stringers. Since each equation 
is of fourth order, their complementary solution will contain twelve 
arbitrary constants. Since the characteristic equation for this system 
will be a polynomial of degree 12, it is not possible to find a closed 
form expression for the solution. Furthermore, the precise form of the 
complementary solutions to these equations depends upon the relative 
magnitudes of the cross sectional constants. 
For stringers with certain geometric properties, it is possible 
to uncouple the stringer equations of motion and thereby obtain a 
closed form solution. The three cases which fall into this category 
are given by 
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(1) the shear center of the stringer coincides with the 
centroid and the stringer has two axes of symmetry (I f f = 0 ), 
(2) the shear center lies on a vertical line above or below 
the centroid (a = 0, a ±0) and has a single axis of symmetry 
(I , = 0), and 
y z' 
(3) the shear center coincides with the centroid but the 
stringer has a nonsymmetrical cross section (I ^ 0). 
For the sake of light weight construction and ease of fabrica-
tion, the stringers used in the aircraft industry are generally thin-
walled members of which the ( §§ ) rectangular-shape, ( _J-J_ ) hat-shape, 
and ( [_ )-shape are frequent examples. These examples illustrate 
cases 1, 2, and 3, respectively.. Therefore, these cases are technically 
important as well as of academic interest and are now discussed in some-
detail. • . < • . " 
For the stringer with two axes of symmetry, the equations of 
motion for the bending-torsional response will be uncoupled. Inserting 
Equations (4.29), (4.30), (4.31), and (4.32) into Equations (4.119), 
(4.120), (4.121), and (4.122), and letting (a = a = I = 0 yields 
y z yz 
the following set of equations: 
,2 
d u . °° 
E?A. 2 1 + p.A.U) u . = I X. s in ~ , (4 .123) 
J J dx J J J m=0 J 
4 2 
, d v . d v . 
E!."l . 21 t p.I . 21 ,2 . p.A.u
2v . = 
] z ] dx4 J Z ] dx2 ] ] ° ] 
= I y c s = , (4.124) 
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4 2 
A d w . d w . oo 
E-. I . 21+ p.I . — 2 1 a , 2 - p.A;<o2w . = y 2. cos = L (4.125) 
3 " dx* ] " dx2 3 ' °^ m=0
 ] m * 
4 2 
d e . d e . E"C . — 2 1 _ (GJ). — 2 1 - p.i V e . 
y w: dxu : 2 : o: o : 
> T. cos —7—+ z. > Y. cos —r— (4.126) 
m=0 J J m=0 J 
The general solution of these equations is given by 
u (x) = U cos y x + U sin y x + J C^X sin =*- (4.127) 
J m=0 J 
y x -y x 
V o j ( x ) = Dlj 6 + D2j 6 + D 3 j C O S y 2 X + D 4 j s i n y 2 X + 
+ J C Y. cos a x (4.128) L
n om im m m=0 J 
y 3i X " y 3i X 
W o j ( x ) = A i j e + A 2 j 6 + A 3j C ° S V + \ j s i n V + 
+ I F Z cos a x ( 4 . 1 2 9 ) 
u ~ lm nm m 
m=0 J 
' o j ( x ) = B ! j c o s h ^ 2 j
X + B 2 j s i n h Y 2 j X + B 3 j C O S Y 3 j X + B 4 j s i n Y 3 j x + 
Z T- m imrx . . r ,, imrx 




Y = — 
*+: x
 :> C4m 
1 
s'c o o 
E.A.Cy, .-a ] 
(4.131) 
Y9•» Yq•
 a r e positive real quantities defined by 
and 
Y 2 : 
( G J ) . + J ( G J ) 2 + 4E*'!c . p . I .a)2 
: * : : w : : o : 
2E.C . 
: w : 
( 4 . 1 3 2 ) 
3 j 
- ( G J ) . + . / (GJ)? + 4EX . p . I .( 
: • * : : w : : o : 
2E.C . 
: wu 
( 4 . 1 3 3 ) 
U l j 




4 . J i 2 
1±. 
•it 
E. z : 
( 4 . 1 3 4 ) 
l2j 
^ 2 + P A 
2E. / E. 
.3 V , : J 
4p .A . „ 
y j 
























'om * 4 _ 2 A 2 ' E .1 .a - p .1 ,.a - p .A . a) 
: z] m : z] m ^ : 
(4.138) 
'lm *T 4 _ .2 A 2 ' E.I.a - p . I . a -p.A. to 
] y] m. : y: m ] : 
(4.139) 
'2m * 4 u ,.n 2 2 * 
E.C .a + (QJ).a - p.I„« to 
] w] m ] m ] °3 
(4.140) 
If one neglects rotatory inertia of the stringers, then the 
solutions for v .(x) and w .(x) become: 
o: o] 
v . (x) = D- .cosh Y -x + D,_ .sinh y .x + D. .cos y .x + 
03 I3 '03 2] '03 3] _ 'o: 
Ill 
D, -.sin y .x + ) c, Y. cos —r— , (4.141) 
4i 'on *V om nm £ ' J J m=0 J 
w .(x) = AT .cosh Yn .x + A^.sinh Yi -X + A. .cos Yi .x + 
o: ID 'i: 23 'in. 3: 'in. 
+ A, .sin Yi •» + > C, z- c o s T ^ 5 (4.142) 
4n 'In L.. 1m nm I J J m=0 J 
where 
2 
P .A .03 
Vi = " i H 1 — ' ?om = ~ 4 4 . ^-l^) 
o;] E.I . o m E.I .(v. -y . ) 
: zj ] z: m 'o: 
and 
4 P n V ~ 1 
Vi = - ^ — ' ?lm = * 4 4 ' (t+-lt+t+) 
11 E.I . ±m E.I .(a - Y I . ) 
: y: i yn m '-1: 
For the case of a stringer with one axis of symmetry (i.e., j-|_ ) 
such that (I = a =0) and a 4 0, then the assumption is made that 
yz y z ' * 
a = 0 and this case reduces back to case (1). The a term appears only 
in the m_ sub-matrix for the kinetic energy and for the stringers 
2.o 
investigated (_n_ ) its effect was insignificant. If the stringers are 
equally-spaced, then the contribution of this term is zero anyway. 
For the case of the nonsymmetrical section in which the shear 
center coincides with the centroid (a = a. = 0, I 4 0) then the ' 
y 2 yz ' 
bending vibrations in the two perpendicular directions are uncoupled 
with the torsional vibrations and the equations reduce to the problem 
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of "double coupling." For this case, the characteristic equation will 
be a polynomial of eighth order and one must resort to an approximate 
solution. However, if one neglects rotatory inertia of the stringers, 




(b^D^v + (D4-b3)w = 0, (4.146) 
where D - — and the cons tan t s b , b ^ , b _ , and b a re given as fo l lows : 
2 2 
P.A.ID I . p .A .ID I . 
E . I . z i E . I . y i 
: z : : y : . 
Reduction of Equations (4.145) and (4.146) to "triangular form" yields 
the following two equations: 
(D^-b^v +'b2D
4w = 0, (4.148) 
[(l-b2b4)D
8 - (b1+b2)D
U .+ b1b2]w = 0. (4.149) 
The characteristic equation for w can be written as 
8 ^ ^ ^ v r - bcr + b = 0 D b 
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the constants b,. and b are given by: 
I „(E"2I .1 . + p.A.w2) 
b a JD 3- y2] ^ , 1 ^ , (4.i5o) 
(I.I .-I2 .)E~ 
y: z: yz3 3 
and 
1.(1 .)p.A.u32 
b, = ŷ  yZJ ^ 2 - . (4.151) 
b (i .i .-il .)E"I .. 
yi z:i yz3 3 Z3 
4 
This equation can be solved by making the substitution X = r 
which yields the following quadratic equation 
A2 - bcX + br = 0 (4.152) 
5 6 
which has solutions 
bc ± /b| - 4bc 
X = — m (4.153) 
Let us denote the discriminant by D . For a given set of stringer 
parameters and a given oo, one has the following three possibilities: 
Case (i) ifD. < 0, then the roots are complex conjugates 
Al 2 = al ± i a3' (4.154) 
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Case (ii) if D. > 0, then the roots are real and unequal 
Al = ai' X2 = a 2 ' (4.155) 
Case (iii) if D = 0, then the roots are real, equal, 
>ll = : V X2 = aI' (4.156) 
The roots of Equation (4.152) for case (i) can be put in the 
form: 
ri,2 = ±(Y5+iY6), (4.157) 
r3,4 = '̂V̂ ' (LK158> 
r5,6 = ± ( V i T 8 } ' (4'159) 
r7,8 = 1:(-Y8±iY7). (4.160) 
For case (ii), the roots can be written as: 
ri,2 = ± Y 5 ; r3.4 = ± i Y 5 ; r5,6 = ± Y6 ; r7,8 = >6 ( 4 a 6 1 ) 
and for case (iii), we have repeated roots of the form 
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rl,2 = ± Y 5 ; r3,4 = ± i Y 5 ; r5,6 = ± V r7,8 = 1 Y 5 - ("- 1 6 2 ) 
For any of these cases, the general solution for w . may be 
written down. This solution is denoted by: 
8 
w .(.x) = I A. .w.(x) (4.163) 
on /, n i 
where w.(x) denote the line£irly independent functions of the comple-
mentary solution. The solution for v may be recovered by standard 
techniques from Equation (4.14-8). The solution is denoted by: 
' .(x) = I d.A..v.(x) (4.164) 
on ^ i 13 i 
where v.(x) denote the functions occurring in the complementary solution 
and the d. are known real constants which depend on the solution for 
w .(x). 
o: 
The complete solution is given by: 
v .(x) = I d.A..v.(x) - 7 f Y. 
°3 • i 1 13 ! n o m 3 
J 1=1 J m=0 J 
cos a x 
m m 
+ J £ Z. cos a x , (4.165) L
n om im m m=0 J 
w .(x) = J A. .w. U ) +- J Cn Y. 
03 -i 13 1 n lm 3 J i=l J m=0 J 
cos a x 
m m 
r * 
- > X,. Z. cos a x9 (4.166) 




c" = (E"l .a4)/det, (4.167) 
om ] yz] m 
and 
r = (E"l aU-p.A.to2)/det, (4.168) 
*lm •} yz m 3 3 
C = (E"l .aU-p.A.u)2)/det, (4.169) 
om 3 zj m "j ] 
?" = (E!l„A.A.u2)/det, (4.170) 
lm 3 Yz m -} j 
and 
det = (E"'.CI.'.a4-p.A.oi2--)(E9!l .a4-p.A.w2) - E2"a8I2 .. (4.171) 
: z: m F: ] : y: m H: 3 ] myz] 
Boundary Conditions for Stringers 
For free vibration, the general solutions of the stringer equa-
tions will be required to satisfy homogenous boundary conditions such as 
any combination of clamped supported, simply supported or free supported 
ends. Applying a given set of boundary conditions enables one to 
express the arbitrary constants occurring in the general solutions in 
terms of the loading parameters as follows: 
"•.• = I N^?,, X. , . (i=l,2) (4.172) 
11 un im 4m IDI 
m=0 J 
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B.. = I G. r T. + I G. CQ Y. , (i=l,2,3,4) (4.173) 
11 Ln im 2m im
 L
n lm 3m im m=0 m=0 
where the coefficients N. and G. have different forms for different 
im nn 
boundary conditions. The arbitrary constants A., which occur in Equa-
tions (H.165) and (4.166) can be related to the external loading coef-





i ] M 







where the coefficient matrix [B]. and the external loading matrices 
{Q} . have different forms depending on the type of boundary conditions 
applied to the beam and the exact forms of the V.(x) and W.(x). Since 
1 1 
the matrix [B] is nonsingular, one can express the unknown constants in 
terms of the applied loading by the following equation: 
( A l j l 
f Q l j ] 
*2J 






A8jJ Q 8 j 
v. j j 




A 2 : = Cu] 
l j 
, j=l,2,...,k (4.176) 
Vj 1% 
where u«, denotes the matrix element of [B] . in the ith row and the kth lk ] 
column and Q .,Q .,...,Q . denote the applied loads. Equation (4.176) 
lH 2] «] 
may be written as: 
oo 8 oo oo 
A. . = I I u?. K. Y. + T I u?,K. Z. 
i] Ln . **_ lk lm ]m
 L
n t lk im 3 
J m=0 k=l J m=0 k=l J 
m 
(4.177) 
where K. and K. will have different forms depending on the exact form im im r o 
of the boundary conditions employed. For the case when I = 0 the 
arbitrary constants occurring in Equations (4.141) and (4.142) can be 
expressed in terms of the loading parameters by the following 
expressions: 
A.. = I K. \ . Z. , (i=l,2,3,4) 
in Lr im lm im m=0 J 
(4.178) 
D.. = I H. c Y. , (i=l,2,3,4) 
11 **„ im om im 
• m=0 J 
(4.179) 
For this case it is possible to find closed form expressions for the 
quantities K. , H. , and G. for any given homogenous boundary condi-
^ im' im im J , 
tions. 
For the particular case in which both ends of the stringer are 
fixed (u = v = w = dw/dx = 6 = d6/dx = 0 at x =. 0,H), the H. , K. , 
im im 
.119 
and G. have the following form: 
lm 
(a) Clamped-clamped case (for H. ) 
, . mi 
H. '= F.. +F.^cos mir, where 
im il i2 
1 - cos y ••& cosh Y .£ - sin y .£ sinh y .£ 
F = — •*"* - . : ° J ; — . — 2 2 2 j _ , ( l l . 1 8 0 ) 
2(cosh Y .£ cos y .£ - 1) 
o: 'o: 
cosh Y .£ - cos Y .£ 
F = — 22 22. (4 1 8 1) 
12 2(cosh y .A cos Y • * -• D * ^.iai; 
O] O] 
sinh Y • & cos Y • £ + sin Y • ̂  cosh Y • £ 
F = ^ - ^ 2 L°3_ , (If.182) 
2(cosh Y • & cos Y .£ - 1) o: 'o: 
sin y .H + sinh Y •& 
F22 = - °
: - 2 1 — , (4.183) 
2(cosh Y •& cos Y .£-1) 
03 03 . 
1 + sinh Y •& sin Y • & ~ cosh Y •& cos Y •& 
F = 21_ 21. ; 92 °J_ , . (n.imo 
2(cosh Y • & cos Y .£ - 1) 
o: 'o: 
a (cos Y •£ ~ cosh Y . &) 
- = - J2__ 22 _2J (4 1 8 5 ) 
32 2(cosh Y -A cos y •* - D ' ; 
o] 'o] 
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sin Y •& cosh y .Z + sinh Y • & cos Y •& 
F = 2JL 22 -22 ; 21_ (4 i 8 6) 
41 2(cosh Y .A cos Y • «- - D ' 
o: o: 
sinh y .Z + sin Y •& 
F = Q3 _°J 
" 42 
2(cosh Y •& cos Y . £ - 1) 
03 o: 
("b) Clamped-clamped case (for K. ) 
im 
K. = E._ + E._ cos imr, where 
im ll i2 
1 - cos YT•Z cosh Yn •̂  - sin YT .A sinh YT . & 
E U = -ia ia ia ia_ , ( u .1 88) 
2(cosh YT .̂  cos Y-I .& - 1) 
cosh YT .£ ~ cos YT •A 
- xn -1: 
'12 2(cosh YT . cos y,. - 1) ' 
(4.189) 
sinh YT • •£ cos Y-. •& + sin Y-.'•& cosh Y-, • & 
E = l a - ia I±J Iia_ , <i*.i90) 
2(cosh Y-,-.̂  cos v_ .A - 1) 
ID ID 
(sin y .A + sinh Y-. •&) 
E 2 2 = - ±J ± 1 — r - , (4.191) 
2(cosh Y-, .̂  cos Y-i • & " 1) 
l3 ID 
1 + sinh YT •& sin Yn • & - cosh YT • & cos y..1 
E = IPJ I i L _ — — i a I i i _ , (4.192) 
2(cosh YT ^ COS y,.Z - 1 ) 
1D XD 
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(cos y..Sl - cosh y..Si)a 
Z = ^ — iJ H • (4.193) 
2(cosh Y••& cos Y••& - 1) 
i;] . 'i] 
sin Y. •& cosh Y. •& + sinh Y. • & cos Y. .& 
E41 = ix_ u . ij_ _ J O _ , ( l l . 1 9 l 0 
2 (cosh Y- •& cos Y..& - 1) 
i] i: 
sinh Y.. & + sin y. .1 
E ^ = x3 -iJ • , (4.195) 
2(cosh Y-«^ cos Y-«^ ~ 1) 
i: i: 
( c ) Clamped-clamped Ccise ( f o r G. ) 
inr 
G;. = L . . + L-. _ cos nrrr, 
lm• i l i 2 ' 
( 4 . 1 9 6 ) 
. ' • • : ' " : ' • ; ' ' • - . . ; ' . . • ' , ; • , : • 2 
Y 2 i Y 3 j ~ Y 2 j Y 3 j C O S h Y 2 j C O S Y 3 j " Y 3 j S i n Y 3 j & S l n h Y 2 j £ 
2 Y 2 j Y 3 j c o s y3.H cosh ^ i - 2 Y 2 J Y 3 J + ^ 3 j " Y 2 j ) s i n Y3 j s i n h y^Z 
( 4 . 1 9 7 ) 
Y2jY3j(cosh YjjA'-cos Ygj.*) 
2Y2jY3j cos Y3j^ cosh Y2j* - 2Y2jY3j + (Y^-Y^. )sin Y3j* sinh Y2j* 
(4.198) 
2 
Y 0 . Y 0 - s m h yn.Si cos Y~-£ + Y~ • s i n Y ~ -
£ cosh Yo-A 
2 1 3^ 2 1 31 3 1 3 1 " 2 i 
2 Y 2 . Y 3 j cos Y 3 j * cosh y^l - 2 Y 2 j Y 3 j + ( Y ^ . - Y ^ ) s i n Y 3 j * s i n h y I 
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( 4 . 1 9 9 ) 
< Y 3 j s i ^ 3 j f t + Y 2 j Y 3 j s i n h y2.i) 
2 Y 2 j Y 3 j C O S Y 3 j £ C ° S h Y 2 j £ - 2 Y 2 j Y 3 j + ( Y 3 j - Y 2 j ) s i n Y 3 j £ s i r f ^ 2 j
£ 
( 4 . 2 0 0 ) 
Y 2 j Y 3 j + Y 2 j S i n h Y 2 j £ S l n Y 3 j £ " Y 2 i Y 3 i C O S Y 3 j £ C O S h Y 2 j £ 
2 Y 2 j Y 3 j C O s h Y 2 j £ C ° S Y 3 j £ " 2 Y 2 j Y 3 j + ( Y 3 j - Y 2 j ) s i n Y 3 j £ S i n h Y 2 j £ 
( 4 . 2 0 1 ) 
Y 2 j Y 3 j ( c o s Y 3 j ^ ~ cosh Y 2 j £ ) 
2 Y 2 j Y 3 j C O S h Y 2 j £ C O S Y 3 j £ " 2 Y 2 j Y 3 j + ( Y 3 j - Y 2 j ) s l n Y 3 j £ S i n h Y 2 j £ 
( 4 . 2 0 2 ) 
2 . 
Y2 j cos Y 3 . £ s i n h y2_.l + Y 2 | Y 3 J
 S l n Y 3 j
£ c o s h Y 2 i
£ 
2 Y 2 j Y 3 j c o s h Y 2 j £ C ° S Y 3 j £ - 2 Y 2 j Y 3 j + ( Y 3 j - Y 2 j ) s i n Y 3 j £ S i l i h Y 2 j £ ' 
( 4 . 2 0 3 ) 
=
 Y 2 j S i n h Y 2 j £ + Y 2 j Y 2 j S i n Y 3 j £ 
J42 2 2 
2Y2jY3j cosh y2.l cos Y;3j* - 2Y2jY3j + <Y3j-Y2j)sin Y 3 j* sinh Y 2 j* 
where the subscript j may be omitted if all of the stringers are identi-
cal. The arbitrary constants U.. and If . in Equation (4.127) are zero 
13 2] 
for the fixed-end case and therefore are not expressed in terms of the 
loading parameters X. . 
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The functions which occur in the general solutions of the 
stringer equations can be expanded as even functions over the interval 
[0,£] in a uniformly convergent Fourier cosine series. The expansions 
for the functions cosh y..x. sinh Y--X, COS y..x. and sin Y--X which 
1 ] 1J !D 1-1 
o c c u r i n t h e g e n e r a l s o l u t i o n of c a s e ( 1 ) a r e g i v e n b y : 
i 
00 
cosh Y . - x = J a- cos a x , ( 4 . 2 0 4 ) 
in LA l m m 
J m=0 
00 
s i n h y. ,.x = j b . cos a x , ( 4 . 2 0 5 ) 
i"i L n lm m 
-' m=0 
cos y. .x = J C-J cos a x , ( 4 . 2 0 6 ) 
m=0 
s i n y..x = J c . cos a x , ( 4 . 2 0 7 ) 
i l Ln l m m 
J m=0 
where 
s i n h y. .1 
J - i : 
"io y. .1 ' 
ID 
(cosh y..1 -
h : - ^ 
1) 
i o y. .a 
J-D 
( 4 . 2 0 8 ) 
( 4 . 2 0 9 ) 
s i n y. .1 
CL = ~ i d P - • (*-210> 
13 
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d̂  = (1 - cos y..SL)/y..Z9 (4.211) 
10 i: 'i: 
2 ..(-l)m sinh(Y.. ) 
a? = --JJ—^ 7, U , (4.212) 
im „ , 2 . 2. 
£(Y.. + a ) i] m 
2y. .(cosh(y. .JO(-Dm - 1) 
hL = — ^ o ̂  9̂  > (4.213) 
£(Y?. + a2) i] m 
2y. • sin(y. .£)(-l)m 
c? = - ^ 0 2J- — , (4.214) 
£(y2. + a2) 
2y. .(1-cosh Y- .£)(-l)m 
d: = „JJ JO : . (4.215) 
im , 2 2. 
£(Y. . + a ) 
i] m 
Therefore, for the case of no coupling the general,solutions of 
the stringer equations are given by: 
00 00 
u . (x ) = j j Nn nr „X.„r? s i n ( a x) + oi Ln n
L^ 1£ 4£ -\l 4m . m 
J m=0 £=0 J 
0 0 OO 
m=0 £=0 J 
T c „ X . s i n ( a x ) , ( 4 . 2 1 6 ) 
m=0 J 
00 00 
v . (x ) = I ): H, T „Y. C3 cos(a x) + 
0:1 n>=0 1=0 U °l 3 °m 
00 OO 
00 OO 
woi(x) = L A Ku cu zi« al. c o s (V ) + 
00 OO 
I l K2*5ltZ]£bl«c68(V) + 
m=0 £=0 J 
OO OO 
Jo .=o K^Ac°s(a^ + 
OO OO 
OO OO 







( V V c o s ( V > + 
OO 0 0 
J0 j 0
 G 3^ 2 ^ m (vV
c o s ( v° + 




y y H, 0C 0 Y . o d
: c o s ( a x ) 
A o n tA oA-nJZ. om m 
m=0 £=0 J 
J c Y. c o s ( a x ) , ( 4 . 2 1 7 ) 
L„ om nm m ' v y 
m=0 J 
-z ,z ^ ^ v i ™ 0 0 3 ^ 5 0 + 
m=0 £=0 J 
* ! : i m Z j m C O s ( % x ) ' ( 4 - 2 1 8 > 
m=0 J 
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T -c, (T. +Y.* )cos(a x). u„ '2m im im m 
m=0 
(4.219) 
Boundary Conditions for Shell 
For free vibration, the general solutions of the shell equations 
will be required to satisfy homogenous boundary conditions of the form: 
L.{u,v,w} = 0, (i=l,2,...,8) (4.220) 
where the L. are differential operators. Inserting Equations (4.116), 
(4.117), and (4.118) into the boundary conditions and using ortho-
gonality conditions for sin n<f> and cos nc}> results in two sets of eight 
nonhomogenous equations for each integer n which relate the C 
(symmetric part) and the C! (antisymmetric part) to the applied loads 
{P} (symmetric) and {P} (antisymmetric), respectively. These equa-


























where the coefficient matrix [D] and the external loading matrices 
— s • "• a 
{P} , {P} have different forms depending on the type of boundary con-
ditions applied to the shell. For the particular case of clamped-
- s — a 




ik Jo 6"g3flC°S " V j - - J, j p &»h^ »*j Tjm - . . I ^ X . ^ - -
1 - »*!. Yi, - J. Z. ^ . 
S °° k k » -
" J , ^ g l f l C O S " V i m ' Z I g r f „cos n+. T - £. £ 
]=1 m=0 X _ -> l™ j = i m = 0 .
 1 2 ^ . ^m j = l n=0 
k » 
2 - 3 — "*j ' j m " ^Z. _Z^. g / ^ c o s m t . X / „ f . s i n nijij Y. 
j = l m=0 
k 00 , 
r r ITI ' k ° ° k ° ° 
• £ J O ' - M I ^ D «- ̂  - I J ^ V * - * , ' - ^ . , Z Z W3-ii..» t](-i,-VB - j 1 W i t C 0 8 n,jX 
, j x m-u •] = ! m=0 J J 
( 4 . 2 2 3 ) 
{P}c 
0
g s V i n n*j xjm -i=i joWi-i- »vJB * jii. j 0 w 2 - ' ••j
 T
Jm • | j o v 3 ^ ^ v : .r j 
k °° k °° " k • 00 • ' 
-Ix J ^ s i n n*. Zjm - £ J ^ s in n*. ^ + £ j ^ ^ n«. ^ . j ^ j ^ ^ ^ ; 
• . • 0 
• • 0 . 
' l Jo6"g3fl("1)mSin ^ % + l JoW2c« ^ - 1 % + £ j o W 3 C O S n,j(.lAjm . 1 . j ^ ^ ^̂ ^ 
"I I^in ^(-1^ -1 X ' ^ f "">•* % • 1• j0W^>-'-•^J.-r j , X-A-- "V"
1^ 
( 4 . 2 2 4 ) 
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Since the matrix [D] is nonsingular, one may express the unknown con-
stants in terms of the applied loads as: 
and 
or 




















V ? 8 
V. J 














I 8 J 
= m 
V. J 
, (n=0,l,2,...) (4.228) 
where £.-. denotes the. matrix element if [D] 
i: 
Compatibility Relations 
Each element of the composite structure has been described 
individually. To connect the thin-walled beams to the shell, we shall 
require that the following compatibility relations hold: 
w .(x) = w(x,(f>,.), (j=l,...,.K) 
03 3 
(4.229) 
v .(x) = v(x,<f>.) + z./a ~ (x,<f>.), (j=l,...,K) (4.230) 
°3 3 3 3<P 3 
' o j ^ r l f ^ - V ' «=1-.-K) (4.231) 
u .(x) = u(x,*,) + y - I7 (x,4>.) + z ~- (x, <f>.), (j=l,...,K) (4.232) 
°3 3 3 dX .1 3 dX 3 
where K is the total number of stringers attached to the shell. These 
•compatibility relations relate the middle surface displacements of the 
shell at the line of attachment to the displacements of the shear center 
of the jth thin-walled rib. 
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Substitution of Equations (4.116), (4.117), (4.118) and Equa-
tions (4.216), (4.217), (4.218), (4.219) in conjunction with Equations 
(4.41) through (4.52) and Equations (4.227) and (4.228) into Equations 
(4.229), (4.230), (4.231), and (4.232) yields a doubly infinite system 
of simultaneous homogenous algebraic equations. These compatibility 























where Z , T , Y and X are column vectors whose components are: 
P P P P 
Z = Z.£, 
P 3 
(4.234) 
T = T.il 
P : 
(4.235) 
Y = Y.£ 
P 3 
(4.236) 
X = X.l 
P 3 
(4.237) 
and j,£ are related to P by 
j = 1 + (P-l)/£' , (j=l,...,K) (4.238) 
£ = (P-l) - £ (P-l)/£ (£=1,2,...,£ ) (4.239) 
_JT 
where £ is the maximum value of £ and the subscript T represents the 
operation of truncation after the decimal point. Similarly, the sub-
matrices A ,B(jp,CQp,...,S are given as follows: 
and 
AQP = Aimj£' (4.240) 
BQP ~ Bimj£' 
(4.241) 
C = C 
QP ~imj£' (4.242) 




i •= 1. + [(Q-l)/£ ] T , (4.245) 
m = (Q-l) - [(Q-l)/£ j., (4.246) 
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where P and Q are integers such! that 
1 < P < K£ , (4.247) 
1 < Q < K£ , (4.248) 
and K is the total number of stringers attached to the shell. For non-
trivial solutions of Z.„, T.rt, Y._, and X.n, for J=l,...,K and 
j £ j £ j £ j £' 
£=0,1,...,£ one requires that the determinent of the coefficient 
matrix of Equation (4.181) varnish. This yields the frequency equation, 
i.e., 
V V; CQP V 
V F ! QPi V HQP 
V V: V M QP 
L„ _ 
lv v; V V QP 
= 0 (4.249) 
Equation (4.249) defines a determinant of order [4K(£+1)] x 
[4K(£ +1)]. For example, if there are four stringers attached to the 
shell and if £=0,1,2,3 then the size of the determinant is (64) x (64). 
Once the natural frequencies are found, then calculations can be per-
formed for the mode shapes. 
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Numerical Example 
To illustrate the applicability of the general linear theory 
developed, a numerical example is presented. This example should also 
help to,clarify some minor details which were omitted from the formal 
development of the solution. For the free vibration analysis, a 
clamped-clamped, longitudinally-stiffened, thin cylindrical shell is 
considered. The boundary conditions for the shell are given by: 
(i) u(o,cjO = 0, (v) u(£,cjO = 0, 
(ii) v(0,<|>) ••= 0,. (vi) vU,cj)) = 0, 
(4.250) 
(iii) w(0,cf>) = 0, (vii) w(£,<f>) = 0, 
(iv) |2- (0,cf>) = 0, (viii) |̂ - U,<J>) = 0. 
oX oX 
The boundary cond i t ions for the t h in -wa l l ed r i b s are given by: 
( i ) u . ( 0 ) = u . (£ ) = 0 , 
O] O] 
( i i ) v . ( 0 ) = v . ( £ ) = 0 , 
O] O] 
dv . dv . 
( i i i ) - j 2 1 ( 0 ) = - r 2 1 ( £ ) = 0 , 
dx dx 
( i v ) w . ( 0 ) = w . ( £ ) = 0 , 
oi on 
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dw . dw • . 
(v) —2L (o) = —°1 U ) = o, 
dx dx 
(vi) e .(o) = e .(£) = o, 
d6 d0 . 
(vii) -.23. (o) = -j21'(£) = 0, (4.251) 
dx dx 
where j=l,...,K. 
In Order to keep the size of the determinant in reasonable limits 
while investigating the free vibration characteristics of a stiffened 
shell, a cylinder with four equally spaced stringers of the type used in 
reference [4] (hat-shaped) was chosen. A computer program was written 
for the general case. The numerical results presented are for the first 
few circumferential and axial modes. 
The coefficients A^.B^-jC^, . . . .S^- for the clamped-clamped case Qr Qr Qr Qr 
are given as follows: 
A^„ = A. . = { K n n r a . + K r t n£ b . + K ^ n ^ n n C n + OP lmjS, l £ s l £ lm 2£ 1£ lm 3 £ s l £ lm 
N* 8 
+ K, &. 0dn + £_. 6 „}6. . + 7 J (P .. cos n(J). + 4£ 1£ lm lm m£ in *v Ln snn£ l 
n=0 s = l 
•J* 
N" 
P . . s i n n<|>.}tr - J h . , ( cos nd>. cos nd>. + 
s n i £ I 5mn ^ 4 Tn T i 
J n=0 J 
s i n n<l>. s i n n<|>. )6„ , ( 4 . 2 5 2 ) 
n l £m 
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N 8 
3n = B. . = 7 7 {Q . „ cos ncf>. + Q' .„ s i n n i l t_ QP imil ^n
 L^ snil T i snn£ 1 5mn 
J n=0 s = l J J 
] f 
J h _ ( s i n nd). s i n neb. - cos nd>. cos nd) . )6 n , ( 4 . 2 5 3 ) 
f*. 5 j l j T i £m 
N 8 
CnT} = c . . = J* y {R ... cos n<j>. + R' . „ s i n n<j>.}tc QP i n n £ Ln
 L^ s n i £ T i snn£ T i 5mn 




J h^Cs in n<f>. cos nd>. - cos nd>. s i n nd>.)6. , ( 4 . 2 5 4 ) 
_n .6 D i j i £m 
N 8 
KnTD = K. .„ = y y {S .„ cos n f . t S ' . . s i n n<|>..}'tc QP im]£ f; ^ , sri]Ji r i s n ] £ T i 5mn 
A 
N" 
y h n o ( c o s nd). cos nd>. + s i n nd>. s i n nd). )6„ , ( 4 . 2 5 5 ) 
L
n 10
 Tn T i Tn l £m' 
n=0 
N 8 
E_ = E. . = y y {P . „ s i n n<f>. + P ' . 0 c o s n<f>.}a_ 
QP i n n £ L L s r n £ l snn£ I 5mn 







y h.. ( cos nd>. s i n nd). + s i n nd>. cos nd>.)6n 
_n 1 j L j i *i 
+ J h.,Z. ( n / 2 ) ( c o s nd>. s i n nd>. - s i n nd>. cos nd>.)6. ( 4 . 2 5 6 ) 
^ 4 l j T i j l £m 
N 8 
F ~ = F . . . = y I {Q .„ s i n Ti<j>. + Q' - . . cos nd>.}(a ' ) 
QP i n n £ Ln
 L. s n i £ T i s n ] £ y i 5mn 




y h^(sin nd>. sin nd>. + cos nd>. cos nd>.)6„ + 
t_ 2 T] Ti Y] Ti im 
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N 
+ J h _ Z . ( n / a ) ( c o s ii(p. s i n n(p. - s i n nd). cos nd>. )6rt , ( 4 , 2 5 7 ) 
^ 5 i i I T i T i Im 
n=0 J J 
GQP = G im j£ = { H lACoA aom + ^ o ^ o m + H3£Co£Com + H 4 ^ o A d o m + 
N a 
C 6 0 } 6 . . + y y {R•. . . s i n n(b. + V .„ cos ncp .Xa ) -
o rami i ] Ln
 L. sni& T i s n i SL l smn 
n=0 s - 1 . . 
ft 
/ h u ( s i n nd>. s i n nd). - cos nd). cos nd). )6„ L „ 3 T i T i Tn T i Zm 
n=0 
N 
+ / h _ Z . ( n / a ) ( c o s nd>. cos nd). - s i n n<t>. s i n nd>.)6. , ( 4 . 2 5 8 ) 
„ 2 8 1 l 1 l £m 
n=0 
N 8 
H_D - H. .. = y 7 {S .„ sin n(p. + S' . „ cos nf. (a ) QP imi£ Ln
 L
n sni& l sni I
 Ti smn 





/ hn„(cos nd>. sin nd). - sin nd). cos nd>.)6„ tn 12 i 3 i 3 &m 
/ h.rt(sin nd). cos n4>. + cos nd). sin n4>.)6„ (n/a)z., (4.259) L„ 10 l i . ' i 1 &m I 
n=0 
N 8 
I_ D = I . . . = y T {P . 0 s i n n(b. + P
1 . 0 c o s n ( b . } ( n / a ) t QP imi& *• L , s n p I s m £ i ' P i*>J* n S 0 3 ^ - snD 5mn 
I N 
n = l 
( n ) ( c o s nd). s i n nd). - s i n n(f>. c o s n(b.)6' , ( 4 . 2 6 0 ) 
1 T l j 1 &m 
JQP = Jimj£ = { G 1 £ C 2 a2m + G2£C2£ b2m + G3£C2£C3m + G 4 ^ 2 £ d 3 m + 
N 8 
Co <S „}<$•• + I y (Q . „ s i n n<p. + Q' .„ c o s n ( b . } ( n / a ) t *2m ml in *•, *•, s n i £ I snix- I 





n = l * 
z . 
— ( n ) c o s nd;. s i n nd). - s i n nd). cos nd>.)6„ . 
a I ] T i T ] Y i im- ( 4 . 2 6 1 ) 
LQP = L imj i l = { G l £ C 2 £ a 2 m + G2£ ?2il b2m + G3£C2£G3m + G4£C2*d3m + 
N 8 
S m 6 m i l } 6 i i + l . H R s n i i l s i n n * i + R s n i i l C O S n * i } ( n / a ) t 
^ n = l s = l ^ '5mn 
N 
n = l 
f ^ 
z i 
( n ) ( s i h nd;; s i n nd). + c o s nd). cos nd>,)6„ , ( 4 . 2 6 2 ) 
. 3 i •] i Ani' 
N 8 
M-- = M. .„ - F F t S - . n s i n nd). + S ' .„ QP innJI % % snjA 1 snn£ 
J n = l s = l J J 
cos n<t». } 
l 
f z . l 
1 
a 
( n ) t 5mn 
N . • • • ' . " -
+ • I h . _ ( s i n n<J>. cos i i | . - cos nd;. s i n n<().) 





( n ) 







QP mnJl **_ **_ s i n * i 
n=0 s = l smn 
(z . a + y . a ) t } + 
l m ' • I m smn 
P ' . n s i n n<|).{b - ( z . a •  - y . a ) t } } s n i £ l smn l m J l m smn 
+ J h . z „ a ( s m nd>. cos nd>. + cos n<fc. s m nd>.)( L. 4 I m Y i Y i Y i Y i 
n = l • . 
im 
7 h „ z . a ( c o s nd>. cos nd). + s i n nd>. s i n nd>-)6 L^ 7 I m Y i Y i Y i y i • 
n=0 
£m 
+ J h . y . a ( s i n nd). cos nd). - cos nd). s i n nd).)6„ » ( 4 . 2 6 4 ) 




n=0 s = l 
Onp
 = °<^o = I I <Q -o c o s n<().{b ~ ( z . a + y . a ) t } + 
QP inr]£ f;' .f;. s n ] £ Y I smn I m ->i m smn 
Q' .„ s i n n<f>.{b - ( z . a - y . a ) t } } x sn]A Y i u smn I in y i m simv 
+ l h z . r ( s i n nY . s i n n<J>. - cos n<J>. cos n<(>.)6 
N 
n - 0 
* 
N. 
- 7 h ( cos n<t>. s i n h<|>'. - s i n nd>. c o s nd>. )<5n 
n=0 : x ] x £ m 
- I h y . a ( s i n n<|>. s i n n<f>. + c o s n(f>. cos n<f>. )6 • , ( 4 . 2 6 5 ) 
_n 2 i m ] I
 T ] i £m 
V = u 
IN O 
• • n - l 1 {R •,, c o s n<i> .{b - ( z . a + y . a ) t } 
inr |£ ^ J; snjJl Y i L smn I m ^ i m smn 
R' .„ s i n n<f>.{b - ( z . a - y . a ) t } } 
s n ] ^ l smn l m •7 i-m smn 
N 
+ y h c z . a ( s i n n<f>. s i n n<f>. + cos nd>. c o s n d > . ) 6 „ u~ 6 I m T-i T i Yn Y i im 
n=0 J J 
A 
N 
- / h _ ( c o s n<J>. s i n n<j>. + s i n n<t>. cos'nd>. )6„ 
^ n 9
 T ] Y i Yn Y i im 




- T h 0 y . a T O ( s i n n<f>. s i n n<f>. - cos n f . cos n<f>. )5„ , ( 4 . 2 6 6 ) 
• *_. 3Jl m T j T i Y ] . Y i Am' 
V = W " {NlA^m
 + N2^^r7m + ^mSM)Sii + 
N 8 
I I -tS . „ cos n<t>.{b - ( z . a + y . a ) t } + 
\ **, snnJl i smn i m • ' i m smn 
n=0 s = l J 
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S' . n s i n n^.{b - ( z . a - y„a ) t •}•} sn]£ v smn 1 m i m smn 
N 
J h_ . ( cos nd>. cos ndv. + s i n nd>. s i n nd>. )<5„ 
L
n 11 i






+ J hn z . a s i n iufr.-cos n^>. + c o s n<$>. s i n n<$>, L
 n 10 I m
 T ] T i T.] . i 
n = l 
sV 
• ' N # 
- I h 1 2 y i a m ( s i n n<|>. cos, n<f>i « cos n<f>j s i n n<f>pfi:£m.» ( 4 . 2 6 7 ) 
n=l 
where the following notation has been introdyced: 
l3f1 = h1> (4.268) 
g3f2•'* V C+.269) 
g/ 3 =h 3, (4.270) 
glfl *"V:' (1+.271) 
glf2 = h 5 9 (4.272) 
g2f3 =h 6, (4.273) 
J5fx - hyJ (4.274) 
g 5f 2=h 8, (4.275) 
g6^3 ~ *V> 
(4.276) 
g7f4 K^O:'' (4.277) 
g9 f 4 " h u» (4.278) 
s8 4 * /*12' (4.279) 
lmn lmn 
Z.n 
In a "*.' ̂ nin^n' 
(4.280) 
2mn lmn 2n 2mn 
Z.n 





3n a ^i+mn^+n' 
(4.282) 
4mn ~ 3mn 4mn 4mn 
Z.u 





r 6mn 6n' 
(4,284) 
6mn 5mn 6n 6mn 
. Z.n 





*7n " a - t 8mn 8n' 
(4.286) 




lmn " In lmn 2n 2mn' 
(4.288) 
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b. = a. r. + a. r 0 , (4.289) 
2mn 2n Imn In 2mn 
b_ = a_ r 6 "T. a. r. , (4.290) 
3mn 3n 3mn 4n 4mn* 
b. = a(1 r. .+ a. jv , (4.291) 
4mn 4n 3mn 3n 4mn 
b_ = a_ r_ - qL rc , (4.292) 
5mn 5n 5mn 6n 6mn • 
b. ..'-= % r,_'.•'••' + a_ r_ , (4.293) 
6mn 6n 5mn 5n6mn 
b_ = a„ '•'•*>_ + a. r_ , (4.294) 
7mn 7n 7mn 8n 8mn 
b.••"••= a. r_ •'•'+ a_ r 0 , (4.295) 
8mn 8n 7mn 7n 8mn 
a 
S0_6 h. cos nd). + £_0h. cos n(b. + Scc6 hn (-1) cos nd). 32 n 1 3 53 4 3 56 n 1 • 1 
^57h4(-l)
Jlcos n<j>., (4.296) 
S2
6nh l S i n n*j + 5 53 h 4 S i n ^ j + ? 56 6 n h l ( ' 1 ) £ s i n n*j 
^ ^ ( - l A i n i K f . , (4.297) 
^52 h2 6n S i n n*j + Y53 h5 c o s n*j + ^56 6n h2 S i n ^ j ( - 1 ) J l 
5 5 ?h 5 cos n^.O-l)*, (4.298) 
where 
Qsnj£ = ^ 5 2 h 2 5 n CQS ^ j ; + ^53h5 S ± n ^ j 
- ^ 5 6
< 5
n
h2 c o s ^ ^ (4 .299) 
R snj£ = C52 h3 5n s i T 1 n * j + ^53*6 ^ n * j + 
+ C 5 6 6 n h 3 <-1) s i n n*, + C5 ?h6 s i n n4>. ( - l )
£
9 (4 .300) 
R snj£ = - C 5 2 h 3 5 n ; q ^ : ^ j - ^ 5 3 h 6 ^ ° S P * j " 
£ £ 
- C 5 6 6 n h 3 ( -1 ) cos n<(). - C5 ?h6cos n ^ . ( - l ) , (4 .301) 
Ssnj£ = ^52 h l2 6 n -S?* ^ j + C53h10 Q 0 S % 
+ ^566nh12 ^OS ^ j ( - 1 ) £ + ? 5 7 h i o G O S «*j <-!•>> (4 .302) 
S sn j£ = CS2h126» S i n n * j + S 3 h 1 0 s i n n * j 
+ ^ 5 6 6 ^ 1 2 s i n n 4 . j ( ^ l )
£ + S ^ h ^ s i n n<J>.(-l)£, (4.3Q3) 
fin - 0 i f n = 0 (4 .304) 
- 1 i f n } 0. 
im. 
Numerical Results and Discussion 
Computer programs were written to solve the eigenvalue problem 
(i.e., (4.249)) in the hhGOJj for use with the Burrough's B5500 digital 
computer. Two numerical examples are considered. The first is for a 
simply supported cylindrical shell with four and eight internal 
stringers and the second is for a clamped-clamped shell with four 
internal stringers. 
Free Vibration 
Table 22 and Table23 present a comparison of the theoretical 
frequencies as predicted by the general linear theory with the results 
of the energy method for four and eight equally spaced stringers on a 
simply supported cylindrical shell for both symmetric and antisymmetric 
modes. The theoretical calculations employed a 30-term series for the 
circumferential modes. Comparison of 25- and 30-term expansions showed 
showed excellent agreement for frequencies calculated (n<10). The 
comparison of the frequencies for the simply supported stiffened shell 
shows good agreement between both methods of solution. It should be 
noted between b,oth methods of solution. It should be noted that for 
the general theory there are some slight differences in frequencies 
between odd symmetric and antisymmetric circumferential modes (i.e., 
m=l, n=7). Theoretically, these frequencies should be the same. The 
trouble stems from the approximation made of the twisting moment acting 
on the stringer. It was found that slightly better results could be 
obtained by considering a couple acting on the shell. 
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Figure 13 shows a comparison of some selected modes shapes as 
predicted by the general theory with the results of the Ritz method 
for four internal hat-shaped stringers._ In general, very good agree-
ment is noted between the two different methods. Better convergence 
of the modes was noted for the general linear theory as compared with 
the Ritz analysis (i.e., m=l, n=l). The results are in more disagree-
ment for comparison between the antisymmetric circumferential modes. 
Again, this is attributed tc?'the mathematical representation of the 
twisting moment. Slightly better results may be obtained by express-
ing the twisting moment in terms of a singularity function. 
Figure 14 shows a comparison of some selected circumferential 
mode shapes as predicted by the general linear theory with the results 
of the Ritz method for eight internal hat-shaped stringers. Again the 
results of the general theory show much better convergence properties 
than the Ritz method for the same number of terms in the series. The 
eigenvalues as predicted from the general theory were obtained to six 
decimal place accuracy as with only two decimal place accuracy from 
the Ritz method for the modes n?l.,3. The mode shapes from the general 
theory are relatively smooth functions indicating that not enough 
terms were taken in the Ritz method to achieve a good approximation 
of the mode. 
Table 24 shows a comparison of theoretical frequencies of the 
general theory for a clamped-clamped shell with four equally spaced 
flexible stringers versus those of the unstiffened shell using Donnell's 
shell theory for the lower axial and circumferential modes. Frequencies 
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are presented for both symmetric and antisymmetric modes. For the 
example considered, the stringers were very weak in torsion. This is 
reflected in the numerical results. The frequencies for the even anti-
symmetric circumferential modes are very nearly equal to those of the 
unstiffened cylindrical shell. These frequencies are slightly less than 
those for the unstiffened cylinder since the stringers contribute 
inertia to the structure but the contribution to the potential energy 
is insignificant since the stringers are SQ weak in torsion. 
The frequencies for the even symmetric modes for the case when 
n=4 are greater than those of the unstiffened shell since all the 
stringers are in bending and contribute more potential energy to the 
structure than kinetic energy. Theoretical mode shapes for the axial 
modes (m=l,2) and some lower circumferential modes are presented in 
Figure 15. Theoretical calculations employed six terms for the axial 
mode and 20 terms for the circumferential mode. It is necessary to 
take more terms to represent the circumferential mode shape since the 
presence of the stringers on the shell is to couple the unstiffened 
shell modes together as is seen from the Ritz analysis for the simply 
supported shell. Fewer terms are needed to represent the lower axial 
modes, since these are relatively smooth curves. It should be noted 
that the integer n in Table 23 stands for the number of full waves 
around the circumference. 
Table 22. Comparison of Theo re t i ca l Frequencies 
of General Theory versus Ri tz Analysis 
for Four Equally-Spaced S t r i nge r s 
m=l f in cps m=2 f in cps 
n a b e d n a b c d 
1 745 721 745 721 1 1829 1827 1829 1827 
2 317 315 302 301 2 984 9 85 959 962 
3 157 157 157 157 3 546 548 546 549 
4 105 104 99 99 4 356 357 337 340 
5 91 91 91 91 5 243 243 243 243 
6 106 107 109 109 6 204 207 189 191 
7 137 137 137 135 7 187 188 187 188 
8 173 174 181 179 8 207 216 204 211 
9 222 222 222 222 9 238 240 238 240 
10 265 264 279 277 10 281 284 286 287 
m=3 m=4 
n n 
1 2648 2646 2648 2646 1 3136 3134 3136 3134 
2 1637 1643 1647 1654 2 2188 2189 2188 2189 
3 1039 1045 1039 1045 3 1519 1533 1519 1534 
4 721 725 673 6 82 ' ^ 1072 1086 816 821 
5 491 505 491 505 5 781 783 781 783 
6 396 400 355 368 6 639 642 592 603 
7 313 329 313 329 7 488 492 488 491 
8 302 306 273 277 8 424 436 391 403 
9 288 287 288 286 9 384 391 384 391 
10 321 322 315 318 10 402 412 371 379 
a = Ritz analysis (symmetric mo&es ). 
b = General theory (symmetric modes). 
c = Ritz analysis (antisymmetric modes). 
d = General theory (antisymmetric modes), 
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Table 23. Comparison of Theoretical Frequencies of 
General Theory versus Ritz Analysis for 
Eight Equally-Spaced Stringers 
m=l 
n 




f in cps 
b c 
1 737 734 737 734 
2 313 311 313 312 
3 160 157 160 157 
4 109 108 99 99 
5 91 91 92 91 
6 105 104 105 104 
7 133 132 133 133 
m=3 
n 
1 2587 2583 2587 2583 
2 1622 1655 1622 1655 
3 1047 1068 1047 1067 
4 724 735 668 681 
5 504 514 504 516 
6 392 409 392 412 
7 337 346 337 349 
1918 1923 1918 1923 
2 970 973 970 971 
3 556 559 556 559 
4 359 363 331 334 
5 250 249 250 250 
6 203 205 203 207 
7 191 198 200 198 
m=4 
n 
1 3136 3149 3136 3151 
2 2188 2195 2168 2195 
3 1519 1527 1519 1527 
4 1072 1105 1138 1163 
5 781 786 781 787 
6 639 651 639 653 
7 488 490 488. 494 
a = Ritz analysis (symmetric modes). 
b = General theory (symmetric modes). 
c = Ritz analysis (antisymmetric modes). 
d = General theory (antisymmetric modes) 
Table 24. Theoretical Frequencies of General Theory 
for a Clamped-Glamped Shell with Four 
Equally-Spaced Stringers 
m=l f(cps) m=2 f(cps) 
n a b c n a b c 
1 2281 2283 2329 I 4551 4554 4772 
2 1454 1427 1429 2 2737 2678 2682 
3 2329 2330 2336 3 2773 2773 2771 
4 4145 4137 4142 4 4361 4333 , 4335 
a = General theory (stiffened) symmetric modes. 
b = General theory (stiffened) antisymmetric modes. 
c = Unstiffened shell (Donnell's theory) [12]. 
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Results of Ritz Analysis 
—— Results of General Theory 
Figure 13. T h e o r e t i c a l ^ Shapes for Four String, 
(Simply Supported Case) e r s 
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Figure 14. Theoretical Circumferential Mode Shapes 
for Eight Stringers (Simply Supported Case) 
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Figure 15. Theoretical Axial and Circumferential Mode Shapes 
for Clamped-Clamped Cylinder with Four Stringers 
(Continued) 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Summary of Conclusions 
A theoretical analysis has been performed to predict the free 
vibration characteristics of a thin cylindrical shell stiffened by 
means of longitudinal ribs for any set of admissible boundary conditions. 
A mathematical model was developed using Donnell's linear thin shell 
theory and V. Z. Vlasov's equations for the stringers. The stringers 
are treated as discrete structural elements and are not assumed to be 
closely or equally spaced, Thus, there are no approximations due to 
"smearing" the stringer effects over the surface of the shell. 
It was shown that for a shell with only a few stringers, it is 
i . • ' . • • . ' . • • • • ' . . . . . • • ' • . ' 
possible to strongly couple the circumferential modes together which 
is in disagreement with the harmonic modes as predicted by the ortho-
tropic theory. Also, it is possible for a stiffened cylindrical shell 
to exhibit two different natural frequencies depending upon whether 
the shell is excited in a symmetric or antisymmetric mode of vibration. 
The results of the mathematical model were compared with the 
experimental results found in the literature and with the results of 
a Ritz analysis for simply supported cylinders. These results were 
found to be in excellent agreement. 
No experimental results on the free vibration of longitudinally 
stiffened cylindrical shell? have been found for boundary conditions 
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other than simply supported. Hencei no comparison between theory and 
experiment has been possible, However, a numerical example is presented 
for a clamped-clamped stiffened cylinder and the results are compared 
with the experimental results for the same unstiffene4 shell to illus-
trate the use of the theory., 
Recommendations 
Further investigationsmight be made along the following lines. 
A. An extension of the present analysis to the forced vibration 
case. Perhaps a good starting point would be to consider harmonic 
forcing functions and simply supported boundary conditions. 
B. It is recommended that experimental data be obtained for 
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THIN-WALLED BEAM THEORY 
The assumptions made concerning the thin-walled beams are as 
follows: ' 
• ' : • • / . • 
(1) The sectioncontour is undeformable--the shape of the 
cross section does not change in its own plane. 
(2) The shear strain at the middle surface of the thin-walled 
beam is assumed to be zero. ' 
(3) The rotations of the cross section of the beam in its own 
plane are small. 
(4) The thin-walled beams are homogenous and isotropic. 
(5) The thin-walled beams are made of Hookean material. , 
(6) The cross section of the thin-walled beams are constant. 
It is these assumptions which enable the equations of motion of 
a thin-walled beam to be reduced to a set of linear partial differen-
tial equations as was demonstrated by V. Z. Vlasov [10]. 
The following notation is employed (see Figure 15): 
0 shear center of thin^walled beam. 
C centroid of the cross section. 
£ displacement of shear center, in y-direction. 
n displacement of shear center in z-direction, 
t; displacement of the coordinate origin in x-direction. 
9 angle of twist of cross section. 
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v,w in-plane displacements of a point on section contour 
along coordinate axes. 
u longitudinal displacement of point on stringer profile. 
By employing V. Z. Vlasov's assumptions for a thin-walled beam, 
one can assume displacements of the form: 
u = c . y ( s ) | i . z ( s ) | L _ w ( s ) | l (A.1} 
v = K - Cz(s)-az36(x,t) (A.2) 
w = n + Cy(s)-a ]6(x,t) (A.3) 
V. Z. Vlasov [10] showed thcit the strain energy of a thin-walled 
beam can be shown to be: 
V = i- J {EAA(cr)2 + EMC5")2I + EiC(n")2I + 2E*I £ V + s 2 . z y yz 
E"(6 M) 2C +GJ(6')2}dx (A.4) 
w 
where the prime (') denotes differentiation with respect to x and with 
the origin of coordinates at the centroid. 
If the origin of coordinates is assumed to be located at the 
centroid then the kinetic energy of a stringer is given by: 
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+' (6f)2C + I (9)2 - 2n0a A + 2^6a A}dx (A.5) 
w p y z 
which includes the effects of rotatory inertia. If a = a ~ 0 then 
y z 
the shear center coincides with the centroid. If one neglects the 
rotatory inertia terms then the resulting equations are those used by 
Gere [18]. Vlasov states that studies in bending vibrations show that 










Figure 16. Stringer Displacements and Notation 
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APPENDIX B •'-
DONNELL'S EQUATIONS OF MOTION 
If one neglects the rotatory inertia effect, then the dynamic 
equations of motion of a cylindrical shell can be written as: 
(inward w is positive) 
aN . .3N, .2 
lf+i^+Px^^H. (B.X) 
dt 
. 3N. 3N , Q. .2 
1 d> x4> 4> , 3 v ,_ v 
- — X + J - ._£ + -p = ph - _ , (B.2) 
a 3$ 9x a *> r . 2 
o t 
1 4 + i a + a + p 5 . p h U . v l (B.3) 
3x a 3(J> a *z r 2 
ot 
3M .• 3M, 
- * + i - j £ - Q = 0, (B.4) 
3 x a 3<|> x 
3M , 3M. 
^-+rif-V0 ' (B-5) 
N . - N A = 0 . ( B , 6 ) 
rX(f) <J>X 
Eliminating Q. and Q results in the following four equations 
f V N, 
. • • • ' 3 . N ' - • . . -
IT, f - ^ dx 
X<f> . d X 
3N • 
dx 
3 N d / * aQrf, 
V + i * d* ; V+TTd* 
Figure 1.7 ( a ) . She l l Element Showing S t r e s s Resu l t an t s 
M 
3M . -
M . + - 3 l d x x<\> 3x 
x 3x 
3M^ 
Mcf> + ' T f 4 * 
dx 
3M 
M, + - Jp . d4> 
<f>x 3<J> T 
Figure 17(b). Shell Element Showing Stress Couples 
#*»x 
Figure 1 7 ( c ) . She l l Element Showing Coordinate System 
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3 N . ' 3 N • . 2 • 
-sr * ? I T + - p x •" p h 3 " ' (B-7) 
o t ' • 
1 3N . 3N . . 3 M . ' . ' • ' . 3MA . 2 
a 3<J> 3 x a 3 x 2 3<J> r<|> . 2 . 
a dt 
32M . 3 2 M A :• • 3
2M .. . 3 2 M . . . 2 
x 1 q>x . 1 xd> , 1 <p , 1 „ , , 3 w • • ,„ rt x 
rr-+ las* + rs^t + - i^r + . x \ ' + pz =ph ~ i • (B-9) 
3x a 3(() 3t 
N • = N. , ( B . 1 0 ) 
x<J> • <j)x • 
The s t r e s s r e s u l t a n t s and s t r e s s c o u p l e s a r e r e l a t e d t o t h e s t r a i n s 
and changes of c u r v a t u r e b y : 
N ••"=' K[e •+• v e A . ] , ( B . l l ) 
xx xx <bd> 
N A , =. K [ e . . + v e ] , (B.,12) 
<j)<J> 4>4> XX ' 
N . = N. = Gh Y A , ( B . 1 3 ) 
X<|> <(>X X ( j ) ' 
M = D[K + vK.T, ( B . 1 4 ) 
XX X <J> 
M . = D [ K . + - v K - 1 , • ( B . 1 5 ) 
<P9 <P x .• 
r h 3 
M ^ = Mx = ^ — T, ( B . 1 6 ) X(J) <f>x 1 2 . ' 
where 
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{K,D} = { h , ^ E / ( l - v 2 ) , (B.17) 
and 
G^ m^y- ; ^B•18) 
The strain-displacement re la t ions are given by: 
e = p- , (B.19) 
xx -3x 
6,1= r x r - - , (B.20) a 8(f) a ' 
^ ; = i + r i r - : ;: ^ ;<B^) 
The moment-change in curvature relations as advanced by Donne11 
[20] are: 
K.= - ^ , (B.22) 
' • ' ' - ' 8 x 
: K* = :T§': (B.23) 
a o<p 
By substituting the curvature expressions (Equations B.22, B.23, and 
B.2U) and the strain expressions;(Equations B.19, B.2Q, and B.21) into 
the expressions for the stress resultants and stress couples and then 
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s u b s t i t u t i n g t h e l a t t e r e x p r e s s i o n s i n t o E q u a t i o n s ( B . 7 ) , ( B . 8 ) and 
( B . 9 ) y i e l d s : 
32u 1 > v 9 2v v 3w_... l f - y 3 2 u . . ( 1 - v 2 ) '_. ( l - v 2 ) p 3 2u 
. 2 2a 3x3<|> ~ a 3x _ 2 _ .2 Eh P x .::\:'E\ ^2 ' 
3x 2a 3<J) 3t 
( B . 2 5 ) 
1 + v 32u •'• 1 ^ v 3 2 v i . I j i 1__. 3w_ 
2a 3x3<|> .'" 2 ' . . 2 2 ' • ' , 2 ""•'• 2 3<J> 
3x a 3(() a 
( i - v 2 ) 
Eh P * = 
( 1 - v 2 ) 3 2v 
3 t 
2 ' • ' 
( B . 2 6 ) 
v 3u . 1 3v_ _w_ h £ _i+w ( 1 - v
2 ) • •  _ ( l - v 2 ) p 32w / R 9 7 v 
a 37 + T 3 j - - ~ " 1 2 v w + ~EtT~pz " " E r ^ T T - ( B-2 7 ) 
a a 3 t 
2 2 2 
3 1 3 ••••••• 3 • • • ' ' 
App ly ing — r - , —r--—,- , and — r - t o E q u a t i o n ( B . 2 5 ) , s o l v i n g i n 
3x^ a 3<|)" 3 t 
each c a s e f o r t h e t e rm i n v o l v i n g n , and s u b s t i t u t i n g t h e s e e x p r e s s i o n s 
, . . , , •• . i V . _ . . . . , • : . . 
„4 v 33w ' 1 33w 
V U " ITT +-2~—~> 3x a 3x3cf> 
±yxu* a 8x34, LU u q u d u i u n \n> 
2 ( l + v ) p 3 2 ( 1 - v 2 ) • • • ; • 3 2 u , 
E 3 t 2 E
 p 2 
*" 3 t • 
v 3w 3 - v „2 (1-v- ) 
I-37--2—Vu --sr-Px 
2 
/n 2A 9 P 
( l ^ v ) *x 
Eh . 2 3x 
( 1 - v 2 ) 2 1 8 p x x ( 1 - v
2 ) (1+v) I 8 P 
T Eh ( 1 - v ) 2 -.2 
a o<p 
Eh ( 1 - v ) a 3x3<J> * 
( B . 2 8 ) 




— • £ » • , and • — j t o E q u a t i o n ( B . 2 6 ) , 
a<r ' at .. solving in each case for the term involving u, and substituting these 
' ••' 1 3 2 ' 
in Equation (B.25), after applying T T^T to it, gives: 
a dxd<p 
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v \ 2 + v 3 w i aV 
2 . 2 „ , 4 , , 3 
a 3x 3<j> a 3<j> 
2 ( l + v ) 3 
_ _ _ p _ 
9 2 
( l ^ V - ) p 3 V _ 
3t ' 
3 - v 0 2 . A 1 3w ( l - v ) 
— ' V V + — - '.'v. ... ',„ n 
2 2 3<j> E h p<j> 
(1-v2) 1 " V 
" E h a 2 3 ^ 2 ' 
l £ t . (l-v2) Xltv) 1 3 Px 
Eh ( l - v ) . 2 Eh ( l - v ) a 3x3<j> * 
dX 
( l - v ) 2 
( B . 2 9 ) 
The third equation is obtained by applying —-—to Equation (B,28) and 
a ox 
1 3 
—— T T t o E q u a t i o n ( B . 2 9 ) and a d d i n g t h e r e s u l t s g i v e s : 
Z dip 
a Y 
v. 3u_ . -_1_ 3v 
a 3x 2 3<|> 
2 3 
v 3 w 3 w 1 34w 
2 4 4 2 2 6 4 
a 3x a 3 x l f ; a 3 f 
2 ( l + v ) p 3 2 ' . ' • . ( l -v 2 )p 3 2 
3t ' 3 t ' 
'v_ 3u_ . 1 3V 
a 3x 2 3(j) 
i^JLv2 v_ 3u_ + _!__ £v 
a 3x 2 3<|> 
a Y 
2 2 2 
v 3 w _1_ 3 w 
2 . 2 4 . . 2 
a 3x a 3<J> 
2 ( l + v ) 3' 
3t* 
t-i 2 ^ 9 3 P ( l - v ) r x 
~ v ( l - v 2 ) ^ x _ ( l - v 2 ) ' % 
aEh 3x Eh a 
^3 
2 3(j) 
2v ( l - v 2 ) 3' P x 
aEh 3x 3 a 3 ( l - v ) Eh . . , 2 3x3(j> 
1 ( l - v 2 ) 3 % 
a4 Eh V 
(l-v2) d \ 
a2(l-v) . E h 3 x 2 3 * 
_,. 1 (1+v) 
+ ~Tl^T a 
l-> 
Eh 
3 P x y C i t y ) 
3X3^2 a 2 T I ^ T 
l - v 2l3
3p 
Eh 2 
3 x 3 . 
( B . 3 0 ) 
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The u and v terms in Equation (B.30) appear together in the expression-
v. _3u 1 3y 
a 3x ' 2 3d) 
a 
I f t h i s e x p r e s s i o n i s s o l v e d from E q u a t i o n (B .27 ) i n t e r m s of w and i t s 
d e r i v a t i v e s and t h e r e s u l t s u b s t i t u t e d i n t o E q u a t i o n (B. 30) . , we h a v e : 
2 2 4 2 
h r A ^ 1 - v 9 w 1 - v ' _4 
V w + --, - ———•— V D = 
12 2 . 4 . Eh p z 
a dx 
2 ( l + v ) 9' 
~ P — 
at' 
, 2 . 2 
f l - v 3 
E at' 
- 22L -v2} {P (1-v211-!L + JL + Hi v \ - ii^fi p } + 
2 J l E . . 2 2 12 Eh V 
<3t a 
( 1 - v ) „4 _, v 2 32w _,_ 1 32w 
- T " V w + 1 ^ + T 3 
a 3x a 3<f) 
v ( l - v ) 9 p x ( 1 - v 2 ) 9p<|> 
2 ( l + v ) 3' 
3 t ' 
aEh 3.x Eha 2" 3<J) 
• V 2 v 33P ,-y(3>y. ) r x 
aEh . 3 
3x 
2 v ( l - v 2 ) 9 P x 1 ( 1 - v 2 ) 9 V 2 ( l - v 2 ) fox 
a 3 ( l - v ) E h 3x3<)>2 a 4 E h 3<j>3 a 2 ( l - v ) E h 3x23<j> 
3 3 
1 (1+v) ( 1 - v 2 ) 9 P x v ( l * y ) : ( 1 - v 2 ) 9 P f 
a3 ( 1"V ) Eh 3x9*
2 a ( 1 " v ) Eh 3xV* 
( B . 3 1 ) 
After some simplification, we have: 




E 3 t 2 
f ( l - v
2 ) p 3 2 (3^v) 2, 
E : a t ? : 2 
(p^-vl^i-SL^-.»+ i d v4 - (1"v2) T, } 
1 E" _ 2 2 12 w Eh p z J 
3t a 
, (1-v) n 4 . v
2 32w . 1 32w 
2 w 2 . 2 4 _ .2 
a 3x a 3<J> 
2(l+v)p 3' 
3t ' 
v ( l - v ) 3 p x (1 -v 2 fy, 
- aEh 3x " E h a 2 34) 
v ( l - v 2 ) 3 P x + (H
?)(>v) 3 P x 
a E h 3x3 a 3 ( l - v ) E h 3x3<}>2 
3 3 
_1_ ( 1 -v 2 ) l2± _ ( 2 + v ) ( l - v 2 ) ( l ^ v 2 ) 3 'P<fr 
a 4 E h 3<|>3 a 2 ( l - v ) E h 3x23<}> 
( B . 3 2 ) 
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...•-.."."•:•'• APPENDIX G 
MTRIX ELEMENTS P R I T Z ANALYSIS 
This appendix contains expressions for th$ matrix elements 
appearing in the submatrices of the mass matrix of Equation (3•15) and 
the stiffness matrix given by Equation (3.14). The axial mode number 
(m) is considered as being given. The elements of the submatrices of 
the stiffness matrix are given as follows: 
kir(j,n) * 5 ^ ^ 
'•"2:2- " K ': '""•' + a ' % I D ^ i c o s ^ eos j<J>., (C.l) 
•' . '• i = ? 1 . : 
K 
k 1 2 ( j , n ) = - 6 j n [ a j | { l + v ) % ] + a V j D 1 . (y . ) s i n p*. cos j * . , (C.2) 
i — l • • - ' " . ' . ! . • • • 
k 1 3 ( j 9 n) = 6 n [ - a -.3a?a'+ iigl a .3] 1 J ]n m m 2 mj • 
2 3 K 
+ a % X D i i z i c p ? 3 n*i c o s %> ( c - 3 ) 
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2 2 ^ 
k 1 4 ( j , n ) = a am £ D ^ s i n n ^ cos j ^ , (C.4) 
K 
1 5 ( j , n ) ~ a otm I D l i ( y i ) c o s n ^ cos j ^ , (C.5) 
2 3 K 
k 1 6 ( j , n ) = +a am £ D . ^ s i n n<j> cos j<f>.) (C.6) 
i = l 
k 2 2 ( j , n ) = «5 j n [ i
2 + j U ~ v ) a 2 a m + 3 { | ( l - v ) a V } ] 
2 U ? . 2 . 
+ a a J D, .y . s i n n4>. s i n i4>. m . **, l i J I T i J I 
1=1 
« . K 2 4 
+ a am J D l i X 2 i
/ A i s i n(n( l ) i )s in( j ( t ) i ) (C.7) 
k - ( j , n ) > 6. AiKl + 3(va 2 a + | ( l ^ v ) a 2 a 2 ) ] ; 
^° J n m 2 m 
2 4 K 
+ a4% I ^ ' l i ^ i 2 ! Qos(n(t> i)sin(j(t) i) 
+ a a'+ T D ' . . I . /A. cos n<|>. s i n jcf>., (C.8) 
m .*- l i y z i i i J i 
2 3 K k2 i +( j ,n) = +a a^ £ D l i (y i ) s in<h* L ) s in ( jtf.^^), 
i = I 
(C9) 
2 i+ K 
k 2 5 ( j , -n ) = -a or £ D i i ( y i ) c o s ( n « t > i ) s i n ( j ^ ) 
. 1 = 1 
2 .1 
K 
a a f "'-D... I ./A.Ccos n<J>. ) ( s i n j<|) ) , ( C I O ) 
m .£ , l i z i i i 
2 1 
K 
k 2 6 ( ^ , n ^ " a am :--l- ? i i ( y i ) Z i ^ s i n ( n * i ^ C G S ( ^ i ) 
2 U 
i = l 
K 
+ a a y D. i I . /A. sin(n<J>. )sin(j<J>.) 
m •>„ 1 v z i I T i J T i 
i - a 
+ a V : - f O i l . /A. 
m . L_ 1 z i I 
i = l 
Z. 
- i - ( n ) s i n ( j<f). )cos(n<j>. ) , (C.ll) 
a j I I 
n. o U U 9 2 9 
k . . ( j - 9 n ) = 6. [1 + 6(l+n - 2n + a a + 2a
4a n ) ] 33 J ;]n m n 
2 1 ^ 2 
+ a a J D. i (Z . )cos n<t). cos jd). + 




+ a am E D l i " V i ^ i c o s ( n *i ) c o s ( ^i* 
i = l 
2 4 
K 
+ a cxm I D-v(j)(n)sin(n<(). )sin(j<()n.) 
•J 
+ am .J D 2 i( j ) (n)sin(n<() i)s in( j<j) i) 




+ a a J D '. I . / A . 




cps(j<j>. )sin(n<J>. ) 
a 2 a 4 J D '. I . / A . 
m .f; l i z i i 
'z:' 
i 
l a J 
( j )(n)sin(n<J>. ) s i n ( j ( f ^ ) , ( C . 1 2 ) 
2 3 
k 3 1 + ( j , n ) = +a"am ^ D l i Z i s i n ( n ( J ) i ) c o s ( j ( ( ) i ) , 
1 = 1 . 
( C . 1 3 ) 
2 4 
K 
k _ _ ( j , n ) = a a T D n . ( y . )Z . )cos(n<f>, )cos(j<j>.) Qc; m . t , _ l i I I I l 
i = l 
'35
2 4 
+ a a J -D._ . I . / A . s i n n i s i n . i i . 
m . - .*- • l i y z i l i : J Y i 
i = l J 
^z.V 
9 4 i 
+a a J D. . I . / A . ~ ( n ) s i n ( n < f > . ) c o s ( j<J>. ) , (G. 14) 
m . ^ l i z i I ( a J I J I • 
2 4 ,2X , k 3 6 ( j , n ) = a am J D . ^ Z p s i n ncJK cos j * . 
i = l 
2 4 r 
+ a a > D_. I . / A . s i n n<{>. cos j<J>. 
m .fj l i y i l T i J T i 
2 4 r 
- a a ), D . .( . j -)(n)cqs-n*, . s i n j<J>. 
m i = 1 31 i i 
2 2 
- a am I D 2 . ( j ) ( n ) s i n n^). c o s j 4 ± 
i = l 
( C . 1 5 ) 
The e l e m e n t s of t h e s u b m a t r i c e s of t h e mass m a t r i x a r e g i v e n by t h e 
f o l l o w i n g e x p r e s s i o n s : 
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m ( i , n ) = <5. + F D, . cos(ncf>.) cos ( ]> . )> (C.16) V J > J in . .^. 4i 1 l i = l 
m 12 
( j , n ) = am J D^ i(y i>sin(n(f) i)cos(j(f) i) 
i = l 
( C . 1 7 ) 
m 13 
( j , n ) = +a T D. . (Z . )cos(ncf>.) cos( jcf>.), 
m . . • HI 1 1 I 
i=l 
( C . 1 8 ) 
m 14 
( j , n ) = I D^sinCncf)^ cos( j(f>i) 
i = l 
( C . 1 9 ) 
m 15 
( j , n ) - .'I D1+i(y i)cos(ncf) i) cos( jcfrj , 
1=1 
( C . 2 0 ) 
m 16 
( j , n ) = ; + aTn. I D l+i(Z i)sin(n(f> i)cos(j(f> i) 
i = l 
( C . 2 1 ) 
2,"-.. 2 
( C . 2 2 ) 
m ( j , n ) = 6 (1+3) + I ^ . [ 1 ' + (y £ ) '+ % I ^ / A ^ s i n U c f O s in ( jcf>.), 
-1 i = l 
m 2 3(J.n) = «.n<26.) - . J , D ^ 
/* -\ 
a . 
z i (n)sin(n(f).) s in( jcfO + 
a 7 D , . ( I . /A. )cos(ncf>.) s in( jcf>.) -
m ,L^ 4i yzi l i i 
i = l 
K 
Z • \ i 
i = l 
Z. 
—- (n)sin(nd). )sin(jd>. ) 
a I I 
a I D , . ( y . ) ( Z . )cos(n<j>. )s in( j(f>.) 
m , L . 4i • i i i i 
i = l . 




( j , n ) = +am I D 4 i ( y i ) s i n (ncfOsinC j ^ ) , 
i = l 
(C.24) 
m 2 5 ( j , n ) = - I D 4 . [ l + ( y ^ ) + I z . m / A i ] c o s n ^ s i n j ^ , ( C . 2 5 ) 
i = l 
m 26 
C j . n ) = J D 4 . [a .2 I /A . + a ^ y . M Z J]s in(n<f>.)s in( j<f>.) + 
i = l 
rtD 




(n ) + D 
l 
{ a J* 4 i [ a J 
( n ) } cos(n<f>.)sin(j<f>. ) , ( C 2 6 ) 
K 
m 33 
( j , n ) = 6 [ 1 + 6 ( a V + j ^ ) ] + £ D ^ C l + Z ^ + c>m I , / A ^ 
i = l 
cos(n<f>. )cos(j<|>. ) + \ D , ( j ) ( n ) 






2 5' ( y i } 
I . / a A.]sin(n<|>. )sin(i<|>. ) + / D... —-— ( j )cos (n<f>. ) s i n ( j<f>. ) 
p i I i i .:;, 4 i a I I 
I V-
i = l 
4 i 
(n)s in(n(f) . )cos(j<f>. ) 
K r \ 
a . 
J £ > 1 * U a j 
(n)cos(j<|>. )sin(n<f>. ) 9 (C.27) 
K 
m 3 4 ( j » n ) = a m + I D 4 i ( Z i ) s i n ( n < | > i ) c o s ( j < | > 1 ) , 
i = l 
(C.28) 
K 
m 3 5 ( j ' n ) = + Jx
D4i 
(* } 
l a J 
(n)cos(n(f). ) s i n ( j<f>. ) 
- a J D, . ( y . )Z . )sin(n<f>. )sin(j<f>.) 








(n)cos(nd). )sin(j(b. ) 
1 1 
K I z i 




(j,n) = otm ^ D1+i(Zi)sin(n(J>i)cos(j(J)i) 
i=l 
- : \ \ i 
i=l 
z. 
— (j)I(n)cos(n<t>. )sin(j<J>. ) a i I I 
+ I D4isin(n(()i)cos(j(J)i) '' 
i=l 
- I Du. 
i=l 4i 




+ I D, • 
t \ 
y (j)sin(n<|>i)siri(j<|>i) - \ D ^ 
i=l 
r i 2 
y i (j }(n)cos(n<|K )sin(j<|K ) 
K 
- I D 
I . 
i=l 4i A.a' 
v I 




-Zi (n)cos(nc(>. )cos(nd>. ) 
l l 
(C.30) 
3 3 3 3 
The elements of the submatrices (m. ), m ), (m ) , (m ) , 
a a 
(m ), and (mqq) which represent the antisymmetric circumferential 
modes of vibration may be obtained from the elements of the submatrices 
(m ) , (m ), (m13)> ( m 2 2 ) , (
m
23^
 a n d ^ 3 3 ^ b v interchanging sin(n<|>^) 
and cos(n(J). ) and y. with -h. . . The constants appearing in the expres-
sions for the mass and stiffness submatrices are given by: 
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E?A. ( l -v 2 ) ' 
D = . - i i - , (C.31) 
l i Eirah 
( G J > . ( l - v 2 ) 
D z:-..,.',1. , (C.32) 
Zx E i r a V 
C . ( 1 - v 2 ) 
•D . = - W 1 3 , ( C . 3 3 ) 
3 1 E i r a V 
p . A. 
D„. = ^ ~ , ( C . 3 4 ) 
4x pirah 
where (GJ). is the torsional stiffness and C . is the warping constant 
for the ith stringer. When Donnell's shell theory is used the expres-
sions for the shell theory- in Equations (C.1) to (C.15) are changed to: 
ku(j,n) == <5jnU
2a2 + |<l-v)2}, (C.35) 
k 1 2 ( j , n ) == - 6 n j { a j | < l + v ) } a m , ( C . 3 6 ) 
k 1 . ( j , n ) =: 6. { - a v a m } , ( C . 3 7 ) 
13 j n m 
k . . ( j , n ) - 6 . { j 2 + i < l - v ) a 2 a 2 } , ( C . 3 8 ) 
22 ] n 2 m 
k 2 3 ( j , n ) == 6 j n ( j ) , ( C . 3 9 ) 
k _ ( j , n ) == 6. [ 1 + $ { n I + + a V + 2 a 2 n 2 a 2 } ] ( C . 4 0 ) 
33' Dn m m 
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2 2 




MATRIX ELEMENTS FOR CLAMPED-CLAMPED SUPPORTS 
The nonzero elements of the coefficient matrix [D] for clamped• 
clamped boundary are given as follows: 
dll = "in' 
d12 = a2n' 
d13 = a3n' 
dlH = V' 
d15 = a5n' 
d16 = °6n' 
d17 = a7n' 
d18 = V ' 
d21 = hn> 
JiliLl 
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d22 = 32n> 
d23 = 63n> 
d = 3 , 24 4n' 
d25 '5n' 
d26 = 8-6n' 
d27 = B7n' 
d28 = 68n' 
d31 = 1' 
d,„ = 0. 
d33 ="1' 
d34 = °> 
d35 = X> 
d36 = °' 
182 
d37 = 1-" 
d38 = ° -
\i = *m' 
V = 6ln> 
d^3 = *2n' 
<V = 92n' 
\s = 9 3 n ' 
d46 = *3n ' 
d*7 = \ n ' 
d48 = 6i+n' 
* ln a" -d_., .= e (an cos 0n £/a - a„ s i n 9. J l /a ) . 
51 In In 2n In 
d__ = e (a„ cos 8. i/a •+ a, s i n 0n &/a), 
5 2 2n In In In 
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. , i . 
*2n7 -dco = e (a. cos 0 i/a - a. sin 0 A/a), 53 3n 2n 4n 2n 
• L 
d54 = e (%n C O S 62n £ / a + *3n s i n 62n £/a)' 
, i 
Wo ~~ 
d r i r = e ( a r cos 0- • i/a - a . s i n 0„ A /a ) , 
55 5n 3n 6n 3n 
* -
3n a -
dr_ = e (a_ cos 0_ i/a + a ' sin 0. A/a), 56 6n 3n 5n 3n 
4n a - -
dcr7 = e (a„ cos 6. i/a - a0 sin 0.. i/a), 57 7n 4n 8n 4n 
4n a - -
dco = e (a cos 0 i/a'+ a. sin 0 £/a), 58 8n 4n 8n 4n 
ib -
d61 = e ^ ^ I n C O S 0ln £ / a " *2ii s i n 6ln £ / a )' 
i £ 
*ln a -*dco = e (3_ cos 0n i/a + a., sin 0n A/a), 62 2n In In In 
V -
d63 = e ^ ^ n C O S 82n £ / a " \n S l n 62n £/a)' 
\b — , 
2n a — -
d64 = e ( 3 4n C O S 62n £ / a + 33n s i n 62n £ / a ) > 
d65 = e ° a ( i 5 n




 d n a(8_ cos 0, £/a + 3 sin 9 £/a), 
66 6n 3n bn on 
d67 = e ̂  ^Sn C0S G4n £/a " "38n sin V £/a)' 
d68 = e "n a(B8n C ° S V * / a + 57n a i * \ n */a)' 
d?1 - e cos 0ln ̂  , 
d72 " e s i n em I • 
1 
d73 = e C O S 62n a ' 
, 1 
V2n a .. . I 
d71+=,e s m 0 , 2 n - , 
i A. 
3 n a, ... I & = e cos 0 - , 
75 3n a 
V3n a . . £ 
d76 = e S i n 63n I ' 
\ n a fl I 
d77 = e C O S \u I' 
, \ n a . _ £ 
d78 " e S l n 64n a ' 
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In a £• n ^ ln a . 
d = ^ e cos 6 - - 6, e s m 6n - , 
81 In In a In In a 
, i . £ 
d__ = * e l n a s i n e i i + e _ e
 l n a cos 6r i , 82 ln In a In In a 
it - ib -
, , 2n a • £ ' ^2n a ... ' £ 
d = ^ e cos 6 r-- 60 e sin 6n - s 
83 2n 2n a 2n 2n a ' 
, , 2n a . . £ „ ^2n a £ do., = $o e S l n e o •- + Qn e cos Bn - , 84 T 2n 2n a 2n 2n a ' 
' £ £ 
, _ ' '3n a . £ .' f3na- . a £ 
d o c ^o e C O S 0 o ~ ~ 0 o e S l n 0 o "" 5 
85 3n 3n a 3n 3n a ' 
, £ ; £ 
, _ . ^Sna .. • Z : . * 3 n a _ £ 
d o c = ^ o e S l n 0 o ~ + 0 o e C O S e o "~ 5 
86 3n 3n a 3n 3n a 
. £ . £ 
A - . 4n a . . £ •. a %n a . a £ 
d„„ = \b, e cos 6, 0, e s m 6, — , 
87 <i+n . 4 n a i+n 4n a ' 
. £ . £ 
, . \ n a . ' i _• \ n a _ £ 
d„„ = i|>. e s m 6, . — + 9, e cos 6, — 
87 r4n 4n a • 4n tn a 
APPENDIX E 
ALGEBRAIC EXPRESSIONS IN COMPLEMENTARY SOLUTION 
This appendix contains expressions for the a's and (3's which 
occur in the complementary solutions to Donnell's equations. These 
are given as follows: 
Y Y - Y Y 
; _ 11'13 12 14 
>ln " Y2 + Y2 
13 14 
Y Y + Y Y 
; = 12 13 11 14 
'2D Y2 • Y2 
13 14 
Y Y - Y Y 
• _ 21 23 22 24 
3n 2 2 
23 24 
Y„ Y„0 + Y Ŷ , • _ 22 23 21 24 
4 n " Y2 '+ Y2 
23 24 
Y y + Y Y 
r _ 32 33 31 34 






Y Y - Y Y 
- _ 31 33 32 34 f 










Y Y - Y Y 
41 43 42 44 
2 2 
Y •+ Y 
43 44 
Y Y •'• + Y Y 
42 43 41 44 
2 2 
Yf0 +-.Y7, 43 44 
Xll?13 + X12 Y14 
/' Y 2 •+ Y 2 
13 14 
X12Y13 " X11Y14 
2 2 
Y + Y 
13 14 
X21Y23 + X22 Y24 
2 2 
Y + Y 
23 24 
y v - X Y 
22 23 21 24 
2 2 
Y + Y 23 24 
X31Y33 + X32 Y34 











y Y - X Y 
32 33 31 34 





X41 Y43 + X42 Y44 
2 2 ' 







y V - Y Y 
42 43 41 44 . . 
"8n : - V 2 2 • (E.16) 
43 44 
where 
Y n = n{n
2"- 2ft/(l-v) - ( 2 + v ) ^ i n -
0 i n ) > » (E.17) 
Y10 = {2n(2+v)(^_ 6. ) } , (E.18) 
12 In In 
v - r 2ft (3-v)ftn2 ^ 4 A , .2 02 v r(3-v)ft _ 2 _,_ n , 
Yi3 " {7I^7 " (i-v) + n + (^in-em) { a ^ T " 2n + 1} 
- ^ n 9 l n + ( ^ l n - 6 l n ) 2 } ' ( E ' 1 9 > 
Y i4 = ^mV^" 6 ^ + { TI^f" **> (2*mein) • ( E ' 2 0 ) 
Y 2 1 = n ( n 2 " 2 f i / ( 1 " v ) " ( 2 + v ) ( ^ 2 n " 6 2 n ) } ' ( E * 2 1 ) 
Y22 = {2n(2+v)(iP2n62n)}, (E.22) 
v - r 2ft2 (3.-v)fl2n2 :' 4' . .2 Q2 . f(3-v)ft _ 2 _,_ n , 
Y23 " {(1^0 " ~O^T- + n + ^ V {~(l^y " 2» + 1} 
" < e 2 n H - < - e 2 2 n ) 2 } > ( E ' 2 3 ) 
Y24 = { ^2n e 2n ( ^ 2 n" e 2n ) + { 7 T ^ " V > <2<W>2n)}- ( E ' 2 4 ) 
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Y._ = n{n2 - 2ft/(1-v) - ( 2 + v ) ( ^ - 6 2 ) } , 
o i on on 
(E.25) 
Y32 = {2n(2+v)(* 9 3 n ) } f (E.26) 
v _ r 2 ^ 2 ; ( 3 - v ) n 2 n 2 . , *M--f.2 02 , Y33 " { ( I^vT • (1-v) + n + .̂SifV 
c8#-^ + i>^eL*(«n>
2> (E.27) 
"34 .. { 4 *3n 9 3n ( *3n- e 3n ) + { T F 7 T " ^ < 2 * 3 n 6 3 n ) } ' (E.28) 
Y = n{n2 - 2f l / ( l -v) - (2+v)(^ 2 - 6 2 ) } , (E.29) 
'+1 4-n 4-n 
\ 2 =
 { 2 n ( 2 + ^ } ( \ n \ n ) } > (E.30) 
43 
r 2ft
2 (3-v)ft2n2 , 4 A . . 2 fl2 . 
{ O ^ T " (l-v) + n + (\nAn} 
{a^rr "2n +1}" 
2 2 9 9 9 
%An + < < > >> (E.31) 
11 (*ln> < T ^ T 7 + n 2 > + V { ( * l n ) ( * l n - 6 l n ) " 2 * l n 6 l n } (1-v ) 
(E.32) 
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L12 <V <lf+ n"> + *<V*L-eL> + 2 8 ln*ln> (E.33) 
'21 %> { J V "2} + *<*2„>«>'- 2^ n } , (E.34) 
22 
( 6 2 n ) { f r f + n 2 } + ̂ e2n«) + 282^n} (E.35) 




32 ( 6 . ) {f^- + n
2} + v{Gq (IJJ
2 - 0 2 ) + 2fl ip2 } 3n 1-v 3n 3n 3n 3n 3n (E.37) 
41 • [< v {5 2 v \+n 2} + v { ( V ) « ) - ^ n e 2 n } , (E.38) 
42 <%n
)tfl7-n2} + v {e i t n<-e
2
n) + 2 6 ^
2
n } (E.39) 
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APPENDIX F 
FUNCTIONS IN PARTICULAR SOLUTION OF DONNELL'S EQUATIONS 
This appendix contains expressions for the functions g , g , 
g3, g , g5, g , g , g , and gg which occur in the particular solutions 
of the Donnell's equations. These functions are given as follows: 
V 
g, = T T > (F-1> 
• 1 
where 
N. = -(l+v)(3-v)(l-v2)pa2 (12Ea4)(w2) + 
1 ' mn 




6{-24(l+v)(l-v2)2p3hai+} + ai4{24(l+v)(l-v2)p2Eha2 + 
+ (l+v)(l-v2)p2h2aU (2)Eha4 + (l+\))(3-\>)(l-\>2)p2a2 (12)Eha4} + 
mn mn 
w2{-(l+v)(3-v)pa2 (12)E2ha2 - (l+v)(3-v)ph2a6 E2ha4 
mn mn 







^ , - 3 . 3 4 8 ^ _ . , _ 2 . r 3 2, 4 , + {E h a a •=+ 1 2 ( l - v )E a ha } , 
mn m 
N2 
g 2 ( l - v ) D ' ( F , 2 ) 
N2 = - 2 4 ( H - v ) ( l - v
2 ) ( l - v ) E a 2 p n ( w 2 ) + 
+ n 3 ( 1 2 ) E 2 ( l - v 2 ) ( l - v ) + ( 2 + v ) ( l - v 2 ) 2 ( a 2 ) ( n ) 1 2 E 2 a 2 , 
m 
N3 , , 
gq = rT- , ( F . 3 ) 
,3 U3 
N3 =' ( 2 + v ) ( a
2 ) ( n ) g 1 E
2 a 2 + g l n
3 E 2 - 2 ( l + v ) p g n a 2 E , 
o i i i i o a o U 9 9 
D0 = E a a - 2 ( l + v ) ( l - v )pa to - Ea ( l + v ) ( 3 - v ) p c t u , 
3 mn *• mn 
\ 
4 
N4 = a )
2 { 2 ( l + v ) ( l - v 2 ) ( l - v ) p a 4 - 2 ( l + v ) ( l - v ) ( n ) g 2 p E h ' } + 
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( 2 + v ) ( a 2 ) ( n ) g 0 E
2 h ( l - v ) a 2 + n 3 g 0 E
2 h ( l - v ) - ( l - v 2 ) ( n 2 ) E ( l - v ) a 2 
m 2. 2. 
9 9 4 
- 2 ( l - v )a Ea , 
m 
and 
D„ = E 2 h ( l - v ) a 4 a 4 - 2 ( l + v ) ( l - v 2 ) ( l - v ) p 2 h a V + 
4 mn 
2( l+v)pa 2 Eh ( l - v ) a 4 w 2 , 
N5 
« 5 S 5 7 ' ( F - 5 ) 
b 
where 
2 3 2 2 2 
N_ = Eava gn - 2Ea(l+\;)pva gnw - E a (n )g 5 m l m l m 1 
and 
Dc = E
2 a 2 a 4 + 2 ( l + v ) ( l - v 2 ) a 2 p V * - E a 2 ( l + v ) ( 3 - v ) p a 2 a)2, 5 mn mn 
Nfi ' 
e 6




 E 2 a v ( c ^ ) g 2 -




2 a 2 a 4 + 2 a
2 ( l + v ) ( l - v ) p 2 a ) 4 - Ea2(l+v) (3-v)(ot2 )pu)2, 6 mn mn 
N7 
J7 " D ' 
(F .7 ) 
where 
N = 2pv ( l -v 2 ) a Ea3(a)2) - v ( l - v 2 ) a 3 E 2 a 3 - ( l - v 2 ) ( a )n 2 )E 2 a 7 m m m 
V 
h-iT> ( F - 8 ) 
where 
NQ = (2+v) (a
2 ) (n )E 2 a 2 h + (n)3E2hg_ + E a 3 ( l + v ) 2 ( a ) ( n ) , o m i »" 
9 U U 9 U 9 U U 2 2 
Drt = E a ha + 2 ( l + v ) ( l - v )a hp to - Ea h(l+V)(3-v)pw a , 8 mn mn 
N 9 
s 9
 = 5 7 ' (F-9) 
9 
where 
Ng = g ? v(a
3 )E 2 ha - g 7 a m (n
2 )E 2 a 2 h - 2g7(l+v)vpu>
2amEa
3h 
+ 2 ( l+v) ( l -v 2 )pa ) 2 a 2 - ( l - v 2 ) a 2 E a 2 - 2 ( l + v ) ( n 2 ) E , 
m 
and 
9 9 4 9 9 4 9 9 2 2 












ANALYSIS FOR SIMPLY SUPPORTED STIFFENED CYLINDRICAL SHELLS 
For the special case when both edges of the shell are simply 
supported, it is not necessary to determine an additional complementary 
solution since it is possible to find particular solutions which will 
satisfy all of the boundary conditions as well as the differential 
equations. Adopting the notation of Chapter IV, the general solution 
of the shell equations is given by: 
K °° °° 





n 5 -iron 5 nmn 6 imn
 p 9 nmn £ 
3=1 m=0 n=0 J J J J 
} ( oo oo 
y y y ( g c Z ! + g , T ! + g c Y! + gQX! ) s i n n<f> cos 2I2L 
• •. r, « '5 -imn 5 nmn &6 3mn 9 nmn Y I ' 
3=1 m=0 n=0 J . J 
( G . l ) 
Ys, OO OO 
v(x,<J>) = y • y y ( g 0 Z . + gQT. + g .Y. + gQX. ) s i n n< 
' T Li U L, <=Q -tTTITV "A H i m - I ° t l -ITTIT1 ° f l TTTIT-I ^ 
mTTX 
s i n '3 imn
 6 3 jmn 6 4 jmn &8 jmn r £ 3=1 m=0 n=0 J J J J 
K °° °° 
I- I I (goZ! + g.T. i + g .Y! + gQX! )cos n<j> s i n ^~- , • •. «• •« 3 imn 3 nmn °H nmn 8 nmn £ 3=1 m=0 n=0 J -J J J 
(G.2) 
K OO OO 
v , . nrrrx 
; cos n<p s i n —-— + 
mn I 
w(x,<j>) = y y y ( g , z . + g . T . + g 0Y. + g _ x . 
>-L m ^ 0 n ^ Q 1 :mn
 6 1 3mn &2 31ml 6 7 3 
j ^ 00 00 
I I I (gnZ! + g n T ! + . g 0 Y ! .+ g„X! ) s i n n<j> 
• •. « « 1 imn & 1 3mn to2 3mn to7 3mn Y 
n= l m=0 n=0 J J J J 
nrrrx 
s m ^ . 
(G .3) 
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The genera l s o l u t i o n s of the s t r i n g e r equat ions a r e . g i v e n ' b y : 
u^-<*> = 1 X * O ] C O S 
m=0 
•4m"jni I £ J ' 
miTx (G.4) 
v . (x ) = ) c Y. s i n k - , on ^ om -im £ ' 
J m=l J ^ J 
(G.5) 
i . (x ) = Y C_ Z. s i n 
oi ^ lm nm 




J . (x ) = I C0 T. s i n on '•- 2m ]m 
J m=l 
M X 
• - z I £,Jf,,.Bin 
£ I j -, 2m jm 





The k inemat i ca l boundary cond i t ions a t the l i n e of at tachment are given 
by: 
w . ( x ) = w(x,<j>.), ( i = l , 2 , . . . , K ) 
o i I 
(G.8) 
e . ( x ) = — T-r-
o i a 3<|> 
, ( i = l , 2 , . . . , K ) ( G . 9 ) 
4>=4>i 
^ 
v . (x ) = v(x,<|>.) + 
O I 1 a 
3 w 
3<|> 
, ( i = l , 2 , . . . , K ) (G . IO) 
•=•. 
u ..(x) =. u(x,<J>.), ( i = l , 2 , . . . , K ) 
o i I 
( G . l l ) 
where K is the total number of stringers attached to the shell. 
Inserting Equations (G.l), (G.2), (G.3), and (G.4), (G.5), 
(G.6), (G.7) into (G.8), (G.9), (G.IO), and (G.ll) gives the following 
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Inserting Equations (G.1), (G.2), (G.3), and (G.4), (G.5), 





B . i.C, JK. ip, ip, lp 
*•-»-*-*.-— 
E. ',F. |G. j H. 
ipi ipi ipi ip 
I. i'J. iL. |M. 
iPi_ ^ J . ' 1 ^ X P 
T.r^iRT"|s7" 
i p i i p i i p i i p 
N, 








i J I ) 
(G.12) 
where Z , f , Y , and X are column vectors whose components are given 
P p P p 
b y : -,,,*• 
z = z. , p am? (G.13) 
T .=••>•• T r . - , 
p :m 
(G.14) 
Y = Y. , 
P Dm 
(G.15) 
X = X. , 
P 3™ 
(G.16) 
and m is a fixed integer (axial wave number) and j is related to P by: 
j = P - K[(P-l)/K]r (G.17) 
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and the subscript T represents the operation of truncation after the 
decimal point. The coefficients A. , B. , etc. are given by; 
* • • 
N 
A. = A . . = V [ g . f . ( c o s neb. cos neb. + s i n neb. s i n neb. ) ] - 6 . . Z . , 
iP 13 n i 0 1 1 3 i 3
 T i 13 3™ 
(G.18) 
N'V 
B. = B. . = 7 [gnfn(sin neb. cos neb. - cos neb. sin neb. )], (G.19) 
iP 13 n = 0
 3 2 x 
A . ' . " ' . . • • 
N . 
C. = C. . = J [g. f _ ( s i n neb. cos neb. + cos neb. s i n n e b . ) ] , ( G . 2 0 ) 
l p in Ln
 to4 3 3 l i l 
K. - K. . = J [ g ^ f . f c o s neb. cos neb. + s i n neb. •••sin neb. ) ] , ( 6 . 2 1 ) 
l p 11 L„ 7 4 l l 1 l 
n=0 • . 
E. = E. . = J [ g . f . (sin'.ri<|>. .cos neb. - cos neb. s i n neb. ) ( n / a ) ] , (G .22 ) 
i P 13 nt0 1




F. = F . . = y [ - g . f 0 ( c o s neb. s i n neb. + s i n neb. cos neb. ) ] 
iP 13 n i ^ 3 1 3 i 
(n/aO - \fym9 (G*23) 
G. = G. . = J [ g n f 0 ( c o s neb. c o s neb. - s i n neb. s i n n<|>.)] 
iP 13 n ^ 0 2 3
 Y j T i Y j •• Y i 
( n / a ) - 6 i 3 Z 3 C 2 m ;
 ( G - 2 4 ) 
' N * ' : ' • ' 
H. =• H . . = - £ [g,_f ( s i n neb. cos neb. t cos neb. s i n neb. ) ] ( n / a ) ,(G . 25 ) 
i p 1 ]
 n =0 -
1 X ^ X 
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 z . 
V1 I n 
I [g,-f ' , .(cps n<f>. s i n ii<f>- - s i n ncf>. cos n<f>. ) ] —-
/•v J " . 1 • J 1 J 1 3 
l̂ 





][' [ g 3 f 0 ( s i n -n.<P;'• s i n n.<f>.. + cos ncj)., cos n<|>. ) ] 




; [ g . f V f c o s n<i>. s i n n ^ . + s i n ri<f>. cos nd). ) ] 
a 
( n ) , 




I ugh-^oCsin nd".. s i n n<|>. - cos n<j>. c o s n 4 . ) ] -
N 
7 [g^ f .v(s in n<jj . s i n r)(f>. - cos ncj>. cos n<t'.)] 
'-- *. c n x i I 
n=0 
a 
( n ) - 6 . . ; , 





;-n<[>-_. c o s n<f>. s i n n,<j) . s i n nc}). ) ] ~ 
N 
I Cg 7f^Ccos ' n.«j). s i n n<f>. 
n -0 -1 
s i n nd). cos nd). ) ] 





( G . 2 9 ) 
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N 
N. = N. . = J [g,-fn (cos n<(>. cos nd>. + sin nd>. sin nd>. )], (G.30) 
n=0 
0. = 0. . = J [g,f. sin nd>. cos nd). - cos nd). sin nd).)], (G.31) 
ID in *• >65 2 Yi Yi Yi ri ' 
r J n=0 J J 
ft 
N 
R. = R. . = 7 [ g c f 0 ( s i n nd>. cos nd>. t cos nd>. s i n nd> . ) ] , ( G . 3 2 ) I D in **«• 6 3 Y i y i Y i T i ' 
r J n=0 J 
ft 
N 
S i p = Sii = ^ t g g f 4 ^ c o s n * . cos n<J>i t s i n n<f>. s i n n d O ] 
P -J n=0 • H 
-S m V <
G - 3 3 > 
where i denotes the ith row. 
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